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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM:, DEFINITIONS .AND PLAN OF PRESENTATION 
Since the advent of Sputnik, lll0dern education has come under care-
ful scrutiny. Thoughtful people are concerned as to whether our students 
are receiving education equal to the task of preserving the very existence 
of the human race. Along with concern over the relative concentrations 
of Science, Mathematics and the Humanities in cur:dcula, there is a 
concern over the ability of our students to apply knowledge to practical 
problems, i.e. the ability to think critically. The acceleration of 
mergers in indust~ concentrates control and mak~s the possibility of 
dictatorship more likely. Also, the failure and disappearance of rival 
newspapers2 simplifies control of thought through mass media. These are 
cogent reasons for critical thinking being more needed than evel;' before. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. Using exercises constructed for the 
purpose of teaching critical thinking, answers to the following questions 
were sought: 
1. caD. critical thinking be taught? 
1 "A Week That Made History in Wall Street,u U.S. News and World 
Report,.55:Sl-S4, December 26, 1958. 
2 trThen There Were TWo," Newsweek, 5:3:49-50, Jan11ary 19, 1959. 
-1-
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a. Does direct teaching of Interpretation, Recognition of 
Assumption and Evaluation of Argument produce significant 
change of scores on a standardized instrument measuring 
these components? 
2. How is the power of critical thinking related to sex" ehrono-
logical age, mental age, grade level" curriculum division, 
occupational background and reading achievement? 
J. How is the development or learning of critical thinking skills 
influenced by sex, grade level, curriculum division and occupa-
tional background? 
4. Is there transfer of training from one kind of critical ·think-
ing to another or must there be separate training for each 
critical thinking skill? 
a. Does training in Interpretation, Recognition of Assuiu:ption 
- . 
and Evaluation of Argument produce increased skill. in 
Inference and Deduction as measured by the Watson-Glaser 
. -
Critical Thinking Appraisal and in Inference as measured 
by the comprehension seetion of the Cooperative Reading 
Test, c1? 
5. Does training in critical thinking affect reading achievement? 
a. Does training in critical thinking affect speed of 
reading? 
b. Does training in eri tical thinking strengthen performance 
2 
on vocabulary tests/ 
e. Does training in critical thinking influence the level of 
comprehension in reading? 
d. Does training in critical thinking affect accuracy in 
vocabulary and reading? 
6. Is there an order of difficulty in the kinds of ·critical 
thinking used in the study? 
7:. .Are the materials used in the stu.dy successful in developing 
critical thinking? 
Justification of the study. Thoughtful educatorsJ,4, 5, 6,'l,S urge 
. . 
that students be taught critical thinking skills to prepare them for 
responsibilities of citizenship in a complex world. Such urging needs 
support as to whether or not critical thinking can be taught. 
Efficieney in teaching critical thinking demands knowledge of those 
J Richard D • .Altick, Preface to Critical Reading, New York: H. Holt 
and Company, .'l946. 
4 Jobn Dewey, How We Think, Boston; D. c. Heath & Co., 19JJ. 
5 Donald D. Du~eil,·· "Language and nigher Mental .Processes' tt 
Review of Educational Research, lJ:ll0-14, .April, 194J. 
~ Edward M. Glaser, .An Experiment in the Development of Critical 
Thinking, Contributions to Ed11cation, #F!i4J. New York: Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941. 
7 . • . . 
G. H. Judd, Educat~on as the CUltivation of H~gher Mental Processes. 
NewYork: .Maemillan Co., 19J6 • 
. . .. .. ·' .. . . 
.. g . . 
David H. Ru.sseil, Children's Thinking, Boston: Ginn and Company, 
1956 •. 
J 
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factors Which influence the possession and development of this skill and 
the degree of influence which they exert. Such knowledge would make it 
possible for the teacher and/or writer to control the factors in such a 
way as to produce maximum results in developing critical thinking. 
Eeonomy of time and materials demands knowledge of transfer of 
training in critical thinking. Does critical thinking in each subject 
matter area have to be taught separately or would training in one subJeet 
matter area also produce results in another? Does eaeh kind of critical 
thinking have to be taught separately or would training in one kind also 
I 
increase skill in another? If, in both cases, the latter were true, then 
I 
I 
skill in critical thin:(ring would be increased with a minimmn of time and 
I 
materials. 
i 
I 
Concepts mnst be aequired before critical thinking is applied. 
For the critical thinking to be valid, it is necessary that the information 
be accurate. lienee, it was ing;>ortant to know if training in critical 
thinking increases power of vocabulary, comprehension in reading and, 
particularly, accuracy in reading. If so, then training in critical 
thinking not only would increase skill in the art itself. It also would 
insure the validity of the thinking by developing comprehension and 
accuracy in the process of acquiring information on which the critical 
thinking was to be applied. 
Scope of the study. This investigation included standardized 
measurements of the students 1 reading ability, mental ability and critical 
thinking ability. It included a study of the effect of specially designed 
4 
materials on achievement in critical thinking. It included a survey of 
tests designed to measure critical thinking and materials available to 
teach it as well as a survey of what authorities say critical thinking is. 
The study included an investigation of the relationship of critical think-
ing to sex, chronological age, mental age, grade level, curriculum divis 
occupation of the parent and reading achievement. A survey of the 
literature was made concerning the transfer of training as it relates to 
critical thinking. The study was performed on high school students in 
grades ten through twelve. 
This study did not propose to investigate the best type of reading 
program, the hest methods of teaching reading, the nature of reading, the 
mechanics of reading or the hygiene of reading. It did not investigate the 
components of critical thinking but accepted those proposed by the author-
ities in the field. It was not concerned with the emotional, social and 
character change promoted in students through reading or thinking criti-
cally. It did not investigate the nature of thought or the effect of 
health or personality characteristics upon thought. It did not investigate 
any of the higher mental processes other than critical thinking. Neither 
did the study investigate any concept not expressly designated above as 
being within the scope of this study. 
II. DEFINITIONS 
Critical thinking. Throughout this study critical thinking was 
defined as that process whereby a person, with varying degrees of 
objectivity and according to previously established criteria, evaluates 
5 
material presented for consideration. 
Critical readigg. The definition of critical reading differs 
little from that of eritieal thinking. It was defined as that process 
whereby a person, with varying degrees of objectivity and aeeording to 
previously established criteria, evaluates reading material presented for 
consideration. 
III. PLAN OF PRESENTATION 
The presentation o~ this study will ~ollow the outline given 
below. 
Chapter two - a snmmary of research related to: 
1. the importance of critical thinking and reading. 
2. definitions of critical thinking. 
J. definitions of critical reading. 
4. ·def:l,nitions of the critical thinking skills listed by 
the authors of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Appraisal. 
5. collq')onents of critical thinking. 
6. the effect of sex7 chronological age, mental age, grade 
level, socio-economic background and reading achievement 
on the ability to think and/or read critically. 
? • studies conducted to investigate the relationship between 
critical thinking and critical reading. 
S. studies concerning the transfer of the training to think 
critically. 
6 
Chapter Three - plan and procedures of the study. 
1. bases for matching groups. 
2. group eomposi tion. 
3. instruments used for necessary measurements. 
4. materials used to teach critical thioking. 
5. factors controlled. 
6. experimental design. 
7. strengths and weaknesses of the study. 
Chapter Four - findings with the analysis of the data. 
Chapter Five - summary, conclusions and recommend~tions. 
7 
CHAPTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH 
This chapter is devoted to the presentation of a summary of research 
related to: 1) the impGrtance of critical thinking and reading; 2) defi-
nitions of critical thinking; 3) definiti@ns of critical reading; 4) defi-
nitions of the critical thinking skills listed by the authors of the 
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal; 5) components of critical 
thinking; 6) the effect of sex, chronological age, mental age, grade level, 
socio-economic background and reading achievement on the ability to think 
and/or read critically; 7) studies conducted to investigate the relation-
ship between critical thinking and critical reading; and S) studies 
concerning the transfer of the training to think critically. 
I. THE IMPORTANCE OF CRITICAL THINKING AND READING 
The significance of man1s ability to think is so immeasurable and so 
obvious, it seems hardly necessary to expound its virtue. As Dewey1 said: 
To expatiate upon the importance of thought would be absurd. 
The t:raditional definition of man as the ''thinking animaln fixes 
thought as the essential difference betwe~n man and the b:rutes, -
surely an important matter. 
Even considering a part of the thought process called critical thinking, 
the importance is' so significant that it is virtually assumed. Dewey2 
quotes John Stuart Mill in his System of Logie: 
l.rohn Dewey, How We Think, Boston, D,. c. Heath and Co., 1933; p. 14. 
2. . 
Loc.cdt. 
_g_ 
"To draw inferences •• has been said to be the great business of life. 
Everyone has daily, hourly, and momentarily need of ascertaining facts 
which he has not directly observed • • • the business of the magistrate, 
of the military commander, of the navigator, of the physician, of the 
agriculturist, is mereLy to judge of evidence and to act according-
~- •• u 
Having concluded tbat it is illlportant that man think, the next con-
sideration is in reference to the possibilities of training him in this 
process~ Here again Dewe_y-3 displays his perspicacity. tt .A being who 
could not think without tra~ing could never be trained to think; one may 
\ 
have to learn to think ~; but not ~ow to think." Thus might be expressed 
. . 
the basic investigation of this study; not the investigation of man's 
ability to think (for this is assumed) but rather, the investigation of 
training men to think well, to think cri ticall:y. 
In order to protect, preserve and replenish itself, a democratic state 
makes mandatory the education of its citizens. Only through an educated 
citizenry can a democratic form of government be perpetuated. The basis of 
this education is thinking;- more specifically, critical thinking. The 
possibilities of pursuing diverse lines of thought, of considering and ex-
pressing varied points of view, of entertaining opinions not found in the 
status guo, these possibilities are important to a democratic society; yet 
the ability of the citizenry to handle these variations critically is of the 
utmost importance.4 Russell; expresses this idea: 
3 Ibid., p. lS. 
4 Oliver J. Hall. and Russell E. Klinger, Problem Solvine: in OUr 
American Democrac:.y, New York: .American Book Company, 1957, pp. 41-43. 
5 Da~d H. Russell,· Chiidren•s Thinking, Ginn and co., Boston, 1956, 
p. 281 •. 
9 
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For the health of demoeracy it may be hoped that children and adults 
will always have various points of view to evaluate and that they will 
become increasingly skillful in distinguishing and eriticizing these 
varied ideas. Critical thinking would seem to be one of the first 
requirements of_a full fledged eitizen in a democraey. 
More specifically: 
In a land where freedom of speech is deemed the inalienable right 
of every person, the development of critical r~aders is a serious 
responsibility for the public schools. Altick:b in his Preface to 
Critieal Thinking, sets up as the highest social funetion of the 
schools'~ teach people to read and to listen with actively 
question,irig ·:ininds, to provide our democratic society with citizens 
who will use their dispassionate intelligence in weighing and 
aeting upon the appeals which are directed at them from every source 
of soeial and political pressureu because in our day "the use and 
misuse and abuse of words determine how people make up their minds, 
and hence, in a very real sense, abe constantly shaping our destiny.7 
This position is corroborated by GlaserS in his statement that: 
The development of eritical thinking is a desirable outcome of 
~ducation not only because it contributes to the intellectual and 
social competence of the individual and helps him to meet his 
problems more intelligently and more effeetively, but also beeause 
it helps him to cooperate better with his fellow men. It helps him 
to form intelligent judgments on public issues and to contribute 
democratically to the solution of social problems. The author 
believes that at no time in our history has wider realization of 
the educational objective been more urgently needed. 
TWo problems evolve in an investigation of research dealing with the 
importanee of critical thinking and eritical reading. First, opinions 
differ as to where in the edueational program, instruetion in eri tical 
6 .Rie.ha~d D. Altick, Preface to Critical Reading, New York: Henry 
Holt anq Co., 1946~ 
7 C01mnission on the English Curriculum of the National Council of 
Teacher~ of English, The Nrtglish Language Arts in the Secondary School, 
,New York: Ap:pleton-QeJ;Ltu.ry-Grofts, Inc., 1956, p. 404. · 
··B . . ·.- . . 
Edward M. Glaser, An. Experiment . in the Development of Critical Think-
l:!!g, Co;ttribut~ons, it.o Edu~ation #84'3, New York:. Bureau of Publications, 
Teach~rs College, C6lwnbia ·un.ive~si~y, _194.1, p~ 9 .. 
10 
thinking or reading should be initiated and developed.. .Asstlliiptions, in-
ferences and direct statements reveal authorities' eoncer.n that the school 
develop these skills. Some of these.authorities advocate the secondary 
school while others advocate the elementary school as the place f'or the 
development of' critical thinking and/or reading. Still others advocate 
that the skills be integrated vertically through all grades. Husbands9 
emphasizes the point already made, that n • •• the development of' critical 
reading ability is now considered a valid objective of' the school.tt Habn10 
says 1 tt. • • one of the most important functions of' the secondary schools 
is to help develop critical thinking ••• u Betts11 believes "Critical 
. . . 
reading abilities can be developed at the elementary school level •• ·" 
Durrell12 is all inclusive, stating that uThe teaching of' higher mental 
processes should be a part of' the language arts program f'rom the primary 
grades through college." 
B tt 13 d • .&' • h ~ • tat t d d t t,... t • 1 e s mo J.J. J.es J.s prenous s emen an. a voca es ·ue ver J.ca · · 
integration. 
9 K. L. Husbands and J. Harlan Shores 1 "Measurement of' Reading f'or 
Problem. Solving ••• A Cr:ttical Re~ew of' tb.~ Literature,n Journal of 
Educational Research, 43:453-465, February 1950~ p. 462. . . 
- .... _ ~ .. 
lO· Lerls:E. 'Halili, uneveloping Critical Thinking in the Secondary 
Schools.," Educational Administration and Supervision, 34:421-24, November 
;L94.S, p •. 422. . . . 
11 Emmett A. Betts, "Guidance in the Critical Interpretation of' 
Languagf? 1 tt Elementary English, 27: 9-221 J~uary 19501 p. 16. 
12 Donaid D',. Durreil~ ·ur.anguage and Higher Mental Processes," Review 
April 1943, p. 110. 
13 Betts; ·op.eit., p. ·13. 
ll 
J 
In view of present evidence, there is not one point in the school 
program at which critical thinking is to be introduced as a. :ma.Jor 
goal of instruction. Instead, the foundations for critical thinking 
are systematically built, beginning with ~ ... the kindergarten or 
·first grade. From that point ••• ·techniques and background for 
critical thinking require systematic elaboration. 
He continues: 
• • • eystematic guidance is required for the effective development 
of the critical comprehension and use of language. This has several 
implications: ••• guidance must be given in terms of the individuals' 
stage of dev~lopment rather than in terms of (his) • • • grade (; ) 
••• provisions must be made for direet teaching, ••• when the 
learner is aware of specific needs .- ... 
Th'US it is that there is agreement as to the importance of .teaching 
critical reading and critical thinking. There is agreement that 11The 
prilna.ry object· in teaching critical thinking is to put in the pupil's hands 
a tool."l4 It is this tool in the hands of the adult Whieh will protect our 
democracy. It also is agreed that uHelping children learn to think clearly, 
. .. 
to attack problems intelligently, and to exercise judgment in an increas-
ingly mature manner is fully as important as teaching them to read intelli-
gently or to write or speak coherently.ul5 B~t as to when it should be in-
. . 
troduced into the curriculum and with what intensity, there is uncertainty. 
The second problem revealed, with respect to the importance of teaching 
criti~al thinking and/or critical reading, is in reference to the way in 
which this skill should be taught.. DeBoer16 mentions that n:Mu.ch study a~d 
14 Frederick George 
ing in tQ.e Social §tudies., 11 ~~~~~~~~~~~~>....::!~~~~~¥=-~~~:EJII 
13th Yearbo9.k, Nat~onal 
:15 Commission on English curriculum"~ •• , op.cit., p • .348'. 
16 John J. DeBoer, ncultivating Powers of Discrimination in Reading," 
The School Review,. 57:28'~36, January ~949, p. 36. . . 
research is needed in the area of critical reading ••• (it) calls for a 
fundamentally new approach to the curriculum itself. 11 Hills17 continues: 
If' we want our·readingelasses to teach children something of the 
art o:C thinking; several· major developments are needed. More meaning-
ful, thoughtprovoking materials must be made available. Extensive 
research must be carried out to develop practical techniques for 
promoting critical reading and critical thinking. 
The obvious implication is that comparatively little is known concerning 
the best (or any) methods and materials to be used in the development of 
this skilL This is borne out in the following differing opinion which 
could be considered representative: Symonds18 is convinced that 
• • • thinking cannot be trained entirel.y by analytical practice in 
vocabulary, outlining, reading, inference, eta. Acquiring skill in 
these separate skills cannot be immediately pieced together to form 
an integrated whole ••• In short, practice in thinking itself is 
necessary for the improvement of thinking. There is no substitute 
for the actual wrestling with the real problems in the development 
of thinking. 
19 DeBoer concurs, yet with reservation: 
It would appear that the most rewarding instructional approach 
(to critical reading) is direct guidance of the reader (though he 
says objective evidence is lacking) ••• experimentation with system-
atically planned exercises is urge~tly needed. 
On the other hand, Harris20 believes that 
Independent critical thinking cannot be taught in a special course. 
It must be learned as a way of action in innumerable situations, 
ing with early childhood. 
17 R. J. Hills, "Reading and the Art of 'l'b.inking," Elementary School 
Journal, 59:.215-17, Je.nuary 1959, p. 127. 
1'$ Percival-M. Symonds, Education and the Psychology of Learning, 
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1936, p. 235-6. 
19 -DeBoer, op.cit., p. 34. 
20 Albert J,. Harris, How To Increase Reading Ability, London: Longmans, 
Green and Co., 1953, p. 444· 
13 
Corroboration of the importance of teaching critical thinking and/or read-
ing is inherent in these statements. Having such unanimity in this opinion 
and yet displaying diversity as to the means of ·teaching the skills, points 
to the necessity for further research and study. 
M hani21 . are summar1zes: 
Critical thinking, then, is a universally aecepted educational 
objective. Its attainment will come, however, only when we begiti 
to teach for.it. Teaching at present is for knowledge of facts 
and principles, no"f; for developing thinking. The curricula, the 
textbooks, the examinations, the entire teaching organization and 
purpose, for years have been predominantly in terms of the accunm.-
lation of factual data. The need now is to stress and develop ·the 
open and inquiring mind, the habit of reasoned judgment and 
evaluation. These are the marks of free men and the. sinews of a 
free society. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF CRITICAL THINKING 
A survey of the literature-pertaining to critical thinking reve~ls 
lack of agreement in defining critical thinking. This· faet becomes 
particularly obvious when one considers the definitions of critical 
thinking as given by various authorities. There does seem to be agreement 
that thinking itself, as a process, is in reality a multiphasic operation 
of the mind, not a single aetion. Russe1122 speaks of "processes in 
thinking" of which neritical thinking" is one. Dewey23 elaborates on the 
point: 
21· Marcbam, op. cit., p. 11. 
22 Russell, op. cit., p. 28. 
23 Dewey, op. cit., p. 10. 
•• ~it is desirable that (one) should rid himself of the notion that 
"thinking" is a single, unalterable faculty; that he should recognize 
that it is a ter.m denoting the various ways in which things acquire 
significance. 
However, when critical thinking_, one of the nprocesses" about which 
. . 
Russell speaks_, is considered for the purpose of establishing a defi-
nition, the unanimity disappears. Reilly24 suggests a reason for the · 
difficulty; that "A semantic difficUlty of the first order confronts the 
researcher in the. area of critical thinking. tt Taba25 states that ttThe 
. ' .. 
ter.m 'critical thinking' is an attractive generality conveying different 
meanings to different people.n One is reminded of Hayakawa•s26 "semantic 
habit" or "reaction pattern, n synonymous terms he uses to explain the 
. . . 
reason for words denoting and connoting different meanings to different 
people. (Indeed, because of this semantic problem_, one cannot be 
certain that the field of critical thinking has been investigated 
thoroughly.) Research for the purpose of defining critical thinking is 
conspicuous by its absence. Definitions have been established, based 
on "semantic habits_," formulated by "logic or pragmatic considerations.•• 
24 James J. Reilly, The Development of a Technique to Measure a 
Component of Critical Thinking in the Physics Area, lin Unpublished 
Doctoral Diss~rtation,.Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts_, 1956, 
p. 10. 
25 HiJ:da Taba_, ttThe Evaluation of Critical Thinking," Teaching 
Critical Thinking in the Social Studies_, 1.3th Ye9-rbook_, National Council 
for the S9cial Studies, 1942, p. 12B. 
26 s. I. H~yakawa, ttHow Wor-ds Change OUr Lives_," (Reprint from the 
Saturday Evening Post 1 De_cember 27, 195B) Philadelphia: CUrtis PUblishing 
Co., 195B! 
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Research·evideneeto delineate it·(eritieal·thinking) clearly is 
lacking.. . .Again its defini ilion beea:mes (sic~) one that is a result 
of (1) logic or (2) pragmatic considerations in order to stress the 
need fo27thinkiJlg that is more coiQPlex in contrast with the super-ficial. 
That definitions of critical thihkirig are based on logic and/or pragmatic 
considerations and that these processes are, in turn, based upon «semantic 
habitsn which eolor logic and/or pragmatic considerations} gives insight 
into the lack of unanimity among the definers of critical thinking. Gener-
allyJ the definitions are the assumptions upon whiCh studies were structure 
in research related to critical thinking. 
Authorities vary in the way in which they state their definiti6ns. 
Some define critical thinking by listing its eoiQPOnent parts. (These com-
ponents are listed in a later section.) other definitions are more general 
in seope. These are listed in this section. 
Several feel that to think critically involves making an evaluation 
in reference to some criteria. As Russe1128 statesJ ttUsually ••• (criti-
cal thinking)' implies appraisal in terms of some normJ standard, or value." 
His definition includes this factor: 
••• (critical thinking) is the process of examining both concrete 
and verbal materials in the light of related objeetive evidence, 
comparing the object or statement with some norm or standardJ and 
concluding or acting upon the judgment then made. 
Marcbam•s29 definition also includes this factor. He relates his definition 
27~:Elona. E" .. Sochor J "The Nature of· Critical Reading," Elementary 
EnglishJ 34:47-58, January 1959, p. 52. 
28 Ru ll . . •t 1'2 sse J op. c~ "J p. ~· 
29 Ibid.,, P• 285. 
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to the social studies, the area in which he performed his stu~. He feels 
that there is a necessity in having a problem exactly defined in. order that 
critical thinking might be directed toward the solution. He says, ttCriu .... ,~ ......... 
thinking about social problems is thinking directed towards a particular 
question."30 The Dictionary of Education, in defining critical .thinking, 
. . 
also refers to the use of criteria. 
• • • critical thinking is thinking that proceeds on the basis of 
careful evaluation of premises and evidence and· comes to conclusions 
cautiously through the consideration of all p~rtinerit factors.31 
Some definitions of critical thinking relate it to problem solving. 
Careful analysis of these definitions substantiate the observation that 
' there is definite lack of agreement as to the meaning of ncritical think-
ing." Even when there is agreement that critical thinking and problem 
solving are somewhat related, there is no agreement as to the nature of the 
relationship. Some relegate critical thinking to a sub-position under 
problem solving: 
The solution to most problems requires critical examination 
before any final conclusion can be drawnA Thus critical thinking 
is one phase of logical problem solving./2 . 
Some definitions equate critical thinking with problem solving: lf .... 
creative thinking (a term used to denote the same meaning as ncritieal 
thinking") may conceivably be very little except problem solving ••• n33 
30 Marcham, op. cit., p. 7. 
31 Carter Good, (ed.) Dictionary of Education, New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1945, P• 424. 
32 Russell, op. cit., P• 283. 
33 Edgar Vinache, The Psychology of Thinking, New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., 1952, p. 251. 
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Reilif4 agrees: 11Cr;itical thinking W:tU be def'ilied ·operationally in this 
study as a mental skill in the application of' methods of' logical inquiry 
and reasoning." (problem-solving) Then, other definitions relegate · 
. . 
problem-solving to a sub-position Un.der. critical thinking: ncritical 
thinking involves the inspection and conq;>arison of facts, and it includes 
arri~ at some conclusions,.tl (problem-solving)35 
Other definitions of' critical thinking are more utilitarian in nature. 
For exanq;>le, McLaughlin36 says, 
Fundamentally, critical thinking may be defined as the partici-
pation by the common man in the solution of' the major problems of 
his own life and of the society in which he dwells. 
Thus, on considering the definitions of' critical thinking, several 
important points are revealed: 
1. There is lack of' agreement as to the meaning of the term t1 critical 
thinking. IJ 
2. Definitions are based upon differing ''semantic habits, tt or 
- . 
"reaction patterns" which color the definiti6ns .. 
. . 
3. Definitions of critical thinking are not based on research wherein 
they are scientifically and enq;>irical.ly established. Rather, by 
logic and/or pragmatic considerations·,- definitions of' critical 
thinking are established. Upon these assumed definitions, studies 
34 Reilly, op. cit., p. 4. · 
35 Sochor, op. cit .. , p. 51 
36 Robert J. McLaughlin, The Development of' Critical Thinkimt in the 
Stud.y of' .American History, .An Unptt'Qlished Master's Thesis, Boston University; 
Boston, Massachusetts, 1953, P.~ 4 7. 
·are constructed to prove or disprove. factors concerning critical 
thinking as iii is so defined-. 
III. DEFINITIONS OF CRITICAL READING 
In considering definitions of critical reading, one confronts a 
problem similar to that i'aced when considering definitions of critical 
' .. 
thinking. "· •• reading authorities who use the term critical reading 
do_not necessarily agree on what it includes.n37 Socho~8 found that the 
definitions used by the _authorities could be categorized into three parts: 
The term ncritical readingtt is used by authorities in three 
ways:. (1) as 9. major heading Ul;lder "comprehension" with one or two 
othe:r- headings of relatively equivalent value, each heading including 
a number of stated or implied skills; (2) as higher-level compre-
hension abilities in general, or (3) as a rather specific compre-
hension ability. 
. 
In addition other terms were used which seemed "equivalent to critical 
reading.. • • 11 : n creative reading"; 11 analytical readingtt; and n eri tical 
evaluation.n39 
In reference to the lack of agreement in defining critical reading, 
·40 Sochor says: 
Much of the variability in what· eonsti tutes "critical reading" 
is due to insufficient research evidence on the reading abilities 
themselves and on basic and related factors which might contribute. 
Research workers have been unable to clarify sufficiently the nature 1 
.~dependence, or difficulty levels of comprehension abilities in read-
ing. Consequentl:y those concerned with reading abilities resort to 
logic for a definition of critical reading. 
37 Sochor, op. cit., p. 47. 
3B toe. cit. 
· 
39 Loc. cit. 
40 toe. cit. 
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The reader wil1 note that a similar conclusion was drawn in reference to 
the definitions of critical thinking. 
Some rather typical definitions follow: Yoakam41 refers to critical 
reading as being nreflectivett; yet he also uses the term ncreativett to 
. . 
describe critical reading processes. Thus, in rtcreative reading,tt 'tHe 
. . . . . 
(the student) accepts and rejects ideas, evaluates them critically, and 
uses them to his own purpose.n 
Gray42 says: 
Critical· appraisal is continuously present. in the capable handling of 
either informational or recreatory reading. In informational reading, 
the critical faculty is exercised when the reader decides whether or 
not the information is reliable and relevant to his needs. In 
recreatory reading, critical thinking is employed in interpreting 
passages ••• rr 
Tinker43 speaks of critical nevaluation of what is read.n 
Gans'44 investigation of critical reading deals with abiiity to 
detect relevancy of material read to topics under consideration. 
Harris45 refers to various types of critical reading: "· •• the 
. . 
ability to decide correctly whether a particular sentence o~ a paragraph 
supplies information relevant to a question or topic being investigatedu; 
41 Gerald A. Yoakam, Basal Reading' Instruction, New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., 1955, p. 2D. · 
42 Liilian Gray and Dora Reese, Teaching Children to Read, New York: 
The Ronald Press"· 195'7, p. 57 •.. 
43 Miles A. Tinker, Teaching Elementary Reading, New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1952, p. 57. 
44 
:Roma. Gan~, L~~~Wl¥!~~~~!i!!g.J~~~m.§~W~~~~~~I 
Grades, Contributions to Edueajiion 
Teachers .. College, Columbi~ University, 
45 Harris, op~ cit. ,-pp·~ 3B6-3B9. 
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or n ••• comparison of two or more sources of information."; or tt ••• 
considering new ideas or information in the light of one's previous knowl-
edge and beliefs.n; or 11 ••• the ability to detect and resist the in-
. . 
fluence of undesirable propaganda. n 
46 DeBoer says: "Essentially the process of critical reading may be 
defined as selective reading, in Which the element of acceptance-rejection 
plays the most prominelJ.t. part. n 
Altick47: "• •• critical.reading involves digging beneath the surface, 
attempting to. find out not only the whole truth about what is being said, 
but also (and this 'is' . in the long run, more important) the hidden im-
plications and motives of the writer." 
Leedy4S suggests: "The type of reading Which demands that the reader 
inspect the author's motives and evaluate them is called critical reading. 
Critical reading is reading at its vecy-··oest. It is skillful~ efficient 
reading,-plus." 
49 In summary, Sochor says: "Regardless of how the term is used, it 
invariably represents reading eom!>rehension that involves (1) the facts as 
presented :f.n the Selection and ( 2) the USe Of higher-level mental nl"O~i~R!~e~Lifll 
In considering the definitions of critical reading, these points are 
revealed: 
46 DeBoer, op, cit., p. 29. 
47 Altick, op. cit., p. xii. 
4SPaul Leedy, Readirig Improvement for Adults, New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., 1956, p. 251. 
49 Sochor, op. cit., p. 47. 
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l. There is lack of agreement as to the meaning of the term n critical 
reading." 
2. Definitions are established by logic, and not by research • 
. 
3. Definitions are constructed to meet the situation in which they 
are used. 
IV.. DEFINITIONS OF THE CRITIC.AL THINKING SKILIS LISTED BY THE 
AUTHORS -OF THE WATSON-GLASER CRITICAL THINKING APPRAISAL 
50 
The authors of the Watson-Glaser Critieal Thinking Appraisal give 
the following definition of critical· thinking: 
Ability to think critically involves three things: 
(a) An attitude of wanting to have supporting evidence for 
·opinions or conclusions before assuming them to be true. 
(b) Knowledge of the methods of logical inquiey which·help 
determine the weight of different kin~s of evidence and 
whicli heip one to reach warranted conclusions. 
(e) Skill in employing the above attitude and knowledge. 
Since the :materials used in the experiment were designed to utilize the 
same components as those eontained in the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking· 
Appraisal, it is important that the definitions of these several components 
51 be ·stated. They are stated in the test manual: 
Inference. Designed to sample ability to discriminate among degrees 
of truth or falsity or probability of certain inferences drawn from 
given facts or data. 
50watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, Manual, Yonkers-oil-Hudson, 
NewYork: World Book Company, 1952, p. S. 
51Ibid., p. 1. 
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Recognition of Assumptions. Designed to sample ability to recognize 
unstated assumptions in given assertions or propositions. 
Deduction. Designed to sample ability to reason deductively from 
given premises; to recognize the relation of implication between 
propositions; to determine whether what seems an implication or 
necessary inference between one proposition and another is indeed 
such. 
Interpretation. Designed to sample ability to weigh evidence and to 
distinguish between unwarranted generalizations and probable in-
ferences which, though not conclusive or necessary, are warranted 
be~ond reasonable doubt. 
Evaluation of Arguments. Designed to sample ability to distinguish 
between arguments which are strong and important to the question at 
issue and those which are weak and unimportant or irrelevant. 
V. CCMPONENTS OF CRITICAL THINKING 
The problem facing the researcher in investigating what components 
comprise critical thinking and/or reading, is similar to the problem faced 
in the investigation of the definitions of critical thinking and/ or reading, 
i.e., lack of agreement among the authorities. 
52 Dewey states: 
••• there is no single and uniform power of thought, but a multitude 
of different ways in which specific things :.. things observed, remem-
bered, heard of, read about - evoke suggestions or ideas that are 
pertinent to the occ~sion and fruitful in the sequel. 
The assumption is obvious; that there are divisions, or components, in 
thinking processes. The identification of them is the task which causes 
53 
consternation. Gray points out that 11 ••• research has not succeeded 
52 . Dewey01 op. cit., p. 45. 
53 William :s~ Gray, "The Nature and Types of Reading,tt National 
for Study of Edu~at~on, 36th Y~arbook, Pa~t I, Teaching of .Reading, A Second 
Report, -·Bloo~ton, Ill.~- J?.U.blic School Pt;Lbltshing Co., :1.937. 
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thus far in resolving comprehension into a series of clearly 
independent factors,u Baker54 concurs: "Recent research ..... has not re-
. - . 
vealed evidence that separate and clearly defined processes are involved in 
critical thinking.n Sochor55 adds: ''Yet to be determined are how many 
abilities and skilis are involved (in.reading comprehension) and specific 
information on their nature and development.n 
On the other hand, the preponderance of estimated components of 
critieal thinking and/or reading suggests that research is, at least, 
making progress in isolating the factors intrinsic in critical thinking 
and/or reading. This research is compounding the number of suggested eo~ 
ponents of critical thinking and/or reading. It is this resulting 
multiplicity of suggestions which gives credence to the statement that 
there is lack of agreement among the authorities relative to this problem .. 
:56 Betts says tha,t ncomponent abilities required for critical thinking 
can be identified and measured. MeLaughlin57 points out that: 
Various breakdowns in analysis of the subskills involved in criti-
cal thinking have been made. Dewey's five steps involved in reflection 
have been the starting point of much further study and discussion and 
are essential reading for any serious examination of the nature of the 
thinking process. Part One of the 13th Yearbook of the National 
council for the Social Studies is simila!'ly valuable in a consideration 
of the elements of critical tbjnkjng. 
54 James Baker, The Construction and Evaluation of a Test of Critical 
Thinking in Emotional Situations, An Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1950, p. 3. 
5:5 Sochor, op .. eit,., p. 48 
:56 Ennnett Betts, 11Researeh on Reading as a Thinking Process, n Journal 
of Educational Research, 50:1-15, September 19:56, p. 9. · 
'?7 McLaughlin, op. cit., p. 17. 
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In investigating.the sub-skills involved in critical thinking, a basic. 
fact is revealed., 11Knowledge·of the skills is the first step required 
of the critical thinker.» 58 McLaughlin59 concurs and adds another idea: 
Critical thinking consists of two elements: first, the dis-
position of wanting evidence as a basis of belief (Glaser called 
this attitude) and second, a familia~ity with the processes and 
methods of arriving at well-founded answers. 
However, beyond stating that knowledge of the skills involved in critical 
. 60 • t• thinking is necessary, Marcham J.S anything but dogma J.c. 
There is no one pattern of skills, no single path of reasoning 
we mast keep to if we are to think-critically. The skill or skills 
we use depend upon the problem that comes before u.s, the way it 
comes before u.s and the extent to which we wish to think our way 
through it. 
. . . 61· 
In connection with Marcham's statement, consider Sochor's • 
Such a structure (a hierarchy of difficulty) has been identified for 
concepts (even though not for thinking processes) and it may well 
be that the number of concepts which are or must be manipulated, 
their familiarity and abstractness, the state of the individual and 
the complexity of the situation requiring thinking produce increasing 
levels of difficulty and complexity rather than the thinking processes 
themselves. 
Thus, the investigator should not be surprised to find a lack of 
agree~nt as to what constitutes eritieal thinking and/or reading. The 
components. involved in a given critical thinking and/or reading task would 
be dependent upon the problem considered, the individual involved, and a 
multitude of other related factors. Therefore, rather than expecting to 
58 ~~ h •t 5 1 rc am, op. 01 ., p. 
59 McLaughlin, op. cit., p. 14. 
60 . . . • Marcham, op .. cJ.t., p. 6 •. 
61 .. . 
Sochor, op. cit., p~ 53. 
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discover unaniinity:, the investigator should anticipate multiplicity •. 
. T'o· illustrate tbis lnultfplicity, suggested components from several 
stUdies are' listed below. 
Marcham62 lists· six ·components:·. "1) Defining problems; 2) LocatiD.g, 
selecting and. o~ga:'::dzing_ inforJI!B.tion; 3) Evaluating information; 4) Drawing 
conclusions; 5) Presenting conclusions in acce~table for.m; 6) Reconsidering 
conclusions." 
' . 63 
The Junior Town Meeting League also. mentions six: ttl~ Identify;i.ng 
probl~ms; :_2) ·Defining problems; . 3) Casting by:t)otheses; 4) ·securing needed 
informatio?-;- 5) Evaluating data; 6) Drawing conclusions.ti 
6 . ' 
Reilly 4 uses those sug~ested by the_ Intercollegiate Connnittee on 
Critical Thinking: "1) Ability to define probl_ems; 2) .. Ability to select 
pertinent· informa.ti~n; .J) Ab.ility t~ recognize unstB:ted assumptions; 
4) Ability· to· invent and evaluate 'hypotheses; 5) Ability to. ~e valid 
inferences ·ffi.ld to judge the validity of i:ri:rerences~tt 
. 65 McLaugblJ.n uses those suggested 'Qy Noll: "1) Isolation .and definition 
of ~ problem; 2) Collection of data; 3) Analysis of evidence; 4) Drawing a 
conclusion; 5) Organization and prese:ntation of conclusions; 6) Pitfalls. 
Harris66 lists three:_ .. 1) Comparison of two or more sources of 
Marcham, op. cit., pp~ 1~48'. 
· 63 ·"Critical Thinking in Current Affairs Discussion," The Junior Town 
ting League, Connecticut, p. 3. 
64 Reilly, op. cit., p. 2. 
65 McLaughlin, op. cit.; pp·. lS-25. 
66 H . • 1 .·· •t arrJ.s, oc·. CJ. • · 
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----
information; 2) "Consideration of new ideas or information in the light of 
one's previous knowledge and·beliefs; 3) Ability to detect and resist the 
influences of undesirable propaganda. 
67' Glaser uses five: .,ttl) Inference; 2) Recognition of assumption; 
:3) Deduction; 4) Interpretation;·5) Evaluation of arguments~" 
68 .. < • 
Russell mentions four "conditions": 
• < 
l}·Knowledge of the field or fields in which thinking is being done. 
2) A general attitude of questioning and suspending Judgment; a habit 
()f ·examining before accepting. 
3) Some application of methods of logical analysis or scientificinqu 
4) ~aking action in light·of this analysis·orreasoning. 
The,components·listed in studies,byMarcham,69 Reilly,7° DeBoer,71 
Harri~on,72 McLaughlin,73 No11,74 Russen,75 Glaser, 76 Wilcox/7 .Ange11,78 
67 Glaser, op. eit., p. 94. 
68 Russell, op. cit~, p. 28:3. 
· 6!1 Marcham, loc. cit. 
70 Reilly, loc. cit. 
71 
· DeBoer, loc:. cit. 
72 Harrison, lac. cit. 
7:3 McLaughlin, loc, cit. 
7 4 Victor H. Noll, ,Ig~~L§£;:!£!~~9:..1~~~m~llil~~:lli!!~[.ll~Q.Q:!&, 
New York: Longmans, Green 
75 Russell, loc. cit. 
76 Glaser, loc~ cit. 
77 Glen w. Wilcox, Construction of a Test of Certain Critical Reading 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, Boston, 
IIM~iss:acnu:~eli~s, 1951. 
78 George William Angell, Jr., Construction and Evaluation of a Measure 
~~~~~~~~==~~' Unpublished.Doctoral Disserta[on, Boston Universffiy, 
J 1954. 
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Brownell, 79 et.al., bave been compiled (with duplications omitted) and 
presented in Tables I and II. Table I categorizes the components; Table II 
lists-them alphabetically. 
TABLE I 
A CATEGORIZED LIST OF SUGGESTED COMPONENTS 
OF CRITICAL THINKING 
A. Attributes Basic to Critical Thinking 
1. Accuracy 
2. caution and thoroughness 
3 .. ~theses, ability to invent and evaluate 
4· Inquiry 
5. Intellectual honesty 
6. Interest 
7. Suspending judgments 
8. Logical reasoning 
9. Recognizing logical relationships or 
organization 
10. dpenmindedness 
11. Reasoning 
12. Qbtaining facts from reading or data 
B. Selection of a Problem 
i. Discrimination of arguments 
2. Accuracy in-using insufficient data 
3. Making judgments 
4. I,ocating, selecting, and organizing information 
around a problem 
5. Recognizing problems 
6. Defining problems 
c. Gathering Evidence 
1. Discovering authors' conclusions 
2~ Judging the authority of a reporter 
3. Comparing the sources of information 
T.ABLE I (continued) 
- A- CATEGORIZED LIST OF SUGGESTED COMPONENTS 
OF CRITIC.AL THINKING 
D. Analysis of Data 
. . ~· .. . 
1~ Recognizing assumption 
2. Detecting bias 
3 .. Seeking true ttcause-ef'fectn relationships 
4• Recognizing d~duetions . 
5. Distinguishing between f'aet and opinion 
6. Detecting fallacy 
7. Recognizing generalizations 
s~ Detecting inconsistency 
9. Detecting inaccuracy 
10. Detecting inference 
11. Interpreting or explaining :racts 
12. Detecting omission 
13. Distinguishing between primary and second-
ary sources 
14.- Judging the reliability· of information 
15. Judging the validity of' information 
E.. Establishing Conclusions 
1.- Applying conclusions to new or specific 
situations 
2.. Drawing conclusions 
3~ Reconsidering conclusions 
4. Considering new ideas or information in the 
light of previous knowledge and belief 
5. Consistency of opinion 
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T.ABLE II 
AN .ALPHABETIZED LIST OF SUGGESTED CCW'ONENTS 
OF CRITICAL THINKING 
1: Accuracy 2: Argument, disc:dnii.nation of 
3 ~ Assumption, recognition of 
"4. Bias, detecting 
5. CaUSe-effect relationship, seeking true 
.6. caution and thoroughness 
7. Conclusions, applying to new or specific 
.. situation: 
.S. Conclusions, discovering authors' 
.9. • CoJ?,clusions, drawing 
10. Conclusions, reconsidering 
11. Criticism 
l2. Deductions 
1:3. Evaluations 
.14. Evidence,. ana.J.ysis ·of 
15. Fact and opinion, distinguishing between 
16. Fallacy, detecting 
17. Generalizations, recognizing 
lS. Going beyond data (probably inference) 
19. Hypotheses, ·ability· to invent and evaluate 
20. Inconsistency, detecting 
·21. Inaccuracy_, detecting 
22·. Inference, detecting 
2:3. Inquiry 
24. Insufficient data, accuracy with 
25. Intellectual honesty 
26. Interest 
27. Interpreting or explaining facts 
2S. Judging the expertness of a reporter 
29. JUdging the validity of.infor.mation 
30. Judgments, making 
· 31. JUdgments, ·suspending 
:32. Locating, selecting, and organizing information 
:33. Logical reasoning 
:34. Logical relationships, recognizing 
:35. New ideas or information, considering in the 
light of previous knowledge and belief 
:36. Obtaining facts from data 
:37. Omission, detecting 
:3S. Qpenmindedness 
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T.ABLE II (continued) 
AN ALPHABETIZED LIST OF SUGGESTED CMONENTS 
OF CRrriC.AL THINKING 
:39; Opinion, consistency of 
40; Primary and secondary sources, distinguishing 
between 
4L Problenis, defining 
42. Problems, recognizing 
4:3.: Propaganda, detecting and resisting the 
·· · ·- influences of undesirable 
44~ Reasonilig 
45. Relevant ideas, selecting 
46. Reliability, judging 
47. Sources of information, comparing 
48'. True and false statements, distiiiguishing 
between 
:31 
J==ll========lt=:32=· 
VI. THE EFFECT OF SEX,. CHRONOLOOIC.AL AGE, MENTAL AGE, 
GRADE LEVEL, READING ACHIEVEMENT .AND SOCID-ECONCMIC 
- . 
BACKGROUND ON TRE .ABILITY TO THINK AND/OR BRAD 
CRITICALLY 
Sex, .Information was meagre which dealt with correlations between sex 
and critical thinking and/or reading. One study80 :round- that boys made more 
errors on opinion statements than did girls While girls made more mistakes 
on stat~ments of fact than did boys. Glaser81 found no difference between 
boys and girls on anY test scores, in his investigation of critical thinking 
82 Glaser states "Age, sex (italics mine), home background rating •.• , were 
. 
not found to distinguish the top 27% who scored highest from the bottom 27% 
.. 
who scored lowest on the iriitial administration of the critical thinki.Dg 
test." 
83 In the evaluation of his Test of' Critical Thinking, Baker fOUlld 
that "The low correlations with age and intelligence indicate that the Test 
.. 
of Critical Thinking is neither a measure of' maturation nor of intelligence.' 
He found a correlation of,054 between age and Part I of' his test; he found 
a correlation of ,00:3 between age and Part II of his test. Again one notes 
SO Horace T. Morse and George H. McCUne, «Selected Items for the Test· 
of Study Skills, n The National Council for the Social Studies. Bulletin 
No, 15, September 1940. 
Sl Glaser, op. cit., p. 160. 
82 Ibid., p. 176. 
8:3 Baker, op. cit., p. 64. 
84 Glaser's · statement that "~ (italics mine), sex, home background rating 
~ • . were not folllld to distinguish. the top 27% who scored highest from the 
bottom 27% who scored lowest on tbe initial administration of the critical 
.. 
thinking test." In a related study, Glaser found that ttage was not . . . 
related to the· de~elopment of c~i tical thinking. u85 
Mental Age. There .is diversi 1iy' ·of opinion ·with respect to the 
influence of intelligence on the abilit," to think and/or read critically. 
Wilcox, 86 as confirmed by Cbambers, 87 found that determination ·or relevancy 
or irrelevancy of information and general mental ability correlate highest; 
ability to draw conclusions and general mental ability have the lowest 
correlation. Though his data are inadequate, Chambersgg states that ". . . 
the possession of relatively high intelligence quotient guarantee superior 
ability' in this area (critical thinking)." Betts89 states that ''Intelli-
. . 
gence appears to be higbly related to critical thinking ability but is not 
a guarantee of it." Yet he hedges somewhat and states "The relationship· 
''·· .. . 
between mental age . and thinking ability is positive but . ~elatively low." 90 . 
84Glaser, op cit., p. 176. 
85 Ibid., p. 15. 
86 Wilcox, loc. cite. 
~~ Jobn el;lambers, The Relationships Amopg ·Measurable Ment~l Tasks 
Related to Reading, Unp1;1blisbed Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 
Boston, Massachusetts, 1956, p. 9. 
88 Ibid., p. 15. 
89 Betts 1 Elementary English, op. ei t. , p. l2. 
90 Betts, Journal of Educational Research, op. git., p. 9. 
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BY qualifying· his· statement, Betts again shows uncertainty. "There 
is a substantial relationShip between· verbal intelligence and critical 
reading conu;>rehension in science (.67) and social studies (.6l).,n91 Evans92 
found that the correlation between intelligence and a relevancy test she 
constructed, "was not significantly high ••• u; grade six, .57; grade 
seven, .59; grade eight, .72; total, .55. (Many would not agree with the 
statement that it is not signif'icantly high. It will be noted below that 
the Glaser study found an even lower correlation, yet often it is referred 
to as substantial evidence that there is a positive correlation between 
intelligence and critical reading and/or thinking.) Wilcox9J found 
correlations between his Critical Reading Test and the Terman~cNemar 
Intelligence Test. They were: FormS, .524; Form T, .. 559. Reilly94 
. ' ' ., 
mentions correlations of .65 between critical thinking and the Ohio State 
Psychological Exam and .71 with the Otis SA ~est of :Mental Ability. 
Glaser95 found that intelligence, reading ability and school marks most 
closely related to scores made on_tests of critical thinking. He mentions 
the positive correlations between thinking tests and scores on intelligence 
tests. He states that these correlations depend upon what aspects of 
91 ifbid.' p. 5 
92 Eunice V. Evans, The Construction and Validation of a Test of 
Relevancy on One Aspect of Critical Thinking for Grades Six, Seven1 and 
Eight, An Unpublished Master•s Thesi$, Bo·ston University, Boston, Massa-
chusetts, 1949, p. 92. 
93 Wilcox, 0£• cit., p. 104. 
94 Reilly, O:Q. cit;, p. 14. 
95 Glaser, o:er cit., p. 176. 
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the intelligence test measa.res. He f'ound that the correlation 
eo!qposi-te z score on the critical .thinking tests and the otis 
Intelligenc-e Test was .c46. 
On the other·side of the picture,there are those who feel that the 
nac>rrelationbetween intelligence and critical thinking and/or reading is 
Viafora96 f~und·that the .correlation between intelligence and 
.267, "not significant." This was based on the scores 
. . 
on the otis Quick Scoring and an instrument constructed to measure a 
of critical thinking - judging between relevancy and irrelevancy. 
97 
says: 
As With "thinking" in general, "critical thinking" lias been 
found to be relativelycindependent of general intelligence and 
knowledge of subject matter. Instruction in these abilities does 
not appear to change the relationship, although at least some 
critical thinking abilities can be improved by instructional guid-
ance. Moreover, the ability to do critical thinking in its broadest 
sense (evaluating, generalizations, problem solving, etc.) is present 
by the time the child enters school. 
Baker98' found that "There is very little relationship ( .26) between 
intelligence test scores • • • and pupil performance on Part I of the Test 
of Critical Thinking. .An even lower relationship ( ,.17) exists between 
scores and Intelligenee.n He found, also, a correlation of .237 
intelligence and Part III. In his discussion of the problem, 
feels that because crit~cal thinkint apparently can be iE.Proved by 
97 Sochor, op .. · ei t. , p. 52. 
98 iii ... ,~ •t 64 b~er, op. e~ ., p. · • 
99 
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educational experience, there is a distinct~on between it and intelligence. 
Wilcox100 .substantiates this: u.. • • the available evidence indicates that 
gains can be made in the abilities related to critical thinking .... n and 
adds: 
-Further, there is no evidence Which indicates that these same abilities 
are any more dependent upon intelligence, as measured by some of the 
. group inte3:Mgence tests of mental ability, than lila.l:lY other aspects of 
education. 
Of ilqportance in this consideration is Glaser' s102 finding that the trend 
was for ptrpils of' higher intelligence to profit most from instruction; but 
individuals with IQ's of less than 100 (otis) were among those who profited 
:inost from ·the training.. Furst10.3 noted that critical thinking appears to 
be somewhat independent of what is commonly measured as ttgeneral intelli-
- . . . 
gence,"· corrobor~ting Sochor's previously mentioned statement. This would 
also b~ sUbstantiated by Betts: 104 t'Whil:e critical thinking inv~1ves. 
clusters of higher mental. abilities, 'it is not adequately measured by 
intelligence tests. 11 In part of the -sunnnation of his study, Wilcox105 
. . 
states that nrt appears that the most. intelligent pu;pil is not always the 
most critical reader." 
100 Wilcox, qp. cit., p. 18. 
101.. . . 
. LOCt CJ.t. 
1o2 a·· r · - ·t 176 aser, op. cJ. ., P• .. 
l0.3 E. J. Furst, 11Re1ationships Between .Tests of Intelligence and Tests 
of Critical Thiliking.u .. Journal of Educational Research, 43:614-625 7 .April 
1959, p. 615. 
10 . 
4 Betts, Journal-· c:>f E~ucat~onal Research, op. cit•, p. 9• 
105 ;.,ilC"'X . . . •t . 105 vv v , op ... , eJ. .. , p. . • 
Grade level. Little investigation has been reported to show the 
relationship between grade level and eritieal thinking and/or reading. 
Furst106 states that n ••• students at all levels of scholastie aptitude 
may be able to develop to a relatively high degree the various intelleetual 
skills and abilities measured as aspeets of t critieal thinking t • n Ma.reham107 
says: 
What is the problem of grade placement? If the skills ea.n be 
taught in this wa:y (this pa.rtieular method about which he is speaking) ~ 
does it follow that all of them ean be presented at all grade levels? 
It would seem reasonable to suppose that the logical processes 
associated with some skills are harder to understand than those of 
others. For example, selecting and organizing infor.mation would seem 
to present less difficulties than distinguishing between fact and 
opinion. Presumably we should attempt to teach the skills as soon 
as pupils can learn and use them. To make more precise reconunendations 
as to grade placement of skill is difficult because the abilities, 
needs, and interests of pupils at ~ given level are distributed over 
a wide range. Perhaps the best advice is to urge teachers to eXperi-
ment in order that they may learn what does and what does not suit the 
particular needs of their different and individual pupils. 
Soehor10g makes a statement which could be applied to the effect of grade 
level upon the ability. to think critica.lly; not because of the grade its~elf, 
but because of the levels involved in various grades. 
General physiological maturation could be basic to dealing with any 
thinking process at a particular point as it seems to be in vision and 
motor skills and as it has been suggested by Welch in regard to think-
ing. Hereditary, environmental, and personality factors might affect 
such levels for any individual. 
This statement, of eourse, also eoul.d be given in support of the claim that 
socio-economic background has an effect upon critical thinking and/or reading 
FUrst, op. cit., p. 624. 
107 u-- ham · · •t 4-2 ~~a , op. 01 ., p. ~· 
lOS Sochor, op. cit., p. 51. 
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Socio-Economic background. Few studies sought the relationship betwe~n 
socio-economic influences and critical thinking and/or reading, Glaser109 
reports: 
A slight tendency was found for those pupils from homes with higher 
rating on socio-economic status to do better on critical thinking 
tests than those pupils from homes with a lower rating on socio-
economic status . . differences are negligible. 
Again, he reports that 11.Age, sex, home background (italics mine), .•• 
were not found to dis.tinguish tbe top 27% who scored highest from the 
bottom 27% who scored lowest in the initial administration of the critical 
uo 111 thinking test." Sochor feels: "Heredity, environmental, and 
personality factors might affect such levels (of thinking process) for a.ey 
112 113 individual." Through interesting inferences, Glaser and DeBoer refer 
to the inf'luence of socio-economic factors on ·critical thinking and/or 
' 
reading. Glaser says " • . • pupils ten~ to lllflke more logica~ ~rors in 
responding to items which deal with- issues concerning which they are likely 
to have strong feelings than they make in responding to relatively abstract 
·items. tt DeBoer states that "The learner should be taught constantly' to 
relate the material read to his own system of values." The basis for strong 
feelings and the sense of values are directly' related to one • s socio-ecot10m·.:r1·c n .,II 
envirollJIIent. This could lead to the strong inference that such a factor does 
109 Glaser, op. cit., p. 150. 
110 rug., p. uo. 
lll Sochor, 212· cit., p. 52. 
112 Glaser, O:Q. cit., p. 159. 
ll3 . 
cit., 33. DeBoer, O:Q. p . 
. . 
.I 
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influence one's ability to think and/or read critically. 
Reading achievement. In considering the correlation between reading 
achievement and critical thfDking and/or reading ability, one finds a 
diversity of opinion. Gans/14 as confirmed by Chambers,115 feels it 
dangerous to assume a high score on a commonly used standardized reading 
being indicative of advanced ability in critical reading as measured by a 
116 test or critical thinking. Evans found tbat the correlation between 
reading scores and the ~levancy test slle: constructed were "not O.L!; . U~ 
. 117 high.": grade six1 .54; grade seven, .54; grade eight, .54. WittY aT..s:~T.Aillll 
Investigators have reported that pupils are able to make 
sat:l.s:factory marks in reading or even to obtaill satisfactory scores 
on standard tests but still are Ullable to differentiate pertinent 
from irrelevant material Yben problems in securing information are 
presented. 
8aker118 reports differiBg results within the same experiment. Be-
tween his Test of Critical Thinking Part . I and reading achievement there was 
a correlatioa of . 473, " ••. definite positive relation ex:ists •.• " 11Since 
Part I . • . is entirely verbal in nature 1 a definite positive relationship 
Gans, loc. cit. 
115 ' Chambers, w. cit., p. 10. 
116 Evans, OB· cit.,.pp. 38-39. 
117 Paul Witty-r-'!Reading of Social Studies .Materials," EleJPentaey Eng-
lish, 27:1-8,, January, 1950, p. 5. 
118' . Baker, op. cit., pp. 58-60. 
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would be expected. tt Part II, however, had a correlation with reading 
achievement of .332, a correlation which the author refers to as being 
indicative of «some relation." 
On the other hand, some studies revealed a more positive correlation 
than that of Baker's and inspire conclusions that reading ability does have 
a close relationship to critical thinking • 
.As might be expected, reading ability appears to have a signifi-
cant relationship to critical thinking because the tests of this 
ability actually necessitate critical reading in that the student 
mnst read bef£~e performing the prescribed tasks demanded by the 
instruments.1 · 
120 Glaser says that n Intelligence, reading ability (italics mine) and 
school marks most closely relate to scores made on tests of critical think-
ing.u He gave the Martin Reading Comprehension Test and his test of 
critical thinking tO an average-superior twelfth grade English class. There 
was a correlation of .769 between initial composite scores on the critical 
thinking test and the reading test. .After instruction in critical thinking, 
there was a .816 correlation between critical thinking and the reading test • 
.Ange11121 found a close relationship between study abilities (his measure 
of critical thinking) and reading compreh~nsion. The correlation he found 
was .799. 
ll9 Chambers, op. cit., p. 15 • 
. 120 Glaser, op. cit., p. 176. 
121 Angell, loc. cit. 
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In stlllllil8.ry, · one notes.: the:· f'olloWing: 
1. ·There is little, if any difference between boys and girls in per-
formance on critical tasks in general. There are some tasks which 
reveal slight differences. 
2. 
5. 
6. 
VII. 
Age does not have a bearing on critical tasks in general. It is 
suggested that the more difficult tasks be reserved for the older 
students. However, indieations are that individuals in any age 
group are able to handle most any reasonable critical thinking or 
reading task (within the· limits of their maturation) • 
There'is a diversity of opinion in the reports of the effect of 
intelligence uponthe ability to think and/or read eritieall.Y". 
The stronger evidence seems to be in favor of those who find a 
more positive relationship. However, the divergence of opinion 
should caution against overconfidence in asserting the positive 
relationship. 
The investigation of the relationship between grade level and 
eritieal thinking and/or reading infer that the process of 
maturation may have an effect; however, the same general eon-
elusions seem to be drawn as were drawn for the relationship 
between age and critical thinking and/or reading. 
Investigation has shown soeio-eeonomic factors to have little 
affect upon one's ability to think critically. The effeet that 
is present seems to come from the strong feelings one associates 
with the socio-economic factor, coloring the efforts t0 be 
critical,. 
There is disagreement as to whether there is a strongcorrelation 
petween reading achievement and critical thinking. Indications are 
that good reading requires critical thinking. Where correlations 
oetween reading test scores and critical thinking test scores are 
cited, one notes that high correlations appear when the reading 
test is of the comprehensive type. 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CRITICAL THINKING AND CRITICAL RE.ADING 
It is well, again, to e~hasize the importance of critical thinking 
and/or reading in our society. 11 ••• the development of habits of criti-
cal thinking while reading is one of the most important parts of any reading 
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program in a democratic society.n122 .In the same vein, Betts 123 says that 
. . 
the ability to think in reading ·situations--merits consideration· as a 
goal of instruction in a democracy." Not only is the relative importance 
of critical· thinking and/or reading emphasized in·these·statements, but · 
also there is a hint of what must be investigated in this section of the 
study: that there is a. relationship between critical thinking and critical 
reading. Indeed, the expression treritical thinking and/or reading" ·has 
been used throughout·this·study; Now there will be a·diseussion as to the 
relationship between the two. 
,· 124 
Husbands and Shores state that "A survey of the literature of both 
critical thinking and reading found no comprehensive researches designed 
to clarify the relationship between reading and thinking.«· Later they 
add: " • • • no clear distinction has been made between reading and think-
'· 
ing, and further • • • the reading processes as now defined would not allow 
the distinction.n125 However, within the limits-of the researeh available, 
one should consider the relationships as established by the research, and 
indeed, by logic and·eonjeeture. 
. 126 . 
Years ago, Thorndike statedthat n ••• 1to readt means tto th:i.nk' .. 
127 . 
Leedy ;e:I;.alrorates: nt:aeading is thinking'. Only as the reader thinks, 
122 David H. Russell, Children Lea.rn to Read, Boston: Ginn and Company, 
1949, p. l4. 
123 Betts, Journal of Education, op. cit., p. 9. 
124 H~band~ and Shores, op. ei t. , p. 460. 
125-Ibid., p. 463. 
126 E. L. Thorndike, "The Reading of Sentences," Elementary School 
Journal, 1S:9S-~14, 1917, ~~ 114. 
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actively and gggressively~ along with the author does he really read." 
Betts1~8 seems quite certain that "There is a high degree of speeifieity in 
the types of thinking required in different reading situations." Indeed, 
suggests Soehor, 129 uun'til the reader-to-be has learned to think, he cannot 
read and comprehend."· ·Traxler130 equates reading, and thinking by saying' 
. . 
tbat ·"Maturity of reading is essentially maturity of thinking •• •" 
1yman131 also equates reading and thinking, but more extensivel.:y: 
·The ·activities of reading, of thinking and of studying are considered 
as three aspects of the one process by which we learn to use materials 
which we find in printed form. ·All are activities of the mind. We 
~ serious books to get ideas; we think about them to see what these 
ideas mean; we study ideas and their meaning, endeavoring to make them 
our·permanent possessions and to get ready to use them in problems of 
our own. 
132 
Gray is even more emphatic .. 
• • • any conception of reading that fails to include re:flection, 
critical evaluation, and the clarification of meaning is inadequate. 
(The committee) recogniz·es that this very broad u:se of. the term 
~lies that reading included much that psychologists and educators 
have commonly called thinking. · · 
Maney 133 presents assumptions which are the resUlt of his research. These 
are: "Reading and thinking are -inseparable· processes, u and ttThere is no 
128 Betts, Journal of Educational Research, op. cit., p. 9. 
129 Sochor, op. cit., p. 53. 
l30 A. E. Traxler, 11Problems of Group· Remedial Reading in the Secondary 
School," High Points, 20:5-18, Decemb.er ,19:38, p. 7. 
131 ·... . .. . . . . 
R. L. Ly:ma.n, The Mind at Work, Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Co., 
19251 P• ;JA .. H • -
l32 Williams. Gray, op. cit., p. 26. 
l33 E •.. ·s. J4a.D.ey; "Literal and Critical Reading in Science,n Jou.rnal of 
nw,rn.,.·l"; 27:57-64, Se.ptember 1958. 
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reading without .. thinking .• • • n 134 . Betts then makes the move from this 
. . 
equating of reading and thinking . to the next step, the consideration of_ 
eritieal reading.. He says, tt.As more -evidence· is acctliiDl.lated on reading. 
as a thinking proeess, there is a trend-to include critical, reading as a 
fundamental concern. 
It is- . important here to consider the exercise of cri tica1 thillking in 
the act of critical reading. 135 Soc.hor states: 
If reading comprehension involves thinking, then critical reading 
must involve thinking. To understand the nature of critical reading_ 
would necessitate the understanding of thinking in general and 
possibly of ncritical thinking.n 
ManeyiJ~ says that liCritical thi~ is that type of thought whicP, utilizes 
the higher mental processes. When critical thinking is used in the reading 
situation, the process is ca;Lied 'critical reading•.u Sochor137 emphasizes 
the same idea, eXpressing it in reverse: "(Critical reading) ••• has 
been hypothesized as n~cessi tating 'higher. level' mental pro~esses, at times 
called 'critical thinking1 ,tt Wilcox;38 by way of explanation, suggests that 
ttThere appear to be many s~lilarities between the .functions of critical 
reading and critical thinking. The major difference is that critical 
reading is concerned always with written materials; while critical thinking 
134 Betts, Journal of Educational Research, 1oe. eit. 
135- . . . Soehor, op, eit., p. ;o. 
136 .. 
Maney, op. citj, p. 58. 
137 Soehor, op. cit., p. 53. 
138 Wi~cox, op. cit:o, p. 15. 
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is concerned with ar:ry means of commnnication. However, it seems that 
·critical reading and critical thinking have more .elements of similarity 
than of difference." 
Beca'ti.se of the considerations stated in tb.e above two paragraphs, 
critical thinking and critical reading have come to mean approxilnately the 
139 
same thing. Betts uses the terms interchangeably. Chambers also makes 
·a point of this: 
In reviewing the avai1able research ·in the area of critical 
thinking, this writer has f.ound that a term often _used synoiJYlllOUSly 
in critical reading. Therefore, any discussion of critical thinking 
must· attempt to illust:r:ate the overlapping of this ability with 
critical reading. 
He states further! 
The terms "critical .reading" and "critical thinking" are often 
used ~ony.mousl.y. · Actually, cr;i. tical. thinking includes . some abili 
not present in critical reading, simply because it involves any . 
possibl~.~thod of communication, while critical reading is restricted 
to one • .L4 
To summarize, one finds three important factors in reference to the 
relationship between critical thinking and critical reading (beyond the 
consideration that these factors are subject to further research and study). 
1. Thinking is necessary for the process called rtreading." One 
couJ.d even say that reading is thinking,. though it would be 
incorrect to say that the reverse were true, inasmuch as 
thinking may be exercised in media other than reading. 
2. If this- is true, then one. maY say that critical thinking is 
necessary for the process called critical reading. 
139 
.. .. Chambers, op. cit., p. 7. 
140 -
Loc. eit. 
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· ·:3.· .·One niight also sa:y tbat critical reading is critical th:In'idng .. 
. One could not say that critical thinking is critical readingJ 
however J inasmuch as critical thinking may be exercised in . 
media other than reading. 
' . . 
VIII. TRANSFER OF· TRAINING TO -THINK CRITICALLY 
The section shall be considered in three parts! 1) A discussion of the 
concept tttransfern; 2) a discussio~ of transfer of critical thinking from 
. . ·'' 
one subject matter area to another; and 3) a discussion of transfer of 
ability in criticai thinking from one cq~onent of critical-th:i.nkiD.g to 
another~ 
Considering the concept of "transfer}" Monroel41 states: 
. . 
When one practices a response to a specific stimulus situation} 
learning takes· plaee. When a particular learning eXJlerienae also . 
influences an in.dividuaJ.ls ability-to respond effectively to st:i.mtlli 
different in some ways from those he reacted to during learning·, 
trans:f'er of training is said to have taken place. 
If transfer were not possible7 it would be necessary to train the 
individual in· every specific situation he will ever faee. 
In the light of his last statement 7 Monroe t s next statement is not 
sU.rprisingt · n All educational efforts aini ·at learning: which can be trans-
ferred· to new. situations."l42 . The. econom.y of· 'time and effort due to 
transfer is ·~easurable. 
Transfer is apparent in impressive proportions in everyday life7 
but it cannot· be taken for grant-ed in all educational situations. The 
transfer problem is a questic>n of di~;ee· and of the· relative efficiency 
of educational training procedures. · 
Walters. MonroeJ (ed .. ), -Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
New York: The MacMillan Co., 1950, p. 14S3. 
142 Loc. cit• 
143 Loc. cit. 
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Thus, transfer is clearly not a panacea for .the beleaguered teacher., pressed 
for time, or for the student in. a hurry to acquire his education. ttTransf'er 
will not be automatic.n144 One must teach for transfer. Monroe145 lists 
five steps to be followed in this teaching: 
1. Point out the possibility of' transfer. 
2. Use varied teaching materials like those to which the 
learning is expected to transfer. 
3. Develop meaningful generalizations. 
4. Provide practice in applying the generalizations .. 
5. Evaluate the learning experience by determining how the 
pupilstbehavior in new situations is changed. 
Of importance is the consideration of' the transfer of' training in 
critical thinking from one subject matter area to another. If' this were 
possible, it would mean economy of' time and effort on the par.t of' students 
and teachers. 
First of' all, it would be necessarY' that the students acquire critical 
thinking ability in a subject matter area. 
We may recognize that the pupil has opportunity to learn much. 
of' the method of critical thinking in his ordinary work in the social 
scienees, as he reads and investig~tes,.writes and discusses. But it 
would be folly to suppose that what he learns about critical thinking 
is other tha.n fragmentary and incidental unless the work he is doing 
is definitely pointed toward that objective.146 
Glaser147 after summarizing studies, stated that 11all point to the. uUJu....,.~~~.~..,,~v-41 
144 Ib.d 
-2:_., p. 
145 L •t , oc .. cl.' • 
l46 Mar~ham, op. cit., p. 146. 
147 . . 6 Glaser, op. c1t., P• 9. 
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that the content alone of any subject is not likely to give general train-
ing to the mind, and is not likely to develop a generalized ability to 
think eritically.tt Chambers148 adds: "There is no evidenee that suggests 
. -. 
that students acquire skill in eritical thinking as a necessary by-product 
of the study of any given subject." Morse149 gives the following evidence 
to show that subject matter alone does not insure critical thinking, or 
that transfer to- other subject matter is automatic. . He reports of 
examinations in-critical thinking being given to determine relationships 
between studentts responses in the fields of general science, social 
seience and logic. Low correlations were obtained, suggesting that ability 
to think elearly in one field did not insure like ability in another. He 
then summarizes: 
Such evidenee as we have seems to point to the conclusion that 
critical ability and reflective thinking tend to develop along with 
knowledge and understanding in separate fields rather than as uni-
versals or generally transferable values.l50 
One would have to teaeh a course with conscious effort to develop critical 
thinking. If skill acquired were to be transferred to another subject, the 
course would have to be taught to insure transfer: It would not be auto-
matic .. 
Of particular importance to this study is the consideration of transfer 
of ability in critical thinking from one component of critical thinking 
to another. In other words, for example, would the development of ability 
Chambers, op. cit., p. 15. 
149 Morse, op. cit., p. 16. 
150 Loe. cit. 
to infer insure ability to draw conclusions, by the process of transfer?. 
It is known that "Some available research indicates that gains in the 
ability to think critically may be made if there is instruction along 
these lines.n151 The next question would be whether this gain could be 
applied to another type of critical thinking. 
Glaser152 states: 
Almost any subject or project can be so taught as to put pupils 
on guard against hasty generalization, contradictory assertions, and 
the uncritical acceptance of authority. Thus, transfer of training 
from the study of logical reasoning, and ~thods of evaluating the 
adequacy of evidence in a subject-matter field .... can be brought 
about, but it does not occur automatically. 
This still does not answer the question, is there transfer from one co~ 
ponent of critical thinking to another. Schwartz153 reports: 
The present experiment demonstrated that reading training 
utilizing non-technical reading materials for training transferred 
to the reading of technical material. College level students 
demonstrated an average of 104% improvement in reading speed for 
technical material after training on non-technical material. .After 
10 weeks, 90% of the improvement was retained. Accompanying this 
increase was an average decrement of 5%-7% in comprehension of the 
material read. It was concluded that it is not necessary to train 
readers of technical material utilizing materials from their special 
fields. 
This indicates a type of transfer that is akin to what is desired, but it 
still falls short. 
Monroe154 reveals: nsuch studies as that of Barlow ••• have largely 
151 Wilcox, op. cit., p. 16. 
1.5~ Glaser, op ... cit., p. 69. 
l-5:3 Marvin SchWartz, ttTransfer of Reading Training From Non-Technical 
to Technical Material," Jourri.al of Educational PsYchology, 48':498'-504, 
December 1957J p. 499 •.. 
154 Monroe, op. cit., p. 1486. 
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reversed the earlier conclusion·that broad mental processes are relatively 
immune to transfer,tt Monroe feels that transfe-r of the type sought in this 
study, is possible.· Barlow155 (mentioned by Monroe) states: 
By transfer is meant the learning influence of one training 
activ;tty on a different activity, A study of learning methods gives 
promise of yielding significant results in support of the theory 
that transfer is a major factor of learning among the higher mental 
abilities. 
rrrn the psychological domain of reason, Barlow found that instruction in 
analysis, abstraction, and generalization produces appreciable transfer to 
problems requiring understanding and reasoning- e.g. getting the point 
156 
of Aesop's fables.tt This allows the conclusion to be drawn that it is 
possible for critical thinking to be transferred from one component to 
another, under specific instruction. 
157 A summary of this section is well stated by Glaser : 
The efficacy of given training to improve ability to think 
criti~ally and the amount and quality of transfer which oeeurs 
will be greatly influenced by: (1) the method of presentation, 
(2) the degree to which self-ae~ivity and personal experience are 
induced, (3) the means of furnishing precision, definiteness, and 
stability to the course of this activity, (4) the extent to which 
the desired outcomes are set up as definite goals of instruction, 
( 5) the extent to which the processes of reasoning and guiding 
principles are made clear to the students, and ( 6) the elements in 
the training and their existence in the new situations to which 
transfer is desired. 
155Martin Barlow, "Transfer of Training in Reasoning,rr Journal of 
Educational Psychology, . 28:122-28, February 1937. 
159Monroe, op. cit,, p. 1486. 
157 Glaser, op. cit., P~ 71 
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OVER..;.ALL SUMM.4TION OF RESEARCH 
Research reveals that authorities are concerned over the necessity o~ 
training citizens who can think critically. A critically thinking 
citizenry is o~ prime importance to a democracy. Hence, authorities dis-
cussing critical thinking underscore its importance again and again. 
There are abundant de~initions o~ critical thinking and critical read-
ing. However, unanimity is lacking, each authority propounding a definition 
colored by his training, experience, and, particularly, by the purposes for 
which the critical skills are to be used. This is true also o~ the pro-
posed collij?onents o~ critical thinking. Generally, the purpose toward which 
the critical thinking is conceived to be striving greatly determines the 
author's conception o~ what collij?onents should be included in the process. 
Thus, there is a wide divergence of opinion with respect to the collij?onents 
that should be considered a part o~ critical thinking. 
The e~fect o~ many variables upon critical thinking has been con-
sidered in several studies. Generally, the variables o~ sex, age and socio-
economic background seem to have little bearing on achievement in critical 
thinking. The variable o~ intelligence seems to have a positive bearing on 
skill in critical thinking; however, some studies have ~ound no such 
evidence. The same is true o~ the variable o~ grade level. Disagreement 
al~o is evidenced in re~erence.to whether or not there is a strong 
correlation between reading achievement and critical thinking. Studies 
indicate that good reading requires critical thinking. Other~ say that 
-
critical reading M critical thinking applied to books. Generally, stronger-
evidence would support the statement that critical thinking and reading 
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have a positive relationship. 
Evidence is meager as to transfer of training in critical thinking 
skills. Inference is made that skill on one critical thinking component 
can be transferred to another if the first is taugh~ so as to insure 
transfer. In other words, in critical thinking or critical reading, as in 
other area~ of learning, transfer is not automatic ••• there must be teach-
ing :fbr transfer to insure its occurrence. 
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,CHAPTER III 
PLAN AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 
The plan developed to in:g;>lement this study and the procedures 
followed in exeeuting the plan_, are presented in this ehapter,. The chapter 
includes: 1) bases for matching groups_, 2) group composition, .3) instru-
·-
ments used for necessary measurements, 4) materials used to teach critieal 
-
thinking_, 5) factors eontrolled, 6) experimental design, and 7) strengths 
and weaknesses of the study. 
I. BASES FOR 1\.lfATCHING GROUPS 
To evaluate the gains whieh might develop through the use of the 
experimental materials_, experimental and control groups were equated. The 
experimental group followed the design, using the materials; the control 
group did not. 
The experimental and eontrol groups were matched according to age, 
se:x:, grade, mental age, eu.rrieulum division, oceupaidonal background, 
reading aehievement and critieal thinking seore. The data necessary for 
this matehing were seeured from permanent reeord eards and from tests 
administered especially for the experiment. 
During the sunnner months preeeding the initiation of the experiment, 
the groups were established by pairing individuals who were similar with 
respeet to the above variables. One of the paired individuals was plaeed 
randomly in the group tentatively labeled experimental; the other was plaeed 
in the group tentatively labeled eontrol. For each paired group, tests 
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were run to determine the level of significance between the groups rl th re- · 
spect to the above variables. A few adjustments were made in placement 
of- individuals in an effort to minimize anY statistical differences between 
the groups. A Model I analysis of Variance was run on the C.A., M.A. and 
reading achievement scores· of the experimental and control groups. A chi-
square was run on the occupational backgro~d of the two groups. With a 
df of 452. the 5% level of significance was ,3.,36. There was no significant 
.. 
difference between the groups with respect to C.A. (.20), M.A. (.01), or 
reading achievement ( • 01) • With a df'* of 1 and the 5% level of significance 
,3.84, the chi-square-on ~ccupation.al background revealed significant differ-
ences only on categories Professional (6 • .34) and Semi-skilled) 4.50). 
It was recommended to the administrators of the experimental school 
that the groups remain intact as English classes when class assignments 
were made in the fall term. As closely as possible this grouping was 
adhered to. 
In the fall, immediately prior to the begilming of the experiment, 
the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal was administered to both 
groups. Of each set of matched groups, the one having the lowest mean 
was selected to be the experimental group; the other, the control. Model I 
Analysis of Variance was run on the total experimental and the total control 
-groups. Witb a df of 452, the 5% level of significance was ,3.86. With 
.. 
an F ratio of a. 6.3, there was no significant difference between. the groups. 
II. GROUP COMPOSITION 
Table III sets forth the composition of the experimental and control 
*As commonly used in research studies, the symbol "d:f" means "degrees 
of fre~dom." (cf. p. 86, footnote 1). 
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groups as originally assigned,. Table IV sets forth the composition o£ the 
experimental and control groups Which actually participated in the experi-
ment. This includes the number of boys and girls in each eurricu.lum area 
at each grade level within both the experimental and control groups. 
T.ABLE III 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS .ASSIG~D TO TEE 
EXPEirrMENTAL .AND. CONTROL GROUPS . FOR 
THE EXPERIMENT 
Grade M £: M... E 
Ten 2S 20 24 25 
Eleven 20 14 30 19 
Twelve 5 16 12 11 
Sub-Total 
(Sex) 53 50 66 55 
Sub-Total 103 121 
(Curriculum) 
Total 224 
M E 
30 19 
39 13 
10 13 
79 45 
124 
244 
M 
2:3 
29 
9 
61 
120 
r 
25 
20 
14 
59 
55 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS WITHIN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
AC'l'UALLY P.ARTICIP.ATING IN EXPERIMENT 
Control Group 
· · · CU.rriculUlil · --
General College 
Grade M 
Ten 23 
Eleven 24 
Twelve 3 
Total 
Sub-Total 50 
(Sex) 
Sub-Total· 
(Curriculum) 
Sex . Sex 
E. M F 
18 22 20 
14 19 17 
17 10 17 
49 5'1 54 
99 105 
Experimental Group 
CUrriculum 
General College 
Sex Sex 
M ;[ M ;[ 
26 26 28 26 
24 15 27 13 
9 17 15 24 
59 58 70 63 
ll7 133 
250 
III. INSTRUMENTS USEI) FOR NECESSARY MEASUREMENTS 
The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking .Appraisal. .As has been mentioned 
previously in this chapter, it was decided to construct the-~workbook around 
three of the five components of critical thinking fotmd in the Watson-Glaser 
Critical Thinking APPraisal.- ' -The tes~ was used to appraise gains ill 
eritical thinking achievement. It is appropriate, therefore, to consider 
the reputation of the test; but first, consideration should be given to 
several general statements concerning the testing of critical thinking 
and/or reading .. 
Harris l. says, ttNearly all reading tests now in use attempt to measure 
the success of the reading in understanding what the author has to say. 
Comparatively few have tried to find out how well the reader can evaluate 
what he reads .. n Some tests have been constructed but the criteria are 
2 
complex and therefore the tests are unwieldy for classroom purposes. 
Wrightstone3 says, uane of the essential needs at the present time is the 
·development of evaluation instruments to provide adequate appraisals of 
the thinking processes of children. tt And again, t'The pioneer efforts in 
.. 
developing exercises in testing achievement in eritieal thinking need to be 
refined and improved by research.u4 Ten years after making the preceding 
statement, Wrightstone again made the same appeal, nunrortunately, at the 
present tinie, there are few, if any, sufficiently valid and reliable 
measnres of thinking, either standardized or teacher made, to guide the 
interested teaeher.n 5 However, Wrightstone6 does point out that "The 
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking APpraisal ••• may be cited as typical of 
the sta.Iidardized measures presently available • • • It provides the teacher 
l Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, New York: Longmans, 
Green and Co., ~956, p. 44~· 
2 Eugene R. Smith, et. al. 1 ApPraising and Recording Student Progress, 
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1942. 
. . . 
3 J. W. Wrightstone, Joseph Jutt~ and Irvin Robbins, Evaluation in 
Modern Education, New York: Ameriea.ri. Book Company, 1956, p. 380 .. 
·
4 J. W. Wrightstone, "Frontiers in Educational Research in Measurement 
of Attitudes and Achievement," Journal of Educational Research, 40:389-396, 
April 1947, p. 394. 
5 Wr~htst?ne, Evaluation in Modern Education, loc. cit. 
6 Loc. cit. 
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with a means of developing ilisights into his pupils' thinking processes 
and the basis for the pupils t errors. tt It is this test which is being 
apprai.s~d. 
En:n:is 7 is convinced that "The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Apprais_a1 is a :popular criti~l th~. t~st_, and as sueh_, deserves care-
ful examination.n He also says that n., •• this test is one of those that 
. -· 
advanced the frontier in the measurement of critical thinking skills 
(and •• '. can be a useful instrument.nS Baker9 has his doubts: 
• • • 
say: 
The low reliability coefficients of the "Watson-Glaser Tests" and 
their high correlation with reading tests, as reported by the 
authors, indicate to the present reviewer that the instruments are 
open to serious question as effective measures of critical thinking. 
With respect to the reliability of the test, the authors have this to 
The reliability of the test as a whole and of the separate sub-test 
scores has been determined by both the split-half and the inter-
form method for several types of groups. • • They indicate that the 
total seore has adequate statistical reliability for use with groups 
when one form is used. When maximum precision is desired tor an 
individual's total scores, or when it is desired to studw, an in-
dividual' s sub-test seores, both forms can be given and the average 
of results from the two forms used.10 
7 Robert H. Ennis, ttAn .Appraisal of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Appraisal,n Journal of Educational Research, 52:155-15S, December 195S, 
p. 155. 
S Loc. cit. 
9 James Baker_, "The Construction and EValuation of a Test of Critical 
Thinking in Emotional Situations," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertaaon_, Boston 
University, 'Boston, Massachusetts, 1954, p. 17. 
10 Goodwin Watson and Edward Maynard Glaser, Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal, Manua1, New York: World Book Company, 1952_, p .. S .. 
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Table V sets forth the reliability data as contained in the manual. 
TABLE V 
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS ON THE 
WATSON-GLASER ORI',DICAL THINKING 
.APPRAISAL 
Reliability Coefficient 
Population Form Total Score Average Score 
One Form Both Forms 
Systematic Sample of 
100 Brooklyn College 11M .B4 .91 
ttPresophomorestt 
57 Jrs.~ Oak Ridge, 11M .B4 .91 
Tenn. H.S. 
4B Jrs.~ Oak Ridge, 11M .81 .90 
Tenn. H.S. BM 
Sophomore Class of 30, AM .79 .8B 
Oak Ridge, Tenn. H.S. 
With respect to the validity of the test, the authors speak of two 
lttrelated validity problems.u "One is the soundness or logical "correctnesstt 
of the key. The other is the usual concept of a testrs validity: How well 
does this test fulfill its function of measuring ability to think cri ticall.y." 
lll:rm;, considers the validity of the test from a logical point of view, 
not a statistical. The authors state: 
11 Ennis, Loc. cit. 
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The key represents the "judgmentrr of thirty-five persons, selected 
for their advanced .training in logic and language meaning, plus their 
demonstra~ed leadership in such fields as chemistry, biology, pbysics, 
psychology, education, and business administration, who agreed un-
animously that the key answers (after many revisions and refinement of 
items) are logically correct and that correct response to the questions 
requires some of the ~st important skills or abilities fundamental 
to critical thinking. 
Ennis13 is not as enthusiastic over the 35-member panel as are the authors 
of the test. He says, nit is hard.to believe that any 35 persons could 
. -
agree unanimously on this key, if they considered the items carefully. It 
would be interesting to know more about the conditions under which this 
agreement was reached.rr 
Ennis14 examined ~ach of the five sub-tests with respect to the 
validity of their appraisals. Inference: The inferences are to be drawn 
from "a combination of a paragraph of information statements and 'commonly 
accepted knowledge or information which practically every person knows•.u 
11The general difficulty lies in the fact that with such a sparse specifi-
. ' 
cation of the context, the notion of common knowledge is not clear enough 
for the fine discrimination asked for." More context should be provided. 
Evaluation of Argument: 15 In this. sub-test one must rate arguments 
as being strong or weak. 11 0ne•s answers to most of these items would vary 
with one•s orientationn ••• if differemt· from the authors' the testee 
would be penalized. 
12 Watson & Glaser, Loc. cit. 
l3 Ennis, Loc. cit. 
14 Ibid., p. 156 
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Deduetion: 16- "Premises are given and for eaeh item the testee is 
asked to deeide whether it 1neeessarily follows from the statement given'." 
Ennis states that criteria of formal logic are employed and the ...... ...:on.R uo~.·u.v 
are elear-. 
Interpretation:17 This sub-test is similar to Deduetion exeept one 
is nto deeide whether eaeh item follows beyond a reasonable doubt.u 
R .• t. f A t. 18 eeogn~ ~on o ssump ~on: 
In this seetion students are asked nto decide for each (proposed) 
assumption whether it neeessarily is taken for granted in the state-
ment.11 For each item, the student is to decide whether a given 
state~nt is necessarily assumed by another statement. 
The statements are not constructed so as to show the neeessity of a 
particular assumption because "the same conclusion ean follow from different 
pr.emises or pieces of evidence.u As a result, only four out of 16 items 
are scored as "necessarily made." 
19 . . . 
Ennis mentions a problem stemming from instruetion in eritieal 
thinking and then reveals how the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
performs in reference to that problem. The probiem concerns "pathological 
. . 
doubters. n He says that ''Alleged instruetion in critical thinking has 
. . 
been known to produce •• ~ (pathologiea1 doubters)." He defines the 
pathological doubter as "a person who is not just cautious, but who will 
never accept anything as proven, a person for whom 'proof, 1 1 sufficient 
l6 Loa .. eit. 
17 Loe. cit. 
18 Ibid.' p. 157. 
19 . Loe.. cit .. 
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evidence, • and •warranted' are inapplicable in all conceivable situa" ..... '"'.ui:j'··· 
This "pathological doubter11 is rewarded for his phobia i:i1 the Watson-Glaser 
. . 
Critical Thinking Appraisal. In Recognition of Assumption7 twelve out of 
. . 
sixteen items are 11not necessarily made." In Deduction, twenty out of 
. . 
twenty-five items »do not followtt; in Interpretation, twenty out of twenty-
. . 
four items do not follow. By following his doubting inclinations7 the 
pathological doubter could receive 67 out of 99 items correct to be placed 
at the S6th percentile on high school nor.ms.21 
In spite of his pointed observations, Ennis22 still views the Watson-
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal favorably. He says 
• ~ • the ~terials ··were developed in the late 30 r s and have since 
been revised seven times. These efforts have not been unrewarded. 
The items consistently require students to examine evidence and 
to think.. -
23 Thou.less concurs: "The authors have succeeded in making a test which 
should prove usefui for measurement and diagnosis and also of educational 
value to the testees.n Fawcett24 also agrees: " .... a helpfuJ.. and 
• 
effective means of measuring abilities which are so essential to competent 
citizenship .. " 
Scores from other instruments were used in this study: The California 
20 Ib.d 1~9 
---2......·' p. -' • 
21 . Loc. cit. 
22 Loc .. cit. 
23 . Robert H. Thouless, The Third Mental Measurements Yearbook7 New 
Brunswick: Rutg~rs.University Press7 1<]49, p. 544. 
24 H~ :P. Fawcett, The Third Mental Measurements Yearbook, New 
B:runswielt: :Rutgers University Press7 1949, p. 544. 
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Test of Mental Maturit:{; The Terman Group Test of Mental Ability; and the 
Cooperative Reading Test,' c1 •. 
. . . 
California Test of. Mental· Maturity. This test yields a Language, 
Non-Language and.Total I.Q., score.. According to the Kuder-Riehardson 
. . ' 
formula 21, the reliabili,ty of the Language is .84; the reliability of the 
Non-Language is .72; and the Total is ~87. The validity of the test is 
. . 
established by a .SS correlation with the Stanford-Binet. The norms are 
based on 25,000 eases. Garret25 felt that the tho~ht of I:Q. as 
developmental ratio (as proposed by .the California) was not good.. He said 
.. . 
that ttThe score derived from the test battery as a whole is probably the 
most valid measure of mental level which the tests ~eld.n . 
The Terman Group Test of Mental Ability: This test is primarily one 
of ve:rbal·, iri.tellige~ce > ·A reliability of · ;96 w~s stated for age 14. The 
other age levels were not ~_given' but they were said to vary only slightly. 
The validity was sta~ed B:S being .,91. The no~ were .well .standardized on 
10% sample of the results from l4S commUnities in 33 states.26 
- 1 ·~ The Cooperative Reading Test, C : Stroud. says: "It would be 
' ' 
difficult to find·a test better conceived and better executed within the 
limits of its objee~ives,.tt The manual does not give reliability or validi 
25 Henry E. Garret, The Third Menta1 Measurements Yearbook, New 
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1949, p. 304. 
26 . . . Carl I. Hovland, The Third Mental Measurements trearbook, New 
Brunswick; Rutgers Unive:r:-sity Press,_ 1949, p. 342. 
27 J. B. Stroud, The Third Mental Measurements Yearbook, New 
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1949, p. 526. 
' 
'' 
data. A .norms booklet contains separate norms :for th~ sub-scores and 
total scores ob::tained on. the test for both college and high school students. 
The high school norms are based on 90,000 students tested at the end of 
the year in 200 public secondary schools of the~·East, Middle West and West. 
High school norms also are available for public secondary schools of the 
South. These were based on 20,000 students tested at the end of the year 
in 60 schools. 
IV. MATERIALS USED TO TEACH CRITICAL THINKING 
Of basic ili!Portance to the study was the construction of the 
materials used in teaching critical thinking to the experimental group. 
Type of materials. The materials designed to teach critical thinking 
were in the form of a workbook. This was and eight by eleven inch, sixty-
seven page workbook printed by the mu.l tili th process. It contained the 
teachers' manual, instructions to students, special answer sheets and the 
exercises. A copy is contained in the Append~ 
Purpose of materials and reasons for choice. The materials contained 
in the workbook were designed to develop skill in three areas of critical 
thinking: .. 1) Interpretation, 2) Evaluation of Argument and .3) Recognition 
of Assumption. 
Three reasons proii!Pted the choice of these Coii!Ponents. First: Upon 
investigation it was discovered that no less than fi:rty components of 
critical thinking were proposed by various authorities. ( cf. Tables I & II) 
To construct materials for the teaching of this number of components was 
I ---·-
in:g;>ractical for the present study and also in:g;>ractical in actual school-
room situations. It was. decided that the number should be reduced to a 
reasonable size. Second: If materials were to be evaluated there had to 
be an instrument to measure progress and development brought about by the 
materials. The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal was observed 
to be· of good reputation ( cf. p. 56) • It was decided that the fifty 
con:g;>onents previously mentioned could be reduced to the five measured 
by the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. By utilizing the same 
components iri the teaching as were used in the m~asure, it was fairly 
certain that the progress iri particular skills would be measurable. 
Third: In order to prevent the possibility of "teaching for the testn 
and also in order to measure extent of transfer to untaught components, 
only three of the five components comprising the Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal were incorporated iri the materials. These were the 
three mentioned above. To compensate for ~ possible transfer due to high 
or low inter-component correlation, the two components selected for 
exclusion from the exercise materials were the one correlating the highest 
(Deduction .406) and the one correlating the lowest (Inference .224) with 
the other components. The three remaining were used as a basis for the 
materials. 
The exclusion of these two con:g;>onents from the materials made it 
possible to note whether specific training related to a given component of 
critical thinking increased· the students' skill in an untaught component. 
Iri order to test for further evidence of the transfer of training in 
critical thinking to an untaught component the Cooperative Reading Test.c1 
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was used. The co~rehension questions on this test require inferential· 
thinking.-28 Therefore, students' inf:erential ability is measured not only 
by the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal but also by the ,.,..,.,..,.,..,,...,....t--; 
Reading Test. As was mentioned above, Inference is one of the components 
not directly taught _in the exercises. Thei'efore;_ by co~aring the pre-
and post-test scores on the inferential questions of both tests, it was 
possible to judge the effect of the teaching of one co~onent upon the 
developll1en,t of another which was not taught. The use of the control group 
insured that other factors would be held constant, so any gains made by 
the e:X:perimental group above those made· by the control group could be 
assumed to result from the training. In this particular experiment, it 
was possible to judge the influence of training in Interpretation, 
Evaluation of Arguments and Reco~ition of Assumption on one's ability .to 
detect and/or use Inference and Deduction. 
Basis for the content of the materials. The materials contained in 
the workbook were based on social studies materials.. Kennedy' s29 Profiles 
in Courage, Carr•s3° Men of Power, McCloskey•s31 How t~ Write Clear~y and 
28 Agnes Rodgers, tt.A;nalysis o:f the Items of the J{goperative Reading 
Test,cl,tt.A;n Unpublished Paper, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 
1958. 
29 .John F;. Kennedy, Profiles in Courage, New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1957 .. 
3° Albert CaTr, Men of Power, New York: The Viking Press, 1956. 
31 Frank McCloskey, How to Write Clear~y and Ef:fective~y, New York: 
Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1951. · 
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Effectively, Herbert~2 A Comparison of the Composition Interests.of Six-
Hundred Sixty:'Students in Grades Eight Through Twelve and Shippents3.3 
Men of Medicine were used as sources for the materials. Thus the exercises 
deal with politicians, statesmen, dictators, medical men, miscellaneous 
interesting anecdotes and particular topics which research has shown to be 
of great interest to high school students. 
Provisions within the materials. In the building of the exercises 
the attempt was made to capitalize on the latest educational practices 
applicable to such materials. To avoid tedium, the exercises were presented 
in twenty to thirty minute sessions twice each week. Immediate knowledge 
of the degree of success on the exercises was available to each student. 
Correct answers were found on a folded section of the page on Which the 
exercise was located. Within a given section, the students corrected each 
exercise as they finished it, before going on to the next .. 
Two factors provided for individual differences in ability. to think · 
critically: 1) The time factor; 2) Graduated increase in the difficulty of 
the exercises within each section. Within the twenty to thirty minute time 
limit, the students of lesser ability did not progress beyond the easier 
exercises while the more able students became involved with the more 
diffieul t. Each student, then, handled material commensurate with his 
ability. 
32 Harold L. Herber, ttA Comparison of the Composition Interests of 
Six-Hundred Sixty Students in Grades Eight through Twelve," An Unpublished 
Masterts Thesis, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1957. 
JJ Katherine B. Shippen, Men of Medicine, New York: The Viking Press, 
1957. 
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The answer sheet design described above allowed students to work 
singly, in pairs or. in groups as rapidly as they were able. This provided 
for the possible active participation of all students all of the time 
rather than one student at a time as in traditional recitation procedure. 
V. FACTORS CONTROLLED 
To bring the validity of the study to the highest point possible, it 
was essential that several factors be controlled. 
Crudeness of materials. The materials were presented to a high school 
demonstration reading class at Boston University Summer School. This 
allowed for their evaluation and polishing preparatory to the beginning of 
the actual experiment. 
Experience of teachers. By having the participating teachers in-
structed as to methods of teaching critical thinking with the materials 
to be used in the experiment, weakness of the experiment due to inexperience 
of the teachers was obviated to a degree. 
Differences in sex, grade, age, mental age, parentts occupation, 
curriculum, and reading achievement. Students were paired according to 
sex, grade, age, mental age, parent's occupation, curriculum, and reading 
achievement. One of the pair was placed in the experimental group; the 
other in the control group. By means of this pairing, differences were 
neutralized between the experimental and control groups with respeet to 
these variables. 
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The effect of training in critical thinking upon the control group. 
Students in the control and experimental groups previously had not been 
exposed to direct teaching of eri tical thinking. The students in the 
control group were not given access to the materials used by the experi-
mental group. This situation was calculated to minimize any possibility 
of training in critical thinking for the control group. 
Variances in teaching method. It was assumed that by having a manual 
of instructions for each teacher to follow while teaching the experimental 
groups, the ef:t'ects upon the study of variance in teaching methods would 
be minimi2:ed. 
Variances in testing procedure. Each teacher tested his own pupils, 
both in the experimental and the eontrol groups. This minimized the ef:t'ect 
of variance in testing procedure with respect to the pre- and post-experi-
mental testing situations. However, this did not insure against effects 
of' testing variance from teacher to teacher and its consequences upon the 
study. 
Motivation of students .. · Selection of students for expe-rimental and 
control groups was, in ef:t'eet, by random sampling. The assignment to the 
group was enforced and students were-not allowed to change from one group 
to another. This tended to randomize interest and therefore, motivation. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
The experimental design involved the testing and grouping of students, 
the construction of the materials, the trial of a sampling of the materials, 
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the teaching of the materials to the e~erimental groups and the evaluation 
of tb.e experiment. This design· is summarized in a listed chronological. 
order of procedure •. · 
Testing. The pre-experimental testing was done in two stages. As a 
part of its testing program the experimental school administered reading 
tests to all of its students each spring. Since the reading test used by 
the school was the same as the one needed for the experiment, it was 
decided to use the data from this testing program ... Hence, in the spring, 
the Cooperative Reading Test, c1 , Form Z was administered to the ninth 
grade and the Cooperativ~ Reading Test, c1 , Form T was administered to 
grades ten and eleven. The next fall these students would be in grades 
ten, eleven, and twelve respective~. 
The second stage of the pre~experimental testing occurred immediately 
prior to the initiation of the experiment. The Watson=Qlaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal, Form Bm, was administered to all students participating 
in the experiment .. 
The post-experimental testing oecurred immediately after the conclusion 
of the tw:elve week period during which time the prepared materials were 
used by the students in the experimental group~ Al tern.ate forms of the 
tests used in the pre-experimental testing were used in the post-experi-
mental testing: The Cooperative Reading Test, c1, Form Y; the Watson-Glaser 
Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form Am. 
Grouping of students. The procedures used in grouping the students 
for the experiment are discussed above under "Bases for Matching Groups,u 
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p. 53. 
Construction of the materials. During the summer preceding the in-
itiation of the study, the experimental materials were constructed.. A 
discussion of this construction is given in the above section, ttMaterials 
Used to Teach Critical Thinking," p. 64. 
Trial of a sampling of the materials. DUring the summer preceding 
the initiation of the study, a sampling of the experimental materials were 
tried in a high school demonstration reading class at Boston University. 
This trial allowed for an evaluation of the materials and a discovery of 
any weaknesses. Revisions were made accordingly. 
Teaching materials· to the experimental groups. As mentioned above, 
the criticalthiDking co~onents upon which the materials were con-
structed ·were: Interpretation, Evaluation of Argument and Recognition 
of Assumption. These co~onents were taught in a rotating order. 
Tabie VI lists the sequence of the exercises. 
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TABLE VI 
ORDER IN WHICH EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 
WERE TAUGHT TO EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
Day of Experiment 
First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Sixth 
Seventh 
_Eighth_ 
Ninth 
Tenth 
Eleventh 
Twelfth 
Thirteenth 
Fourteenth 
Fifteenth 
Sixteenth 
SeventeentQ. 
Eighteenth 
Nineteenth 
Materials Taught 
Introductory materials 
Presentation of Interpretation 
Practice of Interpretation 
Presentation of Evaluation of 
Argument 
Practice of Evaluation of Argument 
Review of Interpretation 
Recall of Interpretation 
Presentation of Recognition of 
Assumption 
Practice of Recognition of 
Assumption 
Review of Evaluation of Argument 
Recall of Evaluation of. ,Argument 
Review of Recognition of 
Assumption 
Recall of Recognition of 
Assumption 
I - - ---
II 
TABLE VI (eontinued) 
ORDER IN WHICH EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 
WEBE TAUGHT TO EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
Day of Experiment 
Twentieth 
Twenty-first 
TWenty-seeond 
Twenty-third 
Twenty-fourth 
Materials Taught 
Review of Interpretation and 
Evaluation of Argument 
Review of Interpretation, 
Evaluation of Argument and 
Reeognition of Asstimption 
Reeall of Interpretation, 
Evaluation of Argument and 
Recognition of Assumption 
Praetieal Applieations 
··--·------ -·- ----------
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There were four steps in the teaching of each component of' critical 
thinking: 1) Presentation; 2) Practice; :3) Review; 4) Recall. The 
Presentation and.Practice sections required two twenty-to-thirty-minute 
sessions each; the Review and Recall sections, one such sess~on each. 
In the Presentation sections the teacher and students did. the 
exercises together, the teacher reading aloud while the students followed 
the reading in the workbook. Care was given that the students understood 
the procedures involved in using the particular component of critical 
thinking being studied. Questions were encouraged. .Answers were checked 
against the answer sheet attached to the page on which the exercises were 
located.. Each Presentation section covered two days, a twenty-to-thirty-
minute session each day. 
In the Practice sections the students were paired or grouped. They 
practiced what they learned in the Presentation section.. Answers were · 
checked against the answer sheet attached to the page on which the exer-
cises were located. Each Practice seetion covered two days, a twenty-to-
thirty-minute session each day. 
Of importance to the teaching of the materials was the fact that the 
sections did not progress immediately to Review and Recall after covering 
the Presentation and Practice sections.. There was an "incubation" 
. . 
period provided for each component immediately following its Presentation 
and Practice sections,. While the first component was 11 ineubating," another 
was "presented II and trpractieed, 11 following which the first component was 
. . . 
"Reviewedn and "Recalled,.tt This gave meaning to Review and Recall. It 
. . . 
was believed that it might give strength to the students• use of the 
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component. 
In the Review sections the teacher worked briefly with the students 
at the beginning of the session, tou~hing lightly on the important points 
emphasized in the Presentation of the component. The students then worked 
in pairs or groups as they did in the Practice. Answers were cheeked 
against the answer sheet attached to the page on which the exercises were 
located. Each Review section covered one twenty-to-thirty-minute session. 
In the Recall sections, the exercises were performed as though the 
sections were tests. Each student worked alone. When he completed the 
exercises or the allotted time had elapsed, he exchanged workbooks· for 
correction. The keys to the Recall sections were at the end of the work-
book. Each corrector evaluated and marked the material written on the 
workbook being corrected. The workbooks were returned to their owners 
and differences were discussed in a general class discussion. 
After each component of critical thinking was studied singly in the 
above mentioned rotating order, the components were combined and studied 
together. There were no Presentation or Practice sections with these 
combinations, only Review and Recall. The procedures applicable to 
Review and Recall . sections in the study of single components applied to. 
the combinations. 
After· completing the study of the combined components, students. were 
to make a practical application of what they had learned. They were asked 
to apply the critical thinking components they had studied to seve.ral 
articles from current periodicals. They worked in pairs and in groups. 
As there is no "answer key" available to the reader of periodical literature 
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in every day life, so there was no "answer key« to this section,. Students 
had to apply the components of critical thinking with logic and consistency. 
The applications of critical thinking to this material were discussed among 
the members of the pairs and/or groups. 
Evaluation of the experiment. Upon completion of the post-experimental 
testing, all the data necessar,y to the evaluation of the experiment were 
coded and key punched on I.B.~ cards. Computations using the data were 
made by the I.B.M. 650 computer. The data from this computation we;oothen 
analyzed .. 
Chronological order of procedure. A summary of the experimental 
design is given in the following chronological listing of same: 
1. Pre-experimental administration of reading tests in the 
2 .. Pairing of students based on data gathered from permanent 
records. Students assigned to groups tentatively labeled experimental 
and control. 
3. Construction of the materials to. be used in the experiment .. 
4. Trial of a sampling of the materials in high school demon-
stration reading class at Boston University during summer session. 
Materials revised as needed* 
5.. Pre-experimental administration of critical thinking test 
in the Fall. Of each pair~d group, the one having the lowest mean 
on this test became the experimental group. 
6. Teaching of materials to experimental group for twelve 
weeks, two days ea~h week, following the order as presented in 
Table VI.. DUring this twelve weeks, the control group participated 
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in regular English classes. The materials used in the experiment 
constituted the only dif:f'erence between the experimental and control 
groups with respect to course content (in a:rry given curriaulum 
division and grade). 
7. Post-experimental administration of alternate forms of all 
tests previously administered. 
8. Computation of data and presentations of' summary, aonelusions 
and recommendations. 
VII. STRENGTHS .AND. WEAKNESSES OF THE STUDY 
Certain weaknesses of' this study need to be pointed out in order to 
prevent the drawing of any unwarranted conclusions. These are listed 
below: 
1. To obtain maximum results in the teaching of eritieal think-
ing, certain reading_skills are as~d necessary for performance of' 
reading _basic to eritieal thinking. The study was weakened in that 
there was no certainty concerning the students• possession of' these 
readiness skills. 
2. The study was narrow in that it was necessary to limit the 
. _, ... 
subject matter of the exercises to social studies. Actually eriti-
cal thinking is related to all subject matter areas. 
. -
3. When dealing with a"f?stractions, there may be a great margin 
of error in their evaluation. In initial studies such as this, there 
is even a greater possibility of error. 
4" The study was weakened in that it was impossible to have 
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control over those elements of oritical thinking embodied in the 
textbooks used by the control group. However, to the highest degree 
possible, the three components of critical thinking used in the 
experimental exercises were excluded from any teaching in the control 
groups. This tended to minimize this weakness. 
5. The evaluation of the study was weakened in that it was 
impossible to have one person do all of the testing. Though the same 
persons administered both the pre- and post-experimental tests, the 
study was subject to a lack of consistency in testing procedure from 
testor to testor. 
6. Teachers participating in this study had never taught criti-
cal thinking previously in such an intensive manner. The inexperience, 
over-enthusiasm or.~ack of enthusiasm of the teachers could have 
rendered the study less reliable than if this situation had not 
Certain strengths need emphasis also~ 
1. Strength was added to the study inasmuch as the experimental 
and control groups had never been exposed previously to the intensive 
practice in critical thinking.. This made comparisons between the 
groups more reliable and the results of the experiment more valid. 
2. Strength was added to the study by the extensive control of 
those factors possibly influencing the reliability of the experiment: 
1) Crudeness of materials; 2) Inexperience of teachers; 3) Effect of 
training in critical thinking upon the control group; 4) Variances d.n 
teaching method; 5) Variances in testing procedure. 
3. Through paired matching and random assignment of the members 
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of eaeh pair to the experimental and control groups, the following 
variables were controlled: l) Sex; 2) Grade; .3) Chronological .Age; 
4) Mental .Age; 5) Parents' oeeupation; 6) Curriculum; and·?) Reading 
achievement. 
4. By random assignment to groups and enforcement of the 
assignment, there was theoretical control over motivation of the 
students with respect to the experiment .. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS FROM ANALYSES OF THE DATA 
This chapter sets forth the findings from an analysis of the data 
resulting from the study. The findings are presented as answers to the 
questions included in the "statement of the problem,n set forth in chapter 
one, viz.: 
1. Can critical thinking be taught? 
a. Does the direct teaching of Interpretation, Recognition of 
Assumption and Evaluation of Argument produce significant 
change of scores on a standardized instrument measuring these 
components? 
2. How is the possession of critical thinking influenced by sex, 
chronological age, mental age, grade level, curriculum division, 
occupational background and reading achievement? 
3. How is the development of critical thinking influenced by sex, 
grade level, curriculum division and occupational background? 
4. Is there transfer of training from one kind of critical thinking 
to another or must there be separate training for each? 
a. Doestraining in Interpretation, Recognition of Assumption and 
Evaluation of Argument produce increased skill in Inference and 
Deduction as measured by the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Appraisal and in Inference as measured by the comprehension 
section of the Cooperative Reading Test, C1? 
-00-
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5. Does training in critical thinking affect reading achievement? 
a. Does training in critical thinking affect sp~ed of reading? 
b. Does training in critical thinking strengthen performance on 
vocabulary tests? 
e. Does training in critical thinking influence the level of 
-
comprehension in reading? 
d. Does training in critical thinking affect accuracy in vocabu-
lary and reading? 
interpretation of these findings is presented in chapter five. 
In answering questions one and three, the Model IV Ana~sis of Variance 
applied to the scores involved. In presenting the results 7 reference 
is made to n groups ,t' "trials, n u subjects, n and "interactions." rtGroupsrt 
refers to the experimental and control groups being measured. Each subject 
measured twice on each type of test, before and after the experimental 
The repeated measures are designated ntrials." nsubjectsu refers 
individuals within the groups.. "Interaction" tests "whether the 
changes from trial to trial are consist~nt from group to group.1 
In answering questions one and three, four hypotheses were tested: 
there is no significant difference between groups averaged over all 
u~~Ld~-~; 2) there is no significant difference between trials averaged over 
groups; 3) there is no significant difference between subjects averaged 
all trials; and 4) there is no significant interaction between groups 
trials (in other words, the subjects in the experimental and control 
1 John Alman, "Model IV, Ana~sis of Varianee,n Unpublished Notes, 
""~,,,:,-,Tl University 1 Boston, Massachusetts. 
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groups are performing consistently from trial to trial). In eaeh case 
where the differences are found to be significant, the hypothesis being 
tested is considered rejected; in cases where no significant differences are 
found, the hypothesis being tested is accepted. If a significant difference 
is found in groups, it means that. they operated at different levels. If 
there is no significant difference, it means that they operated at the same 
level. If there is a significant difference in trials, it means that 
learning took place. If there is no significant difference, it means that 
no learning occurred. If the difference between subjects is significant, 
it means that the subjects were performing at different levels; if not, it 
means that the subjects were performing at the same level. If the inter-
action between the group and trial means is significant, it means that the 
rate of learning between the experimental and control groups is not the 
same and that the groups are not consistent with respect to changes from 
trial to trial. If the interaction between the group and trial means is 
not significant, it means that the rate of learning between .the experimental 
and control groups is the same and that the groups are consistent with 
respect to changes from trial to trial. 
The statistical procedures followed in answering questions four and 
five are presented, respectively, as each question is considered in the 
text. Tables VII through IX contains the statistical data on which these 
findings are bas~d. 
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TABLE VII 
MODEL IV .ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (BY SEX) BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL 
AND CONTROL GROUPS ON SUB AND TOTAL SCORES OF THE COOPERATIVE 
READING TEST, c1 AND THE WATSON-GLASER CRITICAL THINKING .APPRAISAL 
Measure Boys Girls 
df - 226; 5% - .3~89 df - 22.3; 5% - ,3 .. 89 
I'll I'll 
.p 
.p 
I'll I'll 0 A g I'll I'll () L g §' 'aJ Q) §' 'aJ Q) ...... Q)•rl ...... Q)•rl ~ •rl '§ ~1; 0 *" ~ ~b ~ ~ ~E-1 t'/,) Hw C!l E-! Hro 
: 
COOPERATIVE READING 
' ·-
voeabulary 1.05 16.77 8 .. 4.3 • .39 2.56 .7,3 8.56 .60 
Speed .05 7.82 12 .. 90 2.22 .09. 19 ... 67 10 .. 49 • .35 
Level .. .31 .,35 6.76 ,3.,37 :L.49 .3.91 6.86 .66 
Total .06 .3.79 12.76 .2.5.9 .89 6.96 12..3.1 .98 
IWATSON.....t1T.A.C:W.R 
Inference .20 1.46 2.40 .2.3 1 •. 50 7 •. 51 ,3.19 .22 
Recognition of 
Assumption .04 2.75 1 .. 81 • 29 .93 . .75. 2 .. 07 .09 
Deduction .,37 4.55 2.6.3 . 1,.25 1 • .30 2 • .37 2 • .32 .57 
Interpretation 4.04 5.85 1.89 1,.08 .3.44 4~66 1.96 l.J_O 
Evaluation of 
Argument 2.49 .. 0,3 1..33 .. 54 2.69 1.60 1.8.3 4.0_3 
Total 4.15 22.07 .3.50 .. 8;3 .91 21.96 4.61 .. 28 
i 
'!'.ABLE VIII 
MODEL IV ANALYSIS OF V.ARIANCE (BY GRADES) BETWEEN EXPERJMEN'l'AL AND 
CONTROL GROUPS ON SUB .AND TarAL SCORES OF THE COOPERATIVE READING 
.IE§!, cl AND THE. WAmOH-GI1ASEB, QR~J;QAII:J.:HINKINQ; A'fPRAIS.AI! 
Measure Tenth Eleventh l:!elfth 
df - 5% - :3.89 df - 151; 5% - :3.90 df - 110; 5% - :3.92 
Ol Ol Ol 
~ ~ 
t 14 ~ ~ s Ol Ol C) ~ s Ol Ol C) fll fll C) ~ r-1 CD §' ~ CD ~ 0 AI ~ (!) at . .., <D•rl . .., CD•n ~ . .., <D•rl 0 -n 
.g ~t 0 •rl .g ~b •rl ~ ~b l5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 tl) Hat C!:l 8 tl) Hat C!:l E-i Hat 
COOPERATIVE BEADING 
Vocabulary .17 110.46 10~:34 ,.01 .46 6.2_:3 12~1:3 :3.92 1.:32 12.~6 8.21 .16 
Speed .oo 10.92 9.50 .. 01 .. 79 .28 14.56 1.:32 1 .. 23 45.4:3 10.56 :3.90 
Level 1.04 11.13 6.96 .1:3 .4:3 9.14 5.50 1.:36 ).90 28 .. 2:3 9.16 5 .. 18 
Total .25 44.76 11.9:3 .18 .87 8.78 15.91 2.91 1.97 62.75 15.6:3 2 .. 54 
WATSON-GLASER 
Inference 2.64 .77 :3.52 .51 .79 3.41 2.20 .02 1.74 4.:37 1.71 .88 
Recognition of 
Assumption 2.51 1.05 2.24 .01 .59 2.86 1.89 .,81 .. 04 :3.46 1.42 .. oo 
Deduction .53 6.22 2.50 .52 .46 2 .. 57 2.66 .. 51 8 .. 52 ,.02 1.78 1.:32 
1 Interpretation 4.52 11.34 1.71 .o1 .62 .01 2.10 .2:3 4.80 4.81 1.84 .27 
Evaluation of 
Argument .:32 .11 1.80 .8:3 5.06 .oo 1,89 .40 6.19 .64 .9:3 .)9 
Total 1.75 16.18 4.:34 ,.01 .oo :31.09 5.:34 .oo 8.89 4.20 1.70 .)5 
~ 
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T.ABLE IX 
MODEL IV ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (:BY COURSE) BETWEEN EXPERI-
MENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON SUB AND T!1l'.AL SCORES OF THE 
COOPERATIVE READING TEST, c1 .AND THE WATSON-GLASER CRITICAL 
THINKING· APPRAISAL 
Measure General College 
df - 214; 5% - :3.89 df - 2:36; 5% - :3 .. 89. 
Ol 11.1 
.p b 11.1 til () lt § fll fll A§ §' .-{ <U §' .-{ <U (If ·~ II> ..-I (If ·~ II> •r-1 0 •r-1 
'§ ~b 2 •r-1 '§ ~b ~ ~ ~ 0 E-i (1,} Hal 0 E-i (1,} Hat 
COOPERATIVE READING 
Vocabulary 4.8:3 9.47 5.08 1.51 .90 :3.05 7.56 .04 
Speed 1,.98 1.8:3 6.87 .42 .86 9.75 9.10 2.40 
Level 5.7:3 .60 4·82 2.92 .oo ll.76 4.97 1.1:3 
Total 4-24 4.:39 7.0:3 2.57 .. 61 9.25 10.84 1.21 
WATSON-GLASER 
Inference .52 • 5:3 2.J.4 .01 2.17 10 .. 16 2.04 .01 
Recognition of 
Assumption 5.44 5 .. 12 1.62 .82 1.55 1.92 1.88 .02 
Deduction 2~92 4.5:3 1.81 .61 .26 2 .. 58 2.19 1.52. 
Interpretation 5.86 5.04 1.7.3 2.01 :3 .. 54 5.81 1.71. 2.77 
Evaluation of 
Argument :3.19 5.:36 1.84 4·04 :3.20 .:35 1.05 .79 
Total 6.28 :34.01 :3.27 1.48 1.46 1.3 • .34 2.72 .52 
I -- ------
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I. CAN CRITICAL THINKING BE TAUGHT? 
This question is delineated by asking: Does direct teaching of 
Interpretation, Recognition of Assumption and Evaluation of Argument produce 
significant change of scores on a standardized instrument measuring these 
components? The question was considered from varying viewpoints. These 
points of view were represented by different groups, the subjects in the 
experimental and control groups being sub•grouped according to sex, grade 
and course. Total scores on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
were used in the analysis. 
2 Sex. Boys: With a df of 226, the 5% level of significance was 3.89. 
There was a significant difference between groups(4.1~ and between trials 
(22.07). There was no significant difference among subjects (3.50) or in 
the interaction (.83). 
Girls: With a df of 223, the 5% level of significance was 3.89. There 
was a significant difference between trials (21.96) and among subjects 
(4.61). There was no significant difference between groups (.91) or in 
the interaction (.28). 
The data for the boys indicate that the groups operated on different 
levels (yet with no significant difference in performance among the 
subjects in the groups) and that learning took place with both the experi-
mental and control groups developing critical thinking skills at the same 
2 The symbol "dfn is used throughout the report to signify n degrees 
of freedom.n This refers to the number of restrictions placed on the 
data or the freedom left when restrictions are imposed. The reader is 
referred to advanced texts on statistics for a full treatment of the 
concept. (Garrett) 
S6 
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rate, The data for the girls indicate that learning took place, the groups 
operated at the same level (though the subjects within the groups performed 
at different levels) and developed critical thinking skills at the same· 
rate. 
Grade. Grade ten: With a df of 187, the 5% level of significance 
was 3 .. 89. There was a significant difference between trials (16,.18) and 
among subjects (4.34). There was no significant difference between groups 
(1.75) or in the interaction (.01). 
Grade eleven: With a df of 151; the 5% level of significance was 
-3.90. There was a significant difference between trials (31.09) and among 
subjects (5.34). There was no significant difference between gro~ps (.00) · 
or in the interaction (.oo). 
Grade twelve: With a df of 110, the 5% level of significance was 
3.92- There was a significant difference between groups· (8.89) and between 
trials (4.20),. There was no significant difference among subjects (1.70) 
or in the interaction (.35). 
The data for grades ten and eleven indicate that learning took place, 
the gi.oups operated at the same level (though the subjects within the 
groups performed at different levels) and developed critical thinking skills 
t the same rate,. The data for grade twelve indicate that the groups oper-
ted on different levels (yet with no significant difference in performance 
the subjects in the groups} and that learning took place with both 
experimental and control groups developing critical thinking skills at 
same rate. 
Curriculum division. General course: with a df of 214, the 5% level 
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of significance was 3.89. There was a significant difference between 
groups (6.2$') and between trials (34.01). There was no significant differ-
ence among subjects (3.27) or in the interaction (1.4$'). 
College course: With a df of 236, the 5% level of' significance was 
3.89. There was a significant difference between trials (13.34). There 
was no significant difference between groups (1.46) or among subjects (2.72) 
or in the interaction (.52). 
The data for the general course indicate that the groups operated on 
different levels (yet with no significant difference in performance among 
the subjects in the groups) and that learning took place with both the 
experimental and control groups developing critical thinking skUls at the 
same rate. The data for the college course indicate that learning took 
place, the groups operated at the same level (the subjects within the groups 
performing at the same levels) and developed critical thinking skills at 
~ 
the same l!a te. 
With respect to all variables considered in this question, (sex, grade 
and course), the data indicate that learning took place. The data also 
indicate that this learning took place at the same rate in both the experi-
mental and control groups. Breaking down the variables into their component 
parts, the data re~eal that the girls 1 , the tenth grade, the eleventh grade 
. . . 
and the college course experimental and control groups operated at the same 
level; the boys r and the general course experimental and control groups 
operated at different levels. Again, breaking down the variables into their 
component parts, the data reveal that the subjects within the boys', the 
twelfth grade, the general course and the college course groups performed at 
ee 
I I 
the sa.me level; the subjects in the girls', the tenth and the eleventh 
grade groups per:ror.med at different levels of achievement. 
II. WHAT INFLUENCES THE POSSESSION OF CRITICAL THINKING? 
This question is delineated by asking: How is the possession of 
critical thinking influenced by sex, chronological age, mental age, grade 
level, currieulum division, occupational background and reading achievement? 
Within each curriculum division, at each grade level, students of 
each~ were paired according to chronological age, mental age, socio-
economic background (based on parent's occupation which was categorized 
according to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles) and reading achievement 
(based on the total score of the Cooperative.Reading Test, cl). One person 
of each pair was placed in the experimental group, the other in the control. 
A Model I .Analysis o:r Variance was run on the C .. A~, M.A. and reading 
achievement scores of the experimental and control groups. A Chi-square 
was run on the occupational background of the two groups. The results 
of these analyses are given in Table X. 
With a df o:r 452, the 5% level o:r significance was 3.86.. There was 
no significant dif:Cerence. between the groups with respect to C.A. ( .20), 
M.A. (.01), or reading achievement (.01). With a df of 11 the 5% level of 
sigmficanee was 3.84. The Chi-8qMre on occupational background revealed 
no significant di:Cference between experimental and control groups with 
respect to the following occupational categories: Clerical (1.,0~, Service 
~ ' (.56), Agriculture (.04), Skilled (2.54), and Unskilled (.02). There was 
a significant difference between groups with respect to: Professional (..,·~·-/.II 
I -- · ---
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' T.ABLE X 
F RATIO BETWEEN EXPERniiENT.AL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON CHRONOLOOIC.AL 
. 
AGE 1 MENTAL AGE 1 ·BEADING ACHIEVEMENT .AND CRITICAL THINKING; ALSO 
c~-sQUARE BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON 
OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND 
.. 
Variable df' 5% F Ratio x~ level 
Chroncilogical Age 452 .3.S6 .20 
Mental Age 452 .) .. S6 .01 
Reading Achievement 452 .).S6 .. 01 
Critical Thinking 452 .).S6· .).6.) 
Occupational Back-
ground: 
Professional l .).S4 6 • .34 
Clerical l .3.S4 1.05 
Service 1 .3.S4 .56 
Agriculture l .3.S4 .04 
Skilled l .).S4 2.54 
Semiskilled l .3.S4 4.50 
Unskilled l .).84 .02 
Total 1 .3.S4 4.66 
I -- ------
and Semiskilled (4.50) occupational categorieso 
.After the experimental and control groups had been established and it 
was determined that there was no significant difference between the groups 
with respect to the above mentioned variables, the Watson=Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal was administered to deter.mine if significant differences 
existed with respect to critical thinking. With a df of 452, the 5% level 
of significance was J.S6. With an F ratio of :3.63, there was no significant 
difference between the groups. 
III. WHAT INFLUENCES THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRITICAL THINKING? 
This question is delineated by asking: How is the development of 
critical thinking influenced by sex, grade level, curriculum division and 
occupational background? 
In answering this question, the total score on the Watson=Glaser 
Critical Thinking Appraisal was considered with respect to the variables: 
1) sex; 2) grade -revel; 3) curriculum division. (Since the groups were 
matched with respect to occupational background as well as the above-
mentioned variables and since no signif~cant difference in critical thinking 
was noted a:mong groups within these three variables, it was felt that it 
would not be necessary to run the test on the variable of occupational 
background. This eliminated a rather costly run on the IBM 650).. Since 
·-
Interpretation, Recognition of Assumption, and Evaluation of Argument were 
taught in the ex:Periment, tb.e sub-test scores on these components, as 
measured by the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal also are presented 
with respect to the same variables. 
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Sex. Boys: With a df of 226, the 5% level of significance was J.89. 
th respect to the sub-test Interpretation, there was a significan-t 
difference between groups (4.04) and between trials (5.S5). There was no 
significan-t difference among subjects (1.89) or in the interaction (l.OS). 
With respect to the sub-test Recognition of Assumption, there was no 
significant difference between groups ( .04) or trials (2.75)' among subjects 
(l.Sl) or in the interaction (.29). With respect to the sub-test Evaluation 
or ArgUment, there was no significant difference between groups (2.49) or 
trials ( .03), among subjects (1.33) or in the interaction (.54), With 
respect to the total score, there was a significant difference between 
groups (4.15) and between trials (22.07). There was no significant differ-
ence among subjects (3.50) or in the interaction ( .28). 
Girls: With a d£ of 223, the 5% level of significance was J.89. With 
respect to the sub-test Interpretation, there was a significant difference 
between trials (4.66). There ·was no significant difference between groups 
(3.44), among subjects (1.96) or in the interaction (1.10). With respect 
to the sub-test Recognition of Assumption, there was no significant differ-
ence between grotips ·(.93) or trials (.75), among subjects (2.07) or in the 
interaction ( .09). With respect to the sub-test Evaluation of Argument, 
there was a significant difference in the interaction (4.03). There was 
no significant difference between groups (2.69) or trials (1.60) or among 
subjects (l.S'J). With respect to the total score,.there was a significant 
difference between trials (21.96) and a.iilong SU.bjects (4.61). There was no 
- . . 
significant difference between groups (.91) or in the interaction (.28). 
The da'ta for boys• and girls 1 performance on the sub-test Recogni-tion 
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of Assumption and for boys t performance on th~ sub-test Evaluation of 
Argument indicate that no learning took place; that the groups and the 
subjects within the groups performed at the same levels. The data for 
boys' performance on the sub-test Interpretation .and on the total score 
indicate- that though the groups operated on different levels (yet with no 
significant difference in performance among the subjects in the groups) and 
that learning took·place, the experimental and control groups developed 
c:r:itical thinking skills at the same rate. The data for girlst performance 
on the sub-test Interpretation show that learning took place, but that the 
groups operated at the same level (the subjects within the groups performing 
at the same level) and developed critical thinking skills at the same rate. 
The data for girls' performance on the su,b-test Evaluation of Argument 
indicate that no significant learning took place and the groups and subjects 
within the groups operated on the same level, there was a significant 
difference between the experimental and control groups with respect to the 
rate at which they developed critical thinking skills. The data for girls' 
performance as revealed by the total score point out that learning took 
place, but that the groups operated at the same level (though the subjects 
within the groups performed at different levels) and developed critical 
thin.king.skills at the same rate .. 
·Grade. Grade ten: With a df of 187, the 5% level of signifieance 
was 3.89. With respect to the sub-test l;nterpretation, there was a 
significan~-difference between groups (4.52) and between trials (11.:34). 
There was .no significant difference among subjects (1.71) or in the inter-
action (.01). With respect to the sub-test Recognition of Assumption, 
- -
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there was no significant difference between groups (2.51) or trials (1.05), 
among subjects (2.24) or in the interaction ( .01). With respect to the 
.~ •.. 
sub-test Evaluation of Argument, there was no significant difference 
between groups ( • .32) or trials (.ll), among subjects (1.80) or in the 
interaction (. 8.3) • With respect to the total . score, there was a signifi-
ca:n difference between trials (16.18) and among subjects (4 • .34). There 
was no significant difference between groups (1.75) or in the interaction 
( .01). 
Grade eleven: With a df of 151, the 5% level of significance was 
,3.90. With respect to the sub-test Interpretation, there was no signifi-
cant difference between_ g_ro:tps ( .62) or trials ( .01), among subijects (2.10) 
or in the interaction (.2,3). With respect to the sub-test Recognition of 
Assumption,. there was no significant difference between groups (.59) or 
trials "(2.86), among subjects (1.89) or in the interaction ( .81). With 
respect to the sub-test Evaluation of Argument, there was a significant 
difference between groups (5.06). There· was no significant difference 
between trials ( .oo), among subjects (1.89) or in the interaction ( .40) 
With respect to the total score, there was a significant difference between 
trials (.31.09) and among subjects (5 • .34). There was no significant 
difference between groups (~OO) or in the interaction (.oo). 
Grade.we1ve: With a df of llO, the 5% level of significance was ,3 .. 92. 
With respect to the .Sub-test Interpretation, th~re was a significant 
~difference between groups (4.80) and between trials (4.81). There was 
no significant difference among· SU.bjects (1.84) and in the interaction 
( .27). With respect to the sub-test Recognition of Assumption, there was no 
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significant difference between groups (.04) or trials (3.46); among subjects 
(1.42) or in the _interaction ( .oo). With respect. to the sub-test Evaluati.an 
of-Arfrom,ent, there was a significant difference between groups (6.19). 
There was-·n.o -significant difference between trials ( .64), among subjects 
(.9J), or·in~he interaction (39)~ With respect to the total score, there 
was a significant difference between groups (S .. S9) and between trials 
(4 .. 20). There was no significant dif~erence among subjects (1.?0) -or in 
the intenction ( .J5) • 
The .data for the performance of grade ten, of grade eleven and of 
grade twelve on the sub-test Recognition of Assumption and for the per-
formance of grade ten on the Su.b..;test Evaluation of Argument and for the 
performance of-grad~ eleven on the sub--test Interpretation reveal that no 
learning_ took place; that the groups and the subjects within the groups 
performed.at the same levels. 
The data for the performance of grade -eleven and of grade twelve on 
the sub-test Evaluation of Arggment indicate that. though the experimental 
and control groups 'performed at ·different levels (with the subjects. within 
each group perfor:m;ing _at the same level) ,. . no significant learning took 
J?lace. 
The data for the performance of grade ten and of grade twelve on the 
sub-test Interpretation and for grade twelvers total score indicate that 
though the groups ·operated on different ievels (yet with no significant 
difference in performance a:inong the. sUbjects within the groups) and that 
learning took place, both the experimental and control groups developed 
critical _skills at the same rate .. T'lie dat.a on the total score for grade ten 
-=~====================================================~========= 
and £or grade eleven show that learning took place7 but the groups operated 
at the same level (though the subjects within. the groups per£ormed at 
-
dif£ere~t levels) and developed critical thinking skills at the same rate. 
currieulum. division+ General course: With a d£ o£ 214, the 5% level 
o£ significance was ,3.89. With respect to the sub-test Interpretation, 
there was a signi£ieant dif£erence between groups (5.86) and between trials 
(5.04). There was· no signi£icant di££erence among subjects (1.7,3) or in 
the inter~ction (2.01). With respect to the sub-test Recognition o£ 
Assumption, there was a signi£icant di££erence between groups (5.44) and 
between trials (5.12). There was no significant dif£erence among subjects 
(1.62) or in the interaction (.82). With respect to the sub-test Evaluation 
o£ Argument, there was a significant di.f£erence between trials (5.:36) and 
in the interaction (4.04). There was no signif'ieant dif£erence between 
-
groups (:3.19) or among subjects (:3.27). With respect to the total score, 
there was a signi£icant dif£erenee between groups (6.28) and between trials 
(:34.01). There was no significant dif£erence among subject (:3.27) or in 
the interaction (1.48). 
College course: With a d£ o£ 236, the 5% level o£ significance was 
,3.89. With respect to the sub-test Interpretation, there was a significance 
between trials (5 .. 81). There ·was no signi£icant di££erenee between groups 
(:3.54), among subjects (1.71) or in the interaction (2.77). With respect 
to the sub-test Recognition o£ .Assumption, there was no significant dif£er-
ence between groups (1.55) or trials (1.92), among subjects (1.88) or in 
the interaction ( .02). With respect to Evaluation o£ Argument, there was 
no signi£ieant dif£erence between groups (:3.20) or trials ( .,35) 1 among 
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subjects (1.05) or in the interaction (.79). With respect to the total 
score, there was a significant difference between trials (1:3 • .34). There 
was no significant difference between groups (1.46), among subjects (2. 72) 
or in the interaction (.52). 
The data for the performance of the students in the college .course 
on the sub-tests Recognition of Assumption and ;Evaluation of Argument show 
that no learning took place; that the groups and the subjeets within the 
groups performed at the same levels. The data for their performance on 
the sub~test Interpretation as well as the data for the total-score 
indicate 'that learning took place, but that the groups operated at· the 
same level· (with the subjects within the· groups performing at the sa.me. 
level) and developed cr-itical thinking skills at the same rate. The 
data for the performance of the students in the general course on the 
sub+tests Interpretation and Recognition of Assumption as well-as the data 
for the total-score reveal that though the groups operated on- different 
levels (yet ·With no significant dif'ferEmce in performance among the -subjects 
within the groups) and· that learning took place, both the experimental and 
control groups developed ·critical thinking skills at the same rate. The 
data· for their performance on the sub ... test Evaluation· of Argument· indicate 
that though the experimental and control groups operated on the same level 
and the subjects within the groups did also, learning did take p-lace and 
the experimental group developed critical thinking-skills at a higher 
rate than did the control. 
. -
IV. IS THERE TRANSFER OF TRAINING IN CRITICAL .THINKING? 
This question is delineated by asking: Does training in Interpretatio~ 
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Recognition of Assumpyion and Eval~tion of Argument produce increased 
skill in Inference and Deduction as mea~ed by the Watson-Glaser Qri tical 
Thinking· Appraisal and in· Infe-rence as ·measured by the comprehension · 
~ection of the Cooperative Reading Test, cl? 
To answer this question, the followi:Dg_statistical procedure was 
applied: T.he scores obtained in the two sub-tests, Inference and 
Deduction-were averaged together. These tested components had not been 
- . 
taught in the experimental materials. The scores obtained· in the· three 
sub-tests, Interpretation, ·Recognition of Assumption, and Evaluation of 
Argument,- were also averaged together. These tested components had been 
taught in· the ·experimental materials. A correlation was then run on the 
two averages, on the pre-test scores and on the post-test scores, both for 
the experimental and for the control groups. It was believed that· transfer 
(of the type mentioned in the above question) would be indicated -if-the 
·correlation between the pair of averaged post-test scores of the experi-
mental group was significantly greater than the correlation between the 
pair of averaged post-test scores of the control group. This procedure 
was applied to pre-test scores to determine whether any significan~ 
difference in .post-test data was the result of training or already in 
existence before training occurred. 
In both cases 1 the null hypothesis being tested was~ There is no 
significant difference between the experimental and control groups· with 
respect to evidence of transfer of training in critical thinking. If the 
differences were significant, the hypothesis was rejected; if the differ-
ences were not significant, the hypothesis was accepted. 
----·------------------ --
The correlation values were transformed to values of z using Fisherts 
transformation, the formala for which is: Z = 2 loge • . The. 1 Elfrj 
-- 1- r 
for.mnla used for the t test was: 
t.= Zl- Z2 
~ 1 f 1 N1-J N2-:3 
The experimental and control groups were sub-grouped according to the 
. . 
following variables: 1) sex; 2) grade; :3) curriculum division and 4) oecu-
pational background. The t tests were run between experimental and control 
groups for each variable. The correlations and Z values for each variable 
are presented in Table XI.. The t scores are in Table XII. The findings 
are indicated below. 
~· Boys: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, there was 
no significant difference between the groups on pre-test scores (1.56) nor 
was there on the post-test scores (.19). 
Girls: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, there was no 
signii'icani d-ifference between the groups on pre-test scores (. 76) nor 
on the post-test scores (.92). 
The evidence indicates that the relationship between the combined 
components was not significantly greater in the experimental group than 
the control, with respect to pre-test scores. 
Grade. Grade ten: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, 
there "was no significant difference between the groups on pre-test scores 
(1.42) nor on the post-test scores (.63). 
Grade eleven: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, there was 
a sigliiricant difference between the groups on pre-test scores (2 .. 02). 
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T.ABLE XI 
EXPERIMENTAL .AND CONTROL GROUP r VALUES (Z VALUES IN PARENTHESES) 
BETWEEN THE PRE-TEST SUBSCORES FOR INFERENCE .AND DEDUCTION .AND THE 
PRE-TEST SUBSCORES FOR INTERPRETATION, RECOONITION OF ASSUMPTION 
AND EVALUATION OF ARGUMENT; AI.SO BETWEEN THE PG$T-TEST SUBSCORES 
FOR THE S.AME COMBINATIONS; BY SEX, GRADE, COURSE AND OCCUPATIONAL 
BACKGROUND 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
VARIABLE N Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 
SEX 
N 
Boys l2S .69 ~50 .57 .52 100 
( .S5) (.55) ( .64) (.57) 
Girls 122 
-47 .57 .54 ·42 104 (.51) ( .65) ( .61) (.44) 
GRADE 
Tenth J.07 .46 -43 .61 .50 (.50) ( .46) (. 71) (.55) 
Eleventh 7S .73 .52 .54 .54 75 
( .94) (.57) ( .60) (.60) 
Twelfth 65 .51 .62 .lS .40 47 
(.56) ( .73) ( .19) ( ·42) 
COURSE 
General ll7 .50 • .)S .57 ·43 99 
(. 5.5) ( .40) ( .65) ( ·46) 
·College 133 -43 ·49 ~3S .3S 105 
( -45) (.54) ( .39) ( .40) 
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T.ABLE XI (continued) 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUP r VALUES (Z VALUES IN PARENTHESES) 
BETWEEN THE PRE-TEST SUBSOORES FOR INFERENCE .AND DEElUCTION AND THE 
PRE-TEST SUBSCORES FOR INTERPRETATION 1 REOOONITION OF .ASSUMPTION 
DD EVALUATION OF ARGUMENT; .ALSO BETWEEN THE POOT-TEST SUBSCORES 
FOR THE SAME Caw3INATIONS; BY SEX, GRADE, COURSE .AND OCCUPATIONAL 
BACKGROUND 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
VARIABLE N Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 
OCCUPATION 
Professional 71 .40 ~54 .56 ~33 
( -43) ( .60) ( .63) (.34) 
Clerical 43 .71 ~49 ~63 .6) 
( .S9) (.53) ( .74) ( .74) 
Service 25 ~6S .66 
-46 .69 ( .S2) ( .. 79) (.50) (.S4) 
Agricultural 13 :)1 :59 .63 .30 
( .32) ( .68) ( .74) ( .31) 
Skilled (high) 19 :63 ~49 .46 .4S 
(.75) (.54) ( ·49) (.53) 
Skilled 46 .57 ~.34 .49 .47 
(.65) ( .35) (.53) (.51) 
Semi-skilled 9 ~71 ~15 :70 ~23 
( .SS) ( .15) ( .S6) (.23) 
Unskilled (~ 7 .OS .S4 .54 ·4S (.OS) (1.21) ( .60) (.53) 
Unskilled 16 
·41 :27 :54 :63 (.44) ( .2S) ( .60) ( .74) 
lOJ. 
N 
44 
34 
20 
l4 
16 
32 
21 
12 
10 
TABLE XII 
t~CORES ON EXPERIMENTAL .AND CONTROL GROUPS• Z V.ALUES FOR PRE-TEST SUB-
SCORES FOR INFERENCE AND DEDUCTION .AND THE PRE-TEST SUBSCORES FOR IN -
TERPRET.ATION1 RECOONITION OF .ASSUMPTION .AND EV .ALU.ATION OF ARGUMENT; 
.AISO ON THE POST-TEST SUBSCORES FOR THE SAME COMBINATIONS; BY 
SEX, GRADE, COURSE .AND OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND 
Variable (5% level - 1.96) Pre-test Post-test 
SEX 
Boys L56 .19 
Girls .76 .92 
GRADE 
Tenth L42 .63 
Eleventh 2:02 :20 
TWelfth 1.88 1.59 
COURSE 
General 1.80 :61 
College 
·45 1.05 
OCCUPATIONS 
Professional 1.04 1.33 
dlerieal ~65 .87 
Serviee 1~08 .18 
.Agrieul. ture :95 .85 
Skilled (high) ~68 ~001 
Skilled :47 .67 
Semi-skilled ~04 .18 
Unskilled (high) .87 l.l5 
Unskilled .38 1.08 
l02 
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There was no signifieant differenee between the groups on the post-test 
seores ( .20). 
Grade twelve: With the 5% level of signifieanee being 1.96, there_ 
was no signifieant differenee between the groups on pre-test seores (l..gg) 
nor on the post-test seores (1.59). 
The statistieal evidenee indieates that in grades ten and twelve, 
there was no signifieant relationship between the eomb:lned eorqponents 
before the experiment began. This laek of signifieanee remained, the 
- . . 
evidenee indieating thut transfer oeeurred for neither grade ten nor grade 
. . . ... 
twelve. However, the pre-test data indieate that the experimental group 
of the eleventh grade did have a signifieantly·higher relationship between 
the eombined eorqponents than did the eontrol group. The post-test data 
reveals that this signifieant differenee·was lost, giving evidenee that 
transfer did not oeeur as a result of the training reeeived. 
Currieulum division. General eourse: With the level of signifieanee 
being 1. 96, there was no signifieant differenee between the groups on pre-
test seores (l.SO) nor on the post-test seores (.61). 
College eourse: With the 5% level of signifieanee being 1.96, there 
was no signifieant d.if:t'erenee between the groups on pre-test seores ( .45) 
nor on post-test seores (1.05). 
The evidenee indieates that the experimental group had no signifi-
eantly greater relationship between the eomb:lned eorqponents before the 
experiment began than did the eontrol group. This laek of signifieanee 
remained, indieating that transfer oeeurred for neither the gener~ eourse 
nor the eollege course students. 
10.:3 
Oceupational background. Professional and managerial: With the 5% 
level of .. s:i.gnificance being 1. 96, there was no significant difference 
between the groups on pre-test scores (1.04) nor on post-test scores (1.:3:3). 
Clerical and sales: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, 
there was no significant difference between the groups on pre-test scores 
(.65) nor on post-test scores (.87). 
Service oceupatians: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, 
there was no significant. difference between the groups on pre-test scores 
(l.OS) nor on post-test scores (.lS) • 
.Agrieultural, fishery, forestry, etc.: With the 5% level of signifi-
cance being 1.96, there was no significant-difference betwe~n the groups 
on pre~test scores (.S5). 
Skilled oeeupations (high): With the 5% level of significance being 
1. 96, there was no significant difference between the groups on pre-test 
scores (.6S) nor on post-test scores (.001). 
Skilled occupations: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, 
there was no significant· difference between the groups on pre~test scores · 
(.47) nor on post-test scores (.67). 
Semiskilled occupations: With the 5% level of significance beixlg 
1.96, ·there was no significant difference between the groups on pre-test 
scores (.04) nor on post-test scores (.18). 
Unskilled oceupations (high) : With the 5% level of significance 
being·1. 96, there was no significant difference be-tween the groups on pre-
test scores (.87) nor on post-test scores (1.15). 
Unskilled oceupations: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, 
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there was no significant difference between the groups on pre-test scores 
(.Jg) nor on post-test scores (1.08). 
Evidence indicates that among all of the occupational subdivisions, 
the experimental_ groups had no significantly greater relationship between 
the combined components of critical thinking than did the control groups. 
This lack of significance remained, indicating that no transfer oecurred 
in any of the occupational background sub-divisions. 
Considering each of the variables separately - sex, grade, course, 
occupational background - the data indicate that training in Interpretation. 
Recognition of Assumption and Evaluation of Argument was not transferred 
to Inference and Deduction. 
-For a presentation of the data with respeot to evidence of transfer, 
.. 
as revealed by an analysis of scores on the comprehension section of the 
Cooperative Reading Test, cl, the reader is directed to page 1111 Chapter 
rv. Here, under the question, UDoes training in eritical thinking in-
fluence the level of comprehension in reading?" the data is given. The 
null hypothesis is the same. There is no significant difference between 
tl:le ex:perimental and control groups with respect to evidence of transfer 
of training in critical thinking. If the differences were significant, 
the bypothesis was rejected; if the differences were not significant, the 
hypothesis was accepted. 
Considering all the variables - sex, grade and course - there is no 
evidence of transfer of training in Interpretation, Recognition of 
Assumption and Evaluation of Argument to the Inference involved in the 
Cooperative Reading Test, c1 .. -· Though the data show tbat learning did take 
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place in some of the variables, the lack of significance in interaction 
indicates that the experimental groups did not develop critical thinking 
skills more than the control groups. 
V. DOES TRAINING IN CRITIC.AL THINKING AFFECT READING ACHIEVEMENT? 
This question is delineated by asking: 
a. Does training in critical thinking affect speed of reading? 
" 
b. Does training in critical thinking strengthen performance 
on vocabulary tests? 
·.c •. Does training in critical thinking influence the level of · 
comprehension in reading? 
d. Does training in critical thinking affect accuracy in 
vocabulary and reading? 
In answering questions a, b and c, the same statistical procedures 
were used as those used in answering questions one and three given above. 
(cf. page 81 in this paper) The questions were considered with respect 
to variables: 1) sex; 2) grade; and 3) curriculum division. Four 
lcypotheses were under consideration: . 1) there is no significant difference 
between groups averaged over all trials; 2) there is no significant differ-
ence between trials averaged over all groups; 3) there is no significant 
difference between subjects averaged over all trials; and 4) there is no 
significant interaction between groups and trials (in other wor.ds, the 
subjects in the experimental and control groups are learning at the same 
rate.). In each case where the differences were found to be significant, 
tP.e 'hypothesis being tested was considered rejected; in cases where no 
significant differences were found, the hypothesis being tested was accepted. 
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a. Does training in'critical thinking affect speed of reading? 
Sex. Boys: With a df of 226, the 5% level of significance was 3.89. 
There was a sigirlf.icant difference between trials ( 7. 82) and among subjects 
(12.90). There was no significant difference between groups (.05) or in 
the interaction (2.22). 
Girls: With a df of 223, the 5% level of significance was 3.89. There 
was a significant difference between trials (19.67) and among Stlb<jects 
(10.49). There was no significant difference between groups (.09) or in 
- - . 
the interaction ( .35) .• 
The data for the boys and for the girls indicate that with respect to 
speed of reading_, learning did take place but that the groups operated at 
the same level (though the subjects within the groups performed at differ-
ent levels) and developed skill in speeded reading at the same rate. 
-
Grade. Grade ten: With a df of 187 _, the 5% level of significance 
was 3.·89. There was a· significant difference between trials (10.92) and 
among subjects (9.50). There was no significant difference between groups 
(.00) or in the interaction (.01). 
Grade eleven: With a df of 151, the 5% level of significance was 
3.90 .... There was a significant difference among subJects (14.56). There 
was no significant difference between groups ( • 79) , trials ( • 28) or in 
the interaction (1.32). 
Grade twelve: With a df of 110, the 5% level of significance was 
3. 92... There was a significant difference between trials ( 45. 43) and 
subjects (10.56). There was no significant difference between groups or 
in the interaction (3.90). 
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The data for grades ten and twelve indicate that learning did take 
place but that the groups operated at the same level (though the subjects 
within the groups performed at different levels) and developed skill in 
speeded reading at the same rate~ The data for grade eleven indicate that 
the experimental and control groups operated on the same level (though 
the subjects within the groups performed at different levels) and that no 
learning oceurred with respect to increased speed of reading. 
Currieulum division. General course: With a df of 214., the 5% 
level of significance was :'3.89. There was a significant difference among 
subjects (6.87). There was no significant difference between groups (1.98') 
or trials (1.8:3) or in the interaction (.42). 
College course: With a df of 2:36, the 5% level of significance was 
3.89 • .. There was a significant difference between trials (9.75) and among . 
subjects (9.10). There was no significant difference between groups ( • 86) 
or in the interaction ( 2.40) • 
The data for the general course point out that the experimental and 
control groups operated on the same level (though the subjects within the 
groups performed at different levels) and that no learning took place with 
respect to increased speed of reading. The data for the college course 
indicate that learning did take place but that the groups operated at the 
same level (though the subjects within the groups performed at different 
levels) and developed skill in speeded reading at the same rate. 
b. Does training in critical thinking strengthen performance on 
vocabulary tests? 
lOS. 
Sex.. Boys: With a df' of 226 J the .5% level of significance was 3 .. S9. 
There was a sigidr":i~cant difference between trials (16. 77) and aiDOng 
subjects (8.34). There was no significant difference between groups (1.05) 
or in the interaetion (.39) .. 
Girls: With a df' of 223J the 5% level of significance was 3.89. 'lb.ate 
was a significant difference among subjects (8.56). There was no signi-
.. 
ficant difference between groups (2.56) or trials (.73) or in the inter-
action (,.60). 
The data for the boys indicate that with respect to strengthened · 
vocabulary) learning did take place but that the groups operated at the 
same level (though the subjects within the groups performed at different 
levels) and developed strengthened vocabularies at the same rate. The 
data for the girls reveal that the eXperimental and control groups operated 
on the same level (though the subjects within the groups performed at 
different levels) and that no learning took place with respect to increas-
ing strength in vocabulary. 
Grade.. Grade ten: With a df' of 187, the 5% level of significance 
was 3;89. There was a· significant difference between trials (110.46) and 
among subjeets (10.34).. There was no significant difference between 
groups (.17) or in the interaction (.01) .. 
Grade eleven: With a df of 151J the 5% level of significance was 
3. 90.'' There was a significant difference between trials ( 6.23) J among 
subjects (12.13) and in the interaction (3.92).. There was no significant 
difference between groups ( .46) .. · 
Grade twelve: With a df of llOJ the 5% level of significance was 
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3. 92. There was a significant difference between trials (12.26) and among 
subjects ( S.21). There was no significant difference between groups (1.32) 
or in the interaction ( .16) • 
The data for grades ten and twelve indicate that learning did take 
place· but that the groups operated at the same level (though the subjects 
within the groups performed at different levels) an¢!. developed strengthened 
vocabularies at the same rate... The data for grade eleven reveal that the 
experimental and control groups operated at the same level (the subjects 
within the groups performing at different levels) and that learning did 
oceu.r, with the experimental groups developing a significantly stronger 
vocabuJ.ary than ·the control groups. 
CurrieuJ:om division. General course: With a df of 214, the 5% level 
of significa.i:i.ce· was J.B9. There was a sigzufieant difference between 
groups (4.B3), trials (9.47) and among subjects (5.0S). There was no 
- -
significant difference in the interaetion (1.51). 
College eourse: With a df of 236, the 5% level of significance was 
3. S9. There was a significant difference among subjects. There was no 
significant difference between groups (. 90), trials (3.05) or in the 
interaction (.04). 
The data for the general eourse indicate that though learning did 
occur and the groups operated on different levels (the subjects within the 
groups performing at diff"erent levels), the experimental group did not 
develop a significantly stronger voeabulary than the control. The data 
for the college course reveal that the experimental and control groups oper-
ated on the same level (though the subjects within the groups performed at 
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different levels) and that no lear.ning took plaee with respeet to inereas-
ing strength in voeabuJ.ary. 
e. Does training in eritieal thinking influenee the level of 
eomprehension in reading? 
·sex. Boys: With a df of 226~ the 5% level of signii'ieanee was :3.89. 
There-was a· sigil.ifieant differenee among the subjeets. There was no 
signifieant differenee between groups ( .:31) or trials ( .35) or in the 
interaetion (:3.37). 
Girls: With a df of 223, the 5% level of signifieanee was 3.89. 
There .was a s·ignifieant differenee between trials (3.91) and among subjeets 
(6.86) ~- There was no signifieant difference between groups (1.49) or in 
the inte~etion (.66). 
The data· for the boys indieate that the experimental and eontrol 
groups operated· on the same level (though the subjeets within the groups 
performed at different levels) and that no learning took place with respeet 
to inereasing t:b.e level o:t eomprehension in reading. The data for the 
girls reveal that·with respeet to inereasing level of eomprehension, learn-
ing did take plaee, but the experimental and control groups operated at the 
same level (though the subjects within the groups performed at different 
levels) and increased their levels of comprehension at the same rate. 
Grade. Grade ten: With a df of 187, the 5% level of signifieance 
was 3.89. There was a· significant difference between trials (11.13) and 
among subjects (6.96). There was no signii'ieant differenee between groups 
(1.04) or in the interaetion (.i3). 
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· Grade eleven: With a df of 151, the 5% level of significance was 
3.90 • . There was a significant difference between trials (9.J.4) and among. 
subjects (5.50). There was no significant difference between groups (.43) 
- . 
or in the interaction (1.36). 
Grade twelve: With a df' of 110, the 5% level o:t significance was 
3.92.. There was a significant difference between trials (2~.23), among 
subjects (9.16) and in the interaction (5.1~). There was no significant 
difference between groups (3.90). 
The data for grades ten and eleven reveal that learning did take 
place, but that the experimental and control groups operated at the same 
level (though the subjects within the groups performed at different levels) 
and increased their levels of comprehension at the same rate. The data 
for grade twelve indicate that the experimental and control groups operated 
at the· same level (the subjects within the groups performing at different 
:Levels) and that learning did oeeur, with the experimental . groups develop-
ing a significantly higher level cf colilPrehension than the control groups .. 
Curriculum division. General course: With a df of 214,. the 5% level 
of sigm.ficance was 3. 89.. There was a significant difference between 
groups (5.37) and among subjects (4.S2). There was no significant differ-
- . 
ence between trials (.60) or in the interaction (2.92). 
" 
College course:· With a df of 236, the 5% level of significance was 
3 .. 89.- There was a siglrlricant difference between trials (ll.76) and among 
subjects (4 .. 97). There was no significant difference between groups ( .. oo) 
and in the interaction (1.13). 
The data for the general course reveal that although the experimental 
ll2 
and control groups operated on diff'el;'ent levels with the subjects within 
the groups performing at different levels; no increase in the level of 
comprehension occurred. The data for the college course rev.eal that learn-
ing. did take place, but that the experimental and control groups operated 
on the same level (though the subjects within the groups perf'ol'ID.ed at 
different levels) and increased their levels of comprehension at the same 
rate. 
In summary, the data, based on the variables - sex, grade, and course -
indicate the following: Training in criti~al thinking did not significantly 
develop·· an increase in· speed of reading • Training in critical thinking 
did not significantly strengthen the vocabulary of the experimental groups, 
with one exception;. The experimental group in the eleventh grade did 
strengthen· its· ··vocabulary significantly. Training in critical thinking did 
not significantly develop the level of comprehension of the experimental . 
group over that of the control group, with one exception. The experimental 
group in the twelfth grade did increase its level of comprehension signi-..,. 
f'icantly over that of the control group. 
d. Does training in critical thinldng affect accura,cy in 
vocabulary and reading? 
In answering this question, the f'ollowing statistical procedures were 
used. The number of items attenq:>ted and the number of· items .correct were 
found on the collij?rehension section of the Cooperative Reading Tests tctken 
by all students ·in both experimental and control groups. This also was 
done on the vocabulary section of' the test. A ratio was set up between the 
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number attempted and the number correct :for the pre-testing and also for 
the post-testing. Then a correlation was run between the two ratio$ on 
the vocabulary section and between the two ratios on the c~rehension 
. section, both for the experimental and for the control groups. 
It was believed that increase in aecura~ as a result of training in 
critical thinking would be evidenced if the correlationso:f the experi-
mental group were significantly higher than the correlations o:f the control 
group. Two hypotheses being tested were: 1) There is no significant 
difference in accuracy. in vocabulary between the experimental and the 
control groups; 2) There is no significant difference in comprehension 
between the experimental and the control groups. In each ease where the 
differences were :found to be significant, the hypothesis being tested was 
considered rejected; in eases 'Where no significant differences were found, 
the hypothesis being tested was accepted .. 
The correlation values were transformed to values of Z using Fisherts 
transforma-tion, the fol'!lltlla :for whieh is: 
Z = l loge 
• 
The :formula used :for the t test was: 
t= 
The experimental and control groups were sub-grouped according to the 
following variables: 1) Sex; 2) grade; 3) eurrieulum division; and 4) oc-
cupational background. .The 1i t~sts were run between experimental and eon-
1irol groups for each variable. The eorrela1iions of Z values.for each 
variable are presented in Table XIII. Table XIV contains the t scores. 
The findings are indicated below: 
~· Boys: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96~ there was 
no significant· difference between the grotJ;ps on vocabulary scores (1. 3:3) or 
on reading scores (.?3). 
Girls: With the 5% level-of significance being 1.96~ there was no 
significant difference between the grotlJ?s on vocabulary scores (1.4?). 
There was a significant difference between the groups on the reading scores 
(2.05). 
The data for the boys reveal that the experimental groups did not 
increase in accuracy in vocabulary or co~rehension significantly more than 
did the control groups. This was true also with respect to the accuracy 
of the girls in vocabuJ.ary. However, the girls r experimental groups did 
increase in accuracy in co~rehension significantly more than did the con-
trol groups .. 
Grade. Grade ten: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, 
there was no significant difference between the groups on voeabuJ.ary scores 
(.34) or on the reading scores (.?1) • 
.. 
Grade eleven: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, there 
was no significant difference between the groups on vocabulary scores (l.?4) 
or on the reading scores (.77). 
Grade twelve: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, there 
was no significant difference between the groups on vocabulary scores ( .34) 
or on reading scores (1.92). 
The data for grades ten, eleven, and twelve indieate that their 
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TABLE XIII 
EXPERIMENTAL .AND CONTROL GROUP r VALUES (Z VALUES IN PARENTHESES) BE-
. . . ' 
TWEEN PBE- .AND POST-TEST VOCABULARY SCOBES .AND PRE- .AND POST-TEST READ-
IN'G sco.REs oN -THE cooPEWM- READING TEST, c1; BY sEX, GRADE, cOURSE 
. . -. ' . 
.AND OCCUP .ATIONAL BACKGROUND 
Experimental Control 
Variables N. Vocabulary Reading Vocabulary Reading N 
SEX 
Boys 128 ~54 ~74 :65 .78 100 
( .60) ( .94) ( .7S) (1.04) 
Girls 122 ~61 .so. :4S .67 104 
(. 72) (1.09) (.52) ( .Sl) 
GRADE 
Tenth 107 :56 .7S .4S ~77 72 
( .63) (1.04) ( .69) (.94) 
.. 
Eleventh 78 :35 ~67 :44 ~7S 75 
( .37) (.81) ( .64) ( .94) 
Twelfth 65 :74 .:81 :69 :55 47 
( .95) (1.14 ( .SS) ( .76) 
COURSE 
General ll7 ~67 :66 :5o ~63 105 
( .Sl) (.so) ( .5?) ( .74) 
College 133 :39 :67 .47 :69 99 
( .41) ( .Sl) (.51} ( .S4~ 
OCCUPATION 
Professional 71 ~41 :74 .40 :61 44 
( -43) ( .94) ( -43) (. 70) 
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T.ABLE XIII (continued) 
EXPERIMENTAL .AND CONTROL GROUP r V.ALUES (Z 'V]'.L'tJES IN PARENTHESES) BE-
TWEEN PBE- AND POST-TEST VOCABULARY SCDBES .AND PBE- .AND 1PCST-TEST BE.AD- · 
ING SCORES ON THE COOPERATIVE RE.ADnJG TEST, c1; BY SEX, GRADE, COURSE 
AND OCCUP.ATIONAL BACKGROUND 
Experimental Control 
Variables N Vocabulary Reading Vocabulary Reading N 
OCCUP.ATION (continued) 
Clerical 43 .40 .87 .67 ~87 :34 
( .42) (1.34) ( .$2) (1.33) 
Service 25 .:Jl ~77 .S5 .S6 20 
(.:32) (l.02) (1.25) (l.29) 
Agricultural 13 .84 ~91 .25 .88 14 
(1.23) (1.53) ( ~26) (1.37) 
Skilled (high) 19 .90 .eo .85 ~84 16 
(1.46) (1.10) (l.25) (1.21) 
Skilled 46 :ss ~73 :o7 :52 32 
(1.37) (. 9l) ( .07) (.57) 
Semi-skilled 9 ~6$ .02 :68 ~55 21 
( .83) (.02) ( .83) ( .61) 
Unskilled (high) 7 .79 ~9l :87 .82 l2 
(1.07) (1. 5l) (l.35) (1.16) 
Unskilled l8 :66 .72 .63 :5o 10 
( .79) ( .. 92) (.74) ( .69) 
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TABLE XIV 
t - SCORES ON EXPERIMENT.AL AND CONTROL GROUPS 1 Z V.ALUES FOR PRE-
AND POST-TEST VOCABULARY SCORES .AND FOR PRE- .AND POST-TEST COMPRE:-
HENS!O.N SCORES ON THE COOP.ERATIVE READING TEST, cl, BY SEX, GRADE 
COuRsE, .AND OCCUPATIO.N.AL BACKGROUND 
Variable ( 5% level - L 96) Vocabulary Comprehension 
SEX 
Boys 1.33 .73 
Girls 1.47 2.05 
GRADE 
Tenth . 3 4 .71 
Eleventh 1. 74 .77 
Twelfth 
-.34 1.92 
COURSE 
General 2.ll .32 
College .99 .54 
OCCUPATION 
Professional .04 1.22 
Clerical 1.65 .05 
Service .3.09 .93 
Agriculture 2.22 .JS 
Siiiled (high) .56 • .30 
Skilled 5 • .39 1.44 
Semi-skilled .00.3 1.25 
Unskilled (high) .46 .58 
Unskilled .12 .55 
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experimental groups did not increase in accuracy in vocabulary or compre-
hension signifieantly more than did their control groups. 
Curriculum division. General course: With the 5% level of signif'i-
eanee being 1.96, there was a significant difference betwe~n the groups on 
vocabulary scores (2.11). There was no significant difference between 'the 
groups on 'the reading scores ( .32). 
College course: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, there 
was no significant difference between the groups on vocaPulary scores 
(.99) or on the reading scores (.54). 
The data for the general course point Otlt that experimental groups 
increased in accuracy in vocabulary significantly more than did the control 
groups. However, the experimental groups did not increase in accuracy in 
comprehension significan-tly more than did the control groups. The data 
for the college eourse indicate that the experimental grot;tpS did no't in-
crease in accuracy in vocabulary or comprehension significantly more than 
did the control groups. 
Ocgupational background. ·professional and managerial occupations: 
With the 5% lev.el of significance being 1.96, there was no significant 
difference between the groups on vocabulary scores ( .04) or on the reading 
scores (1.22). 
Clerical and sales oeeupations: With the 5% level of significance 
being 1.96, there was no significan-t difference between the groups on 
vocabulary scores (1.65) or on the reading scores (.05). 
Service occupations: Wi'th the 5% level of significance being 1_.96, 
there was a significant difference between the groups on vocabulary 
I - ----
scores (3.09). There was no significant difference between the groups on 
reading scores (.93) • 
.Agricultural, fishery, forestry, etc .. , occupations: With the 5% level 
of significance being 1.96, there was a significant difference between 
groups on vocabulary scores (2.22). There was no significant difference 
between the groups on reading scores ( .)8) • 
-
Skilled occupailions (high): With the 5% level of significance being 
1. 96, there was no significant difference between the groups on vocabulary 
scores (.56) or on reading scores (.;o). 
Skilled occupations: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, 
there was a significant difference between groups on vocabulary scores ( 5.~~ 
There was no significant difference between groups on reading scores (1.44) .. 
Semiskilled occupations: With the 5% level of significance being 1. 9t?, 
there was no significant difference between groups on vocabulary scores 
(.oo;) or on reading scores (1.25). 
Unskilled occupations (high): With the 5% level of significance being 
1. 96, there was no significant difference between groups on vocabulary 
scores (. 46) or :on reading scores ( • 58) • 
Unskilled ocettpations: With the 5% level of significance being 1.96, 
there was no significant difference between groups on vocabulary scores 
(.12) or on reading scores (.55). 
The data on the professional and managerial occupations, clerical and 
sales occupations, skilled (high), semi-skilled, unskilled (high) and 
unskilled occupations indicate that the eXperimental grottps did not increase 
in accuracy in vocabuJ.ary or co~rehension significantly more than did the 
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control groups. The data on service occupations; agricultural, fishery, 
forestry, etc. occupations; and skilled occupations reveal that the experi-
mental groups increased in accuracy in vocabulary significantly more than 
did the control groups.. For the same occupations, the experimental groups 
did not increase in accuracy in comprehension significantly more than did 
the control groups. 
The data presented in answer to the preceding questions have revealed 
significant differences in.many areas. These have been particularly with 
respect to the levels at whieh the groups, and the subjects within the 
groups, performed. Numerous significant differences in the trials revealed 
tha-t: learning frequently oeeurred. However, the critical test was whether 
the interactions were significant. This was the test to determine whether 
learning took place equally well under differing conditions - these 
conditions being specific training in· critical thinking versus no specific 
training. These significant differences in interaction were rare, but 
where they occurred, gave evidence to reject the null hypothesis under 
consideration as it applied to critical thinking. The areas in which these 
significant differences on interaction.oceurred, were: 1) with the girls 
on the sub-test Evaluation of Argument; 2) with the general course on the 
sub-test Evaluation of Argument; 3) with the eleventh grade on the vocabu-
lary sub-test; and 4) with the twelfth grade on the comprehensive sub-test .. 
In these areas the experimental groups showed significantly great,~r gains 
than did the control groups. 
The next chapter is devoted to the interpretation not only of the 
significant interactions, but also of the other trends mentioned above. 
- --
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~ CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter sets forth the summations resulting from the analysis of 
the data of this study. The summations are presented in reference to the 
questions outlined in the "statement of the problemu and treated in 
Chapter IV. 
1. Can critical thinking be taught? 
2. How is the possession of critical thinking influenced by sex, 
chronological age, .mental age, grade level, curriculum division, 
occupational background and reading achievement? 
3. How is the development of critical thinking influenced by sex, 
grade level, curriculum division and oceupational background? 
4. Is there transfer of training from one kind of critical thinking 
to another or must there be separate training for each? 
5. Does training in critical thinking affect reading achievement? 
I. C.AN CRITIC.AL THINKING BE TAUGHT? 
The findings stated in answer to this question show that for every 
variable tested, there was a significant difference in trials (performance 
on repeated .measures, in this case, pre- and post-testing) • This clearly 
indicates that learning took place between the trials. However, no special 
credit for this learning can be given to the materials constructed for the 
purpose of teaching critical thinking in this experiment. The lack of 
significant interaction in all of the variables indicates that the learning 
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which oc~urred was consistent in both the experimental and control groups. 
It may oe claimed that the ex:perim~ntal methods and materials developed 
skill in critical thinking. However, they did so no better than did the 
methods and materials used in the control groups. Indeed, since the only 
difference between the e~erimental and control groups with respect to 
course content was the experimental materials, it might be claimed that 
the factor which promoted critical thinking in the control groups 1 also 
promoted critical thinking in the experimental groups. In such cases 1 one 
c~~d claim for the experimental materials only that they did not deter 
critical thinking. However, undoubtedly the former claim is as valid as 
the latter. Another weighty claim which might be proffered is that the 
observed gain over the trials resulted from the practice acquired in the 
taking of this particular tYPe of test. This effect of practice conceivably 
. l 
could cause increase in scores over several trials. That the total gain 
observed was the result only of this practice 1 is debatable. 
Based on these findings one can say that the ability to think cri ...... ,,.a..~...~....., .. 
can be improved and that direct teaching of Internretation, Recognition of 
AsSJlD!I?tion. and Evaluation of .Argument produce significant change of scores 
on a standardized instrument measuring these components. However, evidence 
indicates that methods and materials other than those used in the experi-
mental groups 1 may be used with equal success. 
II. WHAT INFLUENCES THE POSSESSION OF CRITICAL THINKING? 
This question is delineated by asking: How is the possession of 
critical thinking infl~enced by sex, chronological age, mental age, grade 
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level, currieulum division, oceupational background and reading achievement? 
Pairs within a particular course at a given grade level were matched 
according to sex (boys with boys and girls with girls), chronological age, 
mental age, and reading achievement. one of each pair was placed in the 
experimental group and the other in the control. Following this, t tests 
were run on the C.A., M.A., and reading achievement to determine the level 
of significance between the groups with respect to these variables. No 
significant difference was found. Chi-square tests were run on the occu-
pational background of the groups to determine if there were a significant 
difference. With the exception of the occupational categories Professional 
and Semiskilled there was none. The Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Appraisal was then given to all groups and t tests »an on the scores. No 
significant difference was found between the groups. 
This indicates that the experimental and control groups were matched 
on all variables mentioned, with the two exceptions stated. It suggests 
that before instruction in critical thinking began, there were no signifi-
cant differences between the groups with respect to critical thinking 
skills. It also may suggest that the actual initial possession of critical 
thinking skills was not influenced by any of the variables mentioned above. 
III. WHAT INFLUENCES THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRITICAL THINKING? 
This question is delineated by asking: How is the development of 
critical thinking influenced by sex, grade level, curriculum division and 
occupational background? 
Data on the total score of the ~~Q!t:QJ~~_Ql~~;g_1.1:llJ;!!QJ!g'J;.Qm~~HI 
12) 
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indicate no significant difference between boys and girls with respect to 
developing critical thinking skill. Significant difference in trials~ 
among boys and among girls~ indicate that learning took place. Lack of 
interaction in both eases indicates that the experimental groups did not 
perform significantly better than the control groups. Therefore one can 
say that the instruction which was given to the experimental and control 
groups was a factor in improving performance on a test purporting to measure 
critical thinking and that difference in sex did not cause a difference wi 
respect to learning~ since both sexes performed equally well. However, 
from this data one cannot ascertain whether or not sex would be an in-
fluencing factor in developing critical thinking skill under instruction 
of sufficient virility to produce a significant difference between experi-
mental and control groups. 
Data on the total score indicates also that there is no significant 
- . 
difference among grades or between curricula with respect to learning 
critical thinking as measured by the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Appraisal. Significant differences iii ·trials among· grades and between 
courses indicate that learning took place.. The same implications which 
pertained to the influence of s~x,. also apply to the analysis of the data 
with respect to the influence of curricula and/ or grade. Significant 
differences in trials among subjects in each grade and among subjects in 
each course indicate that learning took place. Lack of interaction in both 
eases indicates that the experimental groups did not perform significantly 
better than the control groups. Therefore one can say that instruction 
which was given to the experimental and control groups was a factor in 
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improving performance on a test purporting to measure critical thinking and 
that difference in grade and/or course did not cause a difference with 
respect to learning,. since students in both courses and in all grades 
performed equally well. However, from this data one cannot ascertain 
Whether or not grades or course would be influencing_factors in developing 
critical thinking skills under instruction of sufficient virility to pro-
duce a significant difference between experimental and control groups • 
.Also considered was the effect of the variables on the development 
of certain components of critical thinking, viz: Interpretation, Recog-
nition of Assumption, and Evaluation of Argument. With respect to In-
terpretation and Recognition of Assumption, no significant interacition 
was fou.:ri.d within any of the variables.. This would show that instruction 
in these components brings no significant increase in scores on critical 
thinking tests which would suggest improved facility in the use of the 
components. Therefore, it cannot be stated with validity that any of the 
variables have an influence upon the development of these two critical 
thinking components. With respect to Evaluation of Argument, interaction 
did occur for girls and for general. COUrse. This means that among subjects 
in experimental groups with respect to the variables - girls and general 
curriculum, instruction in critical thinking improved performance on the 
Watson -Glaser sub-test, Evaluation of ArgUment. Thus it can be stated 
that these variables affect the development of this particular component 
of critical thinking. 
IV. IS THERE TRANSFER OF TRAINING IN CRITIC.AL THINKING? 
This question is delineated by asking: Does training in Interpretaticn, 
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Recognition of Assumption, and Evaluation of Argument produce increased 
skill in Inference and Deduction as measured by the Watson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal and in Inference as measured by the comprehension 
section of the Cooperative Reading Test, cl? 
There is no statistical evidence which would indicate that training 
in Interpretation, Recognition of Assumption, and Evaluation of Argg.ment 
was transferred to Inference and Deduction so as to cause a significant 
difference between experimental and control groups in performance on a 
test measuring these components. These findings must not be generalized 
and indiscriminantly applied, however. 
In the statistical procedure used.to determine if transfer occurred, 
significant difference between experimental and control groups was es-
sential. The criteria for determining the developing of transfer was the 
existence of a significant difference between a correlation of the taught 
and untaught critical thinking component scores in the experimental group 
and a similar correlation in the control group. With rare exception, in 
this study, there was no significant difference found between the experi-
mental and control groups on a Model IV Analysis of Variance using sub-
scores and total scores on the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. 
Therefore, it would be impossible for there to be a significant difference 
between the experimental and control groups with respect to the above 
mentioned correlations; consequently, indications of transfer would be 
impossible to observe. If materials and methods used in a study were of 
sufficient power to cause a significant difference between experimental 
and control groups in reference to scores on a critical thinking test, then 
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it is possible that the application of this statistical procedure would 
reveal the existence of transfer. 
However, it must be said that this study gives no evidence to reject 
the null hypothesis that there is no transfer of instruction in critical 
thinking from one component to an0ther. 
V. DOES TBAINING IN CRITICAL THINKING .AFFECT READING ACHIEVEMENT? 
This question is delineated by asking: 
a. Does training in critical thinking affect speed of reading? 
-
b. Does training in critical thinking strengthen performance 
on vocabulary tests? 
c. Does training in critical thinking influence the level 
of comprehension in reading? 
d. Does training in critical thinking affect accuracy in 
vocabulary and reading? 
a. Does training in critical thinking affect speed of reading? 
With the exception of the two variables - eleventh grade and general 
course - learning occurred; that is, there was significant improvement on 
scores increasing speed of reading. Again, however, no special credit for 
this progress may be given to the materials used to teach critical thinking 
in the study, for both the experimental and the control groups showed 
progress. It may be said that instruction in critical thinking does have 
a positive effect upon speed of reading; however, the materials and methods 
used in the experiment represent only one possible approach. Indeed, there 
is no solid statistical support to the assumption that the methods and 
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materials used with the experimental group was the factor which promoted 
the positive effect upon reading speed noted here. It may have been 
methods and materials similar to those used in the control groups. It ma;y 
have been the result of practice on taking the test. 
b. Does training in critical thinking strengthen performance on 
vocabulary tests? 
For the variables girls and college course, there was no significant 
difference between trials; therefore, instruction in critical thinking had 
no apparent effect upon vocabulary achievement. For the variables -boys, 
-
grade ten, grade twelve, and the general course - learning did occur, but 
not significant~ more with the experimental groups than with the eontrol. 
Therefore, for these variables, vocabulary appears to have been strengthena:l 
between pre-testing and post-testing. The experimental materials eould be 
considered as one of the factors promoting this strengthening; however, not 
the only one. For the variable - eleventh grade - not only was there 
learning, but the learning occurred significantly more in the experimental 
groups than in the eontrol group. Tlius, statistical--evidence would indicate 
that instruction in critical thinking of the type used in the experimental 
materials, does promote strength in vocabulary, particularly among eleventh 
graders. 
c. Does training in critical thinking in.fluenee the level of com-
prehension in reading? 
For the variables - boys and general eourse - there was no significant 
difference between trials; therefore, there was no learning with respect 
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to improvement in reading conwrehension. For the variables ...:. girls, grade 
ten, grade eleven, and college-course- learning did occmr, but not signi-
ficantly more with the experimental groups than with the eontrol. There-
fore, for these variables, reading comprehension did improve. The experi-
mental materials could be considered as being one of the factors which 
promoted this improvement, but not the only one for methods used in control 
group promoted comprehension equally well. For the 'twelfth grade, not 
only was there learning, but also a learning of greater significance within 
the experimental groups than within the control grou;ps. Thus, particularly 
with respect to twelfth graders, statistical evidence would indicate that 
instruction in critical thinking of the type used in the experimental 
materials, does develop improvement in reading comprehension. 
d. Does training in critical thinlj.ng affect accuracy in 
vocabulary and reading? 
There is little statistical evidence to indicate that instruction in 
critical thinking develops aceuracy in vocabulary and/or in reading. The 
girls showed the only significant increase in accuFaoy in reading. The 
general course, the service, the agrieul tural and the skilled oecupational 
backgrounds, were the only variables evidencing significant increase in 
accuracy in vocabulary as a result of instruction in critical thinking. 
The remaining variables did not evidence increased accuraey either in 
vocabulary or in reading. 
Evidence does indicate that under certain conditions, greater aecuracy 
in vocabulary and reading results from instruction in critieal thinking. 
Several conclusions ean be drawn from this study. They are listed as 
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follows: 
1. The ability to think critically can be improved. 
2. other methods and materials promote critical thinking as well as 
methods and materials developed :for use in this study. 
3. The methods and materials used in the study developed a signi-
ficant difference between tbe experimental and control groups 
with respect to test scores on the critical thinking component, 
Evaluation of Argument. Materials and methods designed to 
develop other critical thinking components ( Intet;Bre.tation and 
Recognition of Assumption) did not cause any significant differ-
ences between the groups. 
4. The evidence indieates that neither sex, grade, course, chrono-
logical age 1 mental age 1 occupational background or reading 
achievement have a significant bearing on the possession of 
ability to think critically. 
5. Evidence indicates tbat the variables sex, grade and course do 
have a significant bearing on development of critical thinking 
skill, specifically, upon the component Evaluation of Argument. 
6. Evidence also indicates that the variables - grade and occupational 
background -have a significant bearing upon the effect that in-
struction in critical thinking has upon accuracy in vocabular,r 
and reading. 
7. This study points out that when these materials are used 1 the 
variable of grade has a significant bearing upon the effect that 
instruction in critical thinking has upon strengthening vocabulary 
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and improving comprehension in reading. 
8. This study affords no evidence to support the statement that 
instruction in one component of critical thinking is transferr~d 
to another. 
9. The study shows that instruction in critical thinking does 
positively affect the strengthening of vocabulary and the im-
provement of reading comprehension. 
10. The study indicates that instruction in critical thinking 
positively affects accuracy in vocabulary and reading. 
Suggestions for further study are to: 
l. Repeat the experiment with college freshmen and sophomores to see 
if the materials promote better results on a higher level. The 
fact that more significant results occurred among the students 
from the twelfth grade than from the other grades suggests that 
the materials possibly were too difficult for these grades. 
Therefore, a similar study conducted among college freshmen and 
sophomores would give some indication as to the validity of this 
supposition. 
2. Revise the materials and repeat on the same grade level. .As 
mentioned in the preceding sugges~ion, indications are that the 
materials were too difficult for the grade levels included in 
the study. The materials should be revised and the experiment 
repeated to determine the influence of the difficulty level of 
the materials. 
:3. Repeat the form of the study, teaching other components of 
1:31 
critical thinking. 
4. Construct studies eaeh based solely upon one of the questions 
given in the statement of the :problem in this study. .An experi-
mental design constructed around only one of these questions 
would allow for more concentrated examination of one aspect of 
eri tical ·thinking and thus, perhaps, produce more conclusive 
findings than the present study produced .. 
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··T"EST 1. Inference 
lPIRECTIONS. An inference is a conclusion which a person 
<!raws from certain observed or supposed facts. Thus, 
£rom the electric light visible behind the window shades 
a)Ild from the sound of piano music in a house, a person 
:rp.ight infer that someone is at home. But this inference 
:r.ttay or may not be correct. Possibly the people in·the 
h:ouse went out leaving the lights on, and the piano music 
cbuld be coming from a radio or phonograph they left 
playing. 
, In this test each exercise begins with a statement of facts 
which you are to regard as true. Alter each statement of 
facts you will find several possible inferences - that is, 
inferences which some persons might make from the 
stated facts. Examine each inference separately, and 
make a decision as to its degree of truth or falsity. 
On the Answer Sheet you will find for each inference 
spaces marked with the letters T, PT, ID, PF, and F. 
For each inference make a mark on the Answer Sheet 
under the appropriate letter as follows: 
T - if you think the inference is definitely true,· 
that it properly follows from the statement 
of facts given. 
· PT- if, in the light of the facts given, you think 
· the inference is probably true; that there is 
better than an even chance that it is true. 
ID- if you decide that there are insufficient data; 
that you cannot tell from the facts given 
whether the inference is likely to be true or 
false; if the facts provide no basis for judging 
one way or the other. 
PF- if, in the light of the facts given, you think 
the inference is probably false; that there is 
better than an even chance that it is false. 
F- if you think the inference is definitely false,· 
that it is wrong, either because it misinter-
prets the facts given, or because it con-
tradicts the facts or necessary inferences 
from those facts. 
i I . 
Sometimes, in deciding whether an inference is prob-
ably true ~r probably false, you will have to use certain 
commonly' accepted knowledge or information which 
practically every person knows. This will be illustrated 
in the example which follows. 
Watson·Glascr: .A>4 
Here is the example; the correct answers ar~ indicated 
in the block at the right. 
EXAMPLE. A thousand eighth-grade 
students recently attended a voluntary 
week-end conference in a Midwestern city. 
At this conference questions of race rela-
tions and means of achieving lasting world 
peace were chosen by the students for dis-
cussion, since these were the problems the 
students felt to be most vital today. 
1. As a group, the students who attended 
this conference had a keener interest in 
humanitarian or broad social prob-
lems than most eighth-grade students 
have .•........•.........•..••••.... 
2. The majority of these students were be-
tween the ages of 17 and 18 ..••...••. 
3. The students came from all sections of 
the country .•••••••.••.•..••..•.... 
4. The students discussed only labor rela-
tions problems ..................... . 
5. Some eighth-grade students felt that 
discussion ofrace·relations and means of 
achieving world peace might be worth-
while •••.........•...•............. 
T 
1 
.. 
2 
.. 
3 
.. 
4 
.. 
/s I 
TEST 1 
I 
PT ID PF F 
I ;: :: .. .::: 
:: I .. !! :: .. 
I =~ .. r .. 
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In the above example, inference 1 is probably true (PT) 
because (as is common knowledge) most eighth-grade 
students are not likely to evidence such serious concern 
with broad social problems. 
Inference 2 is probably false (PF) because (common 
knowledge) there are relatively few eighth-grade students 
in the United States between 17 and 18 years of age. 
There is no evidence for inference 3. Thus there are 
insujficient data (ID) for making a judgment in the 
matter. 
Inference 4 is definitely false (F) because it is given in 
the statement of facts that race relations and means for 
achieving world peace were the problems discussed. 
Inference 5 necessarily follows from the given facts; it 
therefore is true (T). 
In the exercises which follow, more than one of the in-
ferences from a given statement of facts may be true (T), 
orfalse (F), or probably true (PT), or probably false (PF), 
or have insufficient data (ID) to warrant any conclusion. 
That is, you are to consider each inference by itself. 
Make a heavy black mark in the space under the letter 
that you think best describes each inference. If you 
change an answer, erase thoroughly. Make no extra 
marks on the answer sheet. 
[ 2 l Go on to ~e next page. 
An English teacher arranged for the students in one 
of her classes to see the movie Great Expectations, while 
the students in other classes studied the book itself, 
without seeing the picture. Tests to measure apprecia-
tion and understanding of the story were administered 
. immediately upon completion of each type of instruc-
tion. On all tests the class which was taught with the 
aid of the movie did better. The class which saw the 
movie became so interested that before the semester 
was over most of those students read the book, entirely 
~n their own initiative. 
\I. The tests to measure appreciation and understanding 
\
of the story were administered both to the students 
who saw the picture and to those who only studied 
\the book ................... ~ ................. . 
2.'1:he children who were taught with the aid of the 
niotion picture were required to read the book before 
the end of the semester ........................ . 
3. Pupils .who see movies instead of reading books lose 
interest in reading .................. : .......... . 
4. Most of the children in the class which saw the pic-
ture would have preferred to study the book Great 
Expectations in the usual way without the aid of the 
movie ........................................ . 
5. The teacher who conducted the experiment will 
hereafter try to use motion pictures when they are 
available, as an aid in teaching literary appreciation. 
6. Pupils can learn more about any given subject from 
motion pictures than they can from bo?ks ........ . 
The :first newspaper in America, edited by Ben Harris, 
appeared in Boston September 25, 1690, and,. was banned 
the same day by Governor Simon Bradstreet. The 
editor's long :fight to continue his little paper and print 
what he wished marks an important episode iri the 
continuing struggle to maintain a free press. 
7. The editor of the :first American newspaper died 
within a few days after his paper was banned ..... . 
8. Governor Bradstreet felt he had the legal authority 
to ban Ben Harris's paper ................ ~ .. ~ .. . 
9. The editor of this paper vvrote articles against taxe~ 
of the kind which later brought about the "Boston 
Tea Party." .................. ' ... : . ........... . 
10. Ben Harris was a man of persistence in holding to 
some of his interests and convictions ............. . 
Watson-Giaser: All 
Some time ago a crowd gathered in Middletown, 
Mississippi, to hear the new president of the local 
Chamber of Commerce speak. He said, "I am not ask-
ing, but demanding, that labor unions accept their full 
share of responsibility for civic betterment and com-
munity interests. I am not asking, but demanding, that 
they join the Chamber of Commerce." The listening 
representatives of the Central Labor Unions applauded 
enthusiastically, Three months later all the labor 
unions in Middletown were represented in the Chamber 
of Commerce, where they served enthusiastically on com-
mittees, spoke their minds, and participated actively in 
the civic betterment projects. 
11. Both the labor union representatives and the other 
members of the Chamber of Commerce came to 
recogniZe one another's problems and viewpoints 
better through their Chamber of Commerce contacts. 
12. Labor unions' participation in the Middletown 
Chamber of Commerce has largely eliminated 
worker-management disputes in that town: . .. : .... 
13. The active participation of the labor unions caused 
friction at the meetings of the Chamber of Commerce. 
14. The union representatives soon regretted having 
accepted the invitation to participate in the Chamber 
of Commerce ................................. . 
15. Many of the Chamber of Commerce members came 
to feel that their president had been unwise in asking 
the union representatives to join the Chamber ..... . 
16. The representatives of the Central Labor Unions 
joined the Chamber of Commerce against the desires 
of the great majority of their membership ........ . 
Studies have shown that there is relatively much more 
tuberculosis among Negroes in the United States than 
among whites. There is no difference, however, in rate 
of tuberculosis between Negroes and whites who have 
the same level of income. The average income of whites 
in the United States is considerably higher than the 
average income of Negroes. 
17. Tuberculosis can be cured ...................... . 
18. Raising the economic level of Negroes would reduce 
tuberculosis. : . ~ ............................ : .. . 
19. Tuberculosis is less prevalent among Negroes with 
relatively high incomes than among Negroes with 
relatively low incomes ......................... . 
20. Whether a white person is rich or poor makes no 
difference in the likelihood of his getting tuberculosis. 
Go on to the next page. 
TEST 2. Recognition of Assumptions 
Dm:ECTIONS. An assumption is something supposed or 
taken for granted. When someohe states, "I'll graduate 
in June," he takes for granted or assurriesthat he will be 
alive in: June, that he will remain in school until that 
time, that he will pass his courses, and similar things. 
Below are a number of statements. Each statement 
is fallowed by several proposed assu.niptions. Y au are 
to decide for each assumption whether it necessarily is 
taken for granted in the statement. 
I£, you think the given assumption: is taken for granted 
in the statement, make a heavy mark between the dotted 
Watson-Claser: Au 
lines llllder "ASSUMPTION MADE" in the proper 
place ori. the Answer Sheet. If you think the assumption 
is not necessarily taken for granted in the statement, 
make a heavy line under ''ASSUMPTION NO{T 
MADE" on the Answer Sheet. ' 
Below is ~n example: the block at the right shows ho ·, 
these items should be marked on the Answer Sheet. l 
If you do not see why the answers marked are right, 
ask the examiner to explain. In some cases more than' 
one of the given assumptions is necessarily madej in; 
other cases none of the given assumptions is made. I 
EXAMPLE. STATEMENT: "We need to save time in getting there, so we'd better go by plane." 
PRoPosED AssuMPTIONS: TEST2 
ASSUMPTION 
MADE NOT 
MADE 
! 
1. Going by plane will take less time than going by some other means of transportation. (It is 
assumed in the statement that greater speed of a plane over other means of transportation will 
enable the group to get to their destination in less time.) .............................. . 
2. It is possible to make plane connections to ou; destination. (This is necessarily assumed in 
the statement, since, in order to save time by plane, it must be possible to go by plane.) .... 
3. Travel by plane is more convenient than travel by train. (This assumption is not made in the 
statement- the statement has to do with saving time, and says nothing about convenience 
I or about any other specific mode of travel.) .......................................... . 3 ii 
STATEMENT: ''Let us immediately build superior armed 
forqe and thus keep peace and prosperity." 
PROPOSED AssUMPTIONS: 
21. If we have superior armed force, that will insure 
the maintenance of peace and prosperity ......... . 
22. Unless we increase our armaments immediately we 
shall have war ................................ . 
23. Wenow have peace and prosperity .............. . 
STATEMENT: "A wise man will save at least twelve 
dollars each week out of his earnings." 
PR6POSED AssUMPTIONS: 
24. No fools have sense enough to save twelve dollars 
a week ....................................... . 
25. A person needs to be wise in order to save twelve 
dollars a week ................................. . 
STATEMENT: "Even if all the wealth in the colllltry 
suddenly were to be distributed equally, some people 
soon would again become rich and others poor." 
P~oPosED AssUMPTIONS: 
26~ The real causes of wealth and poverty would not be 
much affected by such Socialism ................ . 
271 .. Our present economic system is better than such 
I 
Socialism. 
STATEMENT: "Mary isn't going to invite John to her 
party." 
PROPOSED AssUMPTIONs: 
28. Mary hasn't yet had her party ................. .. 
29. Mary now doesn't like John .................... . 
30. The party will be at Mary's house ............... . 
STATEMENT: "Live in the city of Zenith -lowest 
taxes." 
PROPOSED .ASSUMPTIONS: 
31. Efficient management of a city implies lower taxes. 
32. An important consideration in deciding where to 
live is avoidance of high taxes ................... . 
33. The people of Zenith are content with their present 
city government. .................. · ............ . 
STATEMENT: "Our school is fortunate in having all 
American pupils, so we have no race problems." 
PROPOSED AssUMPTIONs: 
34. American pupils do not present any race problems. 
35. If we practiced democracy, there would be no race 
problem ...................................... . 
36. A school is unfortunate if its pupils are of varied 
nationalities .................................. . 
Go on to the next page. 
TEST 3. Deduction 
DIRECTIONS. Each exercise below consists of two state-
ments (premises) followed by several proposed conclu-
sions. For the purposes of this test, consider the two 
statements in each exercise as true without exception. 
\Read the first conclusion beneath the statements, and 
rl you think it necessarily follows from the statements given, 
\answer by making a heavy black mark between the pair of 
\dotted lines under "CONCLUSION FOLLOWS" in the 
: corresponding blank on the Answer Sheet. If you think 
~tis not a necessary conclusion from the given statements, 
Watson·Giaser: All 
then put a heavy black mark under "CONCLUSION 
DOES NOT FOLLOW,~' even though ym.f may believe 
it to be true from your general knowledge. 
Likewise read and judge each of the other conclusions. 
Try not to let your prejudices infl.uence your judgment -
just stick to the given statements and judge each con-
clusion as to whether it necessarily follt9ws from them.· 
Mark all your answers on the Answer Sheet. 
Here is an example; the block at the right shows how 
your answers should be marked on the Answer Sheet. 
\ 
\ EXAMPLE. Some holidays are rainy. All rainy days are boring. Therefore-
TEST3 
CONCLUSION 
FOLLOWS DOES 
NOT 
FOLLOW 
1. No clear days are boring. (The conclusion does not follow, as you cannot tell from these 
statements whether or not clear days are boring and some may be.) ..................... . 
\ 2. Some holidays are boring. (The conclusion necessarily follows from the statements, since, 1 H 'I according to them, the rainy holidays must be boring.) ................................ . 
' \ 
3. Some holidays are not boring. (The conclusion does not follow from the s~tements even 2 I .. 
though you may know that some holidays are very pleasant.) ........................... . 
All musicians are temperamental. Some musicians 
are not proud. Therefore -
37. All temperamental people are musicians ........... . 
38. No proud people are temperamental ............. . 
39. Some proud people are musicians ................ . 
No jockey is a heavyweight boxer. All heavyweight 
boxers are large men. Therefore -
40. No jockey is a small man ....................... . 
41. No heavyweight boxer is a small man ......... : . . . 
42. Jockeys are small men ........................ . 
Some cannibals are sincere idealists. All cannibals are 
fanatics. Therefore -
43. Some sincere idealists are fanatics ............... . 
44. Some fanatics are sincere idealists ............... . 
45. No fanatics are sincere idealists ................. . 
46. All fanatics are cannibals ....................... . 
All mice that are injected with substance "A" develop 
disease "X." Mouse #24 was not injectecLwith sub-
stance "A."· Therefore-
47. Mouse #24 did develop disease "X." ............ . 
48. Not all mice with numbers between 20 and 30 were 
injected with substance "A." .................. . 
49. Mouse #24 did not develop disease "X." ......... . 
3 H I 
No Republican is a Democrat. All Democrats favor 
prosperity. Therefore -
5~. Republicans favor prosperity ................... . 
51. No Republican opposes prosperity .............. . 
52. No Democrat opposes prosperity ................ . 
53. No Republican favors prosperity ................ . 
All Jews feel friendly toward the State of Israel. 
David feels friendly toward the State of Israel. There-
fore-
54. David is not friendly toward the Arabs .......... . 
55. David is Jewish .......................... • .... . 
56. Some non-Jews also feel friendly toward the State 
of Israel. .................................. . 
If an adult has the ability to give love to others, he 
must have received love as a child. Some adults did 
not receive love when they were children. Therefore -
' 57. Some adults do not have the ability to give love to 
others ........................................ . 
58. If an adult received love as a child, lie has the ability 
to give love to others .......................... . 
If a person is superstitious, he believes fortunetellers. 
Some people do not believe fortunetellers. Therefore -
59. N0 superstitious person doubts fort.unetellers ..... . 
60. If a person is not superstitious, he will not believe 
fortunetellers ................................. . 
61. If a person believes fortunetellers, he is super-
stitious ....................................... . 
[ 5 ] Go on to the next page. 
i'EST 4. Interpretation 
:piREcTIONS. Each exercise below consists of a short 
J)>aragraph followed by several proposed conclusions. 
. For the purpose of this test assume that everything in 
the short paragraph is true. The problem is to judge 
whether or not each of the proposed conclusions logi-
cally follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the infor-
mation given in the paragraph. 
n you think that the proposed conclusion follows 
beyond a reasonable doubt (even though it may not follow 
A report of the. U. S. Census states that during 1940 
there were approximately 1,650,000 marriages and 
264,000 divorces granted in the United States. 
6;2. Getting a divorce is a quick and easy matter in the 
United States .................... · ....... · ...... . 
63. If. the above ratio still holds true, then about six 
times as many people get married each year as get 
divorced ...................................... . 
64. The divorce rate in the United States is much too 
high ......................................... . 
: Victims of radiation sickness (for example, after an 
atomic explosion) are likely to die of anemia because the 
blood-building properties of the bone marrow are dam-
aged. In everyday medical practice, X-ray dosages 
have to be worked out with utmost care to keep the 
patient from falling prey to radiation sickness. Experi-
menting on rabbits, Dr. Leon Jacobson found that when 
the spleen and appendix were protected with lead, the 
animals survived what would otherwise have been a fatal 
overdose of X rays. The undamaged spleen and ap-
pendix make enough blood to enable the damaged tissue 
to recover. 
6S. If from the blood-forming organs a substance could 
· be isolated which would speed· an individual's re-
covery from radiation sickness, that substance prob-
ably would also enable X-ray patients to take heavier 
doses ........................................ . 
66. Dr. Jacobson's experiments on rabbits should be 
tried on a sufficiently large scale with people to see 
whether the same results would hold true ......... . 
Watson-Giaser :All 
absolutely and necessarily), then make a heavy black 
mark between the appropriate dotted lines under the 
"CONCLUSION FOLLOWS" column on the Answer 
Sheet. If you think that the conclusion does not follow be-
yond a reasonable doubt from the facts given, then make a: 
mark under "CONCLUSION DOES NOT FOLLOW." 
In some cases more than one of the proposed conclu-i 
sions may follow; in other cases none of the conclusions! 
may follow. 
Usually I fall asleep promptly, but about twice ~ 
month I drink coffee in the evening; and whenever I clp, 
I lie awake and toss for hours after I go to bed. / 
I 
67. My problem is mostly mental; I am over-aware of 
the coffee when I drink it at night, anticipating' that 
it will keep me awake, and therefore it does ..... : .... 
68. I don't fall asleep promptly after drinking coffee at 
night because the caffeine in coffee stimulates my 
nervous system for several hours after drinking it ... 
At the end of the semester the pupils in Mr. Black's 
class averaged 10 points higher than the pupils in Miss 
Walter's class on the same geometry test. Mr. Black 
and Miss Walter used a somewhat different method of 
teaching geometry. 
69. Mr. Black probably is a better teacher than Miss 
Walter ....................................... . 
70. The· pupils in Mr. Black's class were brighter as a 
group than the pupils in Miss Walter's class, and 
therefore they learned more easily ............... . 
71. The method used by Mr. Black in teaching geometry 
was superior to the method used by Miss Walter ... 
When Great Britain began to offer free public medical 
service, the government was surprised because far more 
people than they had expected came for eyeglasses and 
dental work. 
72. People who previously had neglected their eyes and 
teeth now chose to have such treatment ......... . 
73. People who didn't really need these services sought 
them because they were free .. .' .................. . 
74. People in Great Britain previously had been careless. 
about the state of their eyes and teeth: .......... . 
75. The British public was pleased with the government 
health program ......................... · ..... · ... . 
[ 6 ] Go on to the next page. 
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TEST 4. Interpretation (Continued) 
The Los Angeles Times made a survey of the number 
of men and women drivers involved in automobile acci-
dents in the Los Angeles area during a given period of 
time. They found that men drivers were involved in 
0 accidents while women drivers were involved in 
920 accidents. 
If the survey :figures constitute a representative sam-
ple, men drivers are involved in accidents more 
frequently than women drivers in the Los Angeles 
area .......................................... . 
More men than women drive cars in the Los Angeles 
area ......................................... . 
Women are safer drivers than men in the Los Angeles 
..L.Ll.L"l'J..Lts"-J..L'-" tests show that Negro children in N orthem 
cities Negro children in Southern cities but do 
not score as high as white children in Northern cities. 
79. White children as a group score higher because 
they are born with.high.~r native intelligence than 
Negro children ..... ~- ...... ·,·.·.-.·· ................ . 
80. The Negro families who moved to the North are 
on the average more intelligent than those who re-
mained in the South ........................... . 
Evaluation of Arguments 
DIRECTIONS. In making decisions about important 
questions it is desirable to be able to distinguish between 
arguments that are strong and those which are weak in 
so far as the question at issue is concerned. 
Strong arguments must be both important and di-
rectly related to the question. 
Weak llxguments may not be directly related to the 
question, even though they may be of great general 
importance; or they may be of minor importance; or 
they may be related to trivial aspects of the question. 
Below is a series of questions. Each question is fol-
lowed by three or four arguments. For the purpose of 
this test you are to regard each argument as true. The 
problem then is to decide whether it is a STRONG 
argument or a WEAK argument. 
You are to answer by making a heavy mark on the 
Answer Sheet under "STRONG" if you think the argu-
ment is strong, or by making a heavy mark under 
"WEAK" on the ,Answer Sheet if you think-the argu-
ment is weak. When evaluating an argument, judge it 
its own merit; try not to let counter-arguments or 
your own attitude toward the question influence your 
judgment. Judge each argument· separately. In some 
questions all the arguments may be STRONG, in others 
all may be WEAK. 
Watson·Glaser : .A>l 
81. Northern Negroes receive better schooling than 
Southern Negroes, which in tum influences per-
formance on the tests .......................... . 
The history of the last two thousand years shows that 
wars have become steadily more frequent and more 
destructive, the twentieth century being the bloodiest 
on record. 
82. Mankind has not advanced as much in the art of 
keeping peace as it has in the science of waging war. 
83. Wars are caused by basic traits of selfishness, greed, 
and pugnacity, which are rooted in human nature .. 
84. Increased industrialization, competitiveness, and 
improved weapons bring on increasingly frequent 
wars .......................................... . 
85. There will be increasingly frequent future wars, and 
they will become steadily more destructive than past 
wars .. · ...... · .............. · .. · ................. •\: 
Go on to the next test. 
Here is an example. The block at the right shows how 
these arguments should be marked on the Answer Sheet. 
Study them carefully until you know just what is ex-
pected of you. Note that the argument is evaluated as 
to how well it supports the side of the question indicated. 
EXAMPLE. Should all young men go to 
college? 
1. Yes; college provides an opportunity 
for them to learn school songs and 
cheers. (This would be a silly reason for 
spending years of one's life in college.) 
2. No; a large per cent of young men do 
not have enough ability or interest to 
derive any benefit from college training. 
(If this is true, as the directions require 
us to assume, it is a weighty argument 
against all young men going to college.) 
3. No; exGessive studying permanently 
warps an individual's personality. (This 
argument, although of great general im-
portance when accepted as true, is not 
directly related to the question, because 
attendance at college does not neces-
sarily require excessive studying.) ..... 
TEST 5 
ARGUMENT 
STRONG WEAK 
Iii I 
2 I :: g 
3 .. I 
[ 7 ] Go on to the next page.• 
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Can rich and poor people who happen to oppose· each 
other at law obtain approximately equal justice from the 
cou,rts? 
86. No; a rich person can hire better lawyers and 
-technical experts, pay for the time of more witnesses, 
I. 
I 
and continue the :fight in higher courts ........... . 
87 .. No; rich people win the majority of their lawsuits 
against poor people ......................... ~ .. 
Should married women be eligible for employment as 
public school teachers if they are otherwise qualified? 
88. No; there are more single women in our country 
than there are school-teaching jobs .............. . 
89. Yes; women tend to become better teachers after 
marriage ............... _ ....................... . 
90._ No; a mother's first responsibility is to her own 
children ..... ~ ................................ . 
$hould infants be fed by regular schedule rather than 
whenever they seem to be hungry? 
9L No; babies know best when they are hungry and 
ready to eat .................................. . 
92, Yes; children must sooner or later learn that they 
: can't always have their own way ................ . 
93i Yes; a regular schedule is easier for the parents ... . 
•o; .... 
.. ·" 
- ,· 
Should the government take over all the main indus-
tries in the country, employ all who want to work, 
offer the products at cost prices? 
94. No~ so much concentration of economic and 
cratic power in government would undermine 
personal and political freedom. 
95. No; elimh1ation of competition and the profit 
would result in much less initiative for production 
useful new goods and services ................. . 
96. Yes; the government already operates post-
highways, parks, military forces, public 
services, and other public services ......... . 
Should groups in this country who are 
some of our government's policies be allowed ,.,., ....... ~......_,,rl 
freedom of press and speech? 
9'7. Yes; a democratic state thrives on free and unre-
stricted discussion, including criticism ............ . 
98. No; if given full freedom, opposition groups would 
disunite the American people, weaken our position, 
and ulthnately lead to loss of our democracy ...... . 
99. No; the countries opposed to our form of government 
do not permit the free expression of our point of 'View 
in their territory ............................... · 
Go back and check your work. 
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READING COMPREHENSION 
PART I: VOCABULARY 
(15 minutes) 
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~u·eclO.oJlS: In each group below, select the numbered word or phrase that most nearly corresponds in meaning to 
word at the head of that group and put its number in the parentheses at the right. It is quite likely that you 
finish this part before the time is up. In that case, go on immediately-to Part ll because additional time spent 
Part II will probably improve your Speed of Comprehension Score. 
1. sleet 
1-1 frozen rain 
1-2 windstorm 
1-3 gravel 
1-4 fine dust 
1-5 light mist . . . 1 ( 
broth 
2-1 cooling drink 
2-2 coarse bread 
2-3 soup 
2-4 pudding 
2-5 medicine. . . . 2( 
• compensation 
3-1 rest 
3-2 charity 
3-3 payment 
3-4 employment 
3-5 merit . 3( 
exceed 
4-1 cut out 
4-2 cast off 
4-3 go beyond 
4-4 depart 
4-5 come to .... 4( 
dazzling 
5-1 sudden 
5-2 dancing 
5-3 brilliant 
5-4 clever 
5-5 colored . . . 5 ( 
derby 
kind of 
6-1 scarf 
6-2 hat 
6-3 cane 
6-4 dog 
6-5 horse . . . . 6( 
metropolis 
7-1 business section 
7-2 department store 
7-3 opera company 
7-4 large city _ 
7-5 foreign country .. 7(. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
8. custody 
8-1 janitor 
8-2 schoolhouse 
8-3 inspection 
8-4 presence of mind 
8-5 safekeeping. . 8( 
9. alfalfa 
kind of 
9-1 sheep 
9-2 fur 
9-3 plant 
9-4 cloth 
9-5 seasoning . . . 9 ( 
10. whimper 
1D-1 half-suppressed 
giggle 
1D-2 low, whining cry 
10-3 shrill whisper 
10-4 small crib or cradle 
1D-5 laundry basket . 10( 
11. ignite 
11-1 pay no attention to 
11-2 set on fire 
11-3 build up 
11-4 throw away 
11-5 darken. . .. 11( 
12. archer 
12-1 hunter 
12-2 jumper 
12-3 girder 
12-4 bowma~ 
12-5 engineer . 
13. halo 
13-1 monument 
13-2 angel 
13-3 shrine 
13-4 crucifix 
. .12( 
) 13-5 ring of light . 13( 
14. galley 
14-1 railroad tunnel 
14-2 ship's kitchen 
14-3 pulley 
14-4 spectators 
) 14-5 corridor . 14( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
15. prop 
15-1 support 
15-2 ridge 
15-3 wooden peg 
15-4 handle 
15-5 brush . . . . . 15( 
16. delirious 
16-1 good to eat 
16-2 raving 
16-3 beautiful 
16-4 dying 
16-5 moving rapidly . 16( 
17. utterly 
17-1 slightly 
17-2 completely 
17-3 · openly 
17-4 mistakenly 
17-5 secretly •. 17( 
18. salvage 
18-1 improve 
18-2 destroy 
18-3 rescue 
18-4 encourage 
18-5 consider . • . 18( 
19. tinge 
19-1 · slight trace 
19-2 feeling of regret 
19-3 thin coating of 
metal 
19-4 funeral song 
19-5 increasing dark-
ness . . . ·. 19( 
20. dawdle 
2D-1 diminish 
2D-2 make jokes 
2Q-3 pamper 
20-4 waste time 
) 2D-5 shove . . . . 20( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Go on to the next page. 
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Zl. flamingo 29. bequeath 37. dastardly 
21-1 long-legged water 29-1 crawl under 37-1 cruel 
bird 29-2 leave in one's will 37-2 illegal 
21-2 a variety of fiat- 29-3 discharge without 37-3 hasty 
fish warning 37-4 careless 
21-3 Spanish dance 29-4 conceal carefully 37-5 cowardly. . 37( 
21-4 poisonous climb- 29-5 accumulate. . . 29( 
ing vine 38. savor 
21-5 tropical, sheep- 30. frenzied 38-1 
reject 
like animal . . . 21( ) 30-1 ragged 38-2 make last 
30-2 fpnged 38-3 select 
22. russet 30-3 fried in butter 38-4 feel 
22-1 ripe 30-4 wildly excited 38-5 taste . . . . 38( 
22-2 soft 30-5 perplexed . 30( 
22-3 glowing 39, badger 
22-4 deep purple 31. menu kind of 
22-s reddish brown • 22( ) 31-1 theater program 39-1 grain 
31-2 reminder 39-2 card game 
23. vehicle 31-3 brief letter 39-3 machine 
23-1 obstacle 31-4 bill of fare 39-4 walking shoe 
23-2 garment 31-5 men's club . . 31( ) 39-5 animal. . . 39( 
23-3 heavenly body 
23-4 conveyance 32. saccharine 40. tart 
23-5 screw . • 23( ) 32-1 very sweet 40-1 deep 
32-2 dull 40-2 yellowish red 
24. nomad 32-3 stimulating 40-3 mild 
24-1 lonely 32--4 light in weight 40-4 delicious 
24-2 savage 32-5 frivolous. . 32( ) 40-5 sour. . 40( I 
24-3 wandering 
24-4 rural 33. simultaneous 41. loathe 
24-5 gentle . . . . 24( ) 33-1 occurring in sue- 41-1 mistrust 
cession 41-2 soothe 
25. dauntless 33-2 immediate 41-3 disclaim 
25-1 automatic 33-3 operating auto- 41-4 abhor 
25-2 courageous matically 41-5 need. • 41( 
25-3 rude 33-4 happening at the 
25-4 splendid same time 42. spouse 
25-5 defenseless . . . 25( ) 33-5 harmonious . . 33( ) 42-1 small insect 42-2 fur-bearing ani-
Zt$. caldron 34. divert mal 
26-1 large kettle 34-1 divide 42-3 husband or wife 
20-2 bonfire 34-2 release 42-4 close friend or re-
26-3 pit 34-3 tum around lation 
26-4 maze 34-4 tum aside 42-5 enemy. . 42( 
26-5 hot liquid . 26( ) 34-5 bother. . . 34( ) 43. wary 
27. assent 35. reverent 43-1 warlike 
27-1 deny 35-1 dreamy 43-2 tired 
27-2 retard 35-2 peaceful 43-3 mean 
27-3 deliver 35-~ pleasant 43-4 hopeful 
27-4 rest 35-4 old 43-5 cautious . . . . 43( 
27-5 agree . . . . • 27( ) 35-5 respectful . . 35( ) 44. adder 
zsr unkempt 36. agile kind of 
28-1 unsuitable 36-1 tired 44-1 snake 
28-2 irritable 36-2 old 44-2 fish 
28-3 irregular 36-3 nimble 44-3 bird 
28-4 depressed 36-4 light 44-4 spider 
28-5 untidy. . . . 28( ) 36-5 careless . . . • 36( ) 44-5 dog. . . . . .44( 
Go on to the next pa 
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jargon 50. calk 55. brogan 
45-1 unintelligible talk 5Q-1 fill seams of a 55-1 bog 
45-2 flowerpot boat 55-2 heavy shoe 
45-3 perfume 5o-z be eager for a 55-3 blunt instrument 
45-4 leopard fight 55-4 Irish folksong 
45-5 close-fitting 5Q-3 boast 55-5 wooden bowl . . 55( ) 
jacket . . 45( ) 50-4 refuse to work 56. gore 
5o-5 call for help . 50( ) 56-1 male pig 
plausible 56-Z anger 
46-1 genuine 51. swarthy 56-3 blood 
46-2 appearing reason- 51-1 angry 56-4 hatred 
able 51-2 strong 56-5 narrow passage . 56( ) 
46-3 easy to under- .51-3 covered with hair 57. frugal 
stand 51-4 greasy 57-1 
46-4 definite 51-5 dark-complex-
poor 
57-2 contrary 
46-5 praiseworthy . . 46( ioned . 51( ) . . . 57-3 tidy 
57-4 economical 
zephyr 52. exhilarate 57-5 wasteful . . 57( ) 
47-1 wild animal 
47-2 gentle wind 
52-1 enliven 58. equanimity 
47-3 passing thought 
52-2 breathe out 58-1 composure 
47-4 garden plant 52-3 
laugh 58-2 equivalence 
47-5 bluish-white 52-4 
hasten 58-3 wisdom 
metal . 47( 52-5 swell up . . . 52( ) 58-4 tastelessness 58-5 deceit . . 58( ) 
. 
horde 53. hew 59. contiguous 
48-1 waterfall 53-1 plant 59-1 communicable 
48-2 nation 53-2 fix 59-2 going on over a 
48-3 desert 53-3 chop long period 
48-4 hiding place 53-4 hoe 59-3 adjoining 
48-5 crowd . . 48( 53-5 reap. . 53( 59-4 disagreeable 59-5 dependent . 59( 
apprehension 54. acquiescence 60. gratuity 
49-1 regret 54--1 assent 60-1 mistake 
49-2 dread 54--2 accompaniment 60-2 thankfulness 
49-3 attachment 54--3 praise 60-3 good luck 
49-4 suffering 54-4 , peacefulness 60-4 tip 
49-5 gratitude. : 49( ) 54--5 laziness . 54( 60-5 prayer. . 60( 
Go on to the next part. 
Number wrong ~0-213-6~7-10~11-14115-18119-22123-26127-30131-34135-38139--42143--46147 + 
Amount to be subtracted 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Number right. ___ _ 
Subtract. ___ _ 
(See table above.) 
Raw Score= Difference ___ _ 
Scaled Score. ___ ~ 
(See table on key.) 
PART II: READING 
6 ~ 
(25 minutes) 
Directions: This part consists of selections taken from stories, articles, humorous anecdotes, textbooks, etc. Follow 
ing each passage are several multiple-choice items concerning the selection. In each case you are to read the selectioJ 
carefully first and then decide on the basis of the selection which one of the choices given after each incomplete state 
ment best completes the meaning of the statement. If you cannot decide, you may go back to the passage. Puttht 
number of your choice in the parentheses at the right of each item. Since this test measures Speed of Comprehensim 
as well as Level of Comprehension, enough material has been included so that even the most rapid readers probabl~ 
will not finish in the time allowed. 
"Alice!" called a voice. 
The effect on the reader and her listener, both of whom 
were sitting qn the floor, was instantaneous. Each 
started and sat rigidly intent for a moment; then, as the 
sound of approaching footsteps was heard, one girl hastily 
slipped a little volume under the coverlet of the bed, while. 
the other sprang to her feet and in a hurried, flustered. 
way pretended to be getting something out of a tall 
wardrobe. 
Before the one who hid the book had time to rise, a 
woman of fifty entered the room and, after a glance, cried, 
"Alice! How often have I told you not to sit on the 
floor?" 
"Very bften, Mommy,u said Alice, rising meekly, 
meantime 1casting a quick glance at the bed to see how far 
its smoothness had been disturbed. 
"And still you continue such unbecoming behavior." 
4
'0h, Mommy, but it is so nice!" cried the girl. •'Didn't 
you like to sit on the floor when you were fifteen?" 
1. Alice's companion was apparently 
1-1 a girl. 
1-2 her brother. 
1-3 her pet cat. 
1-4 the family dog. 
1-5 a doll. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1( ) 
2. When Alice heard the approaching foot-
steps, she was principally 
2-1 happy. 
2-2 angry. 
2-3 alarmed. 
2-4 puzzled. 
2-5 amused. . . . . • . . . . . . • . 2( ) 
3, We may infer that Alice is 
3-1 rarely disobedient. 
3-2 unable to read. · 
3-3 very much in love. 
3-4 a spoiled child. 
3-5 fifteen years of age. • • . • . . . . 3 ( 
, 
4. When she heard her name called, Alice was 
evidently 
4-1 reading to herself. 
4-2 reading aloud. 
4-3 lying in bed. 
4--4 dressing. 
4-5 making her bed. • . . • . • . . . . 4( ) 
5. Alice was worried about the appearance of 
the bed because · 
5-1 she had neglected to make it up. 
5-2 her companion had been sitting on it. 
5-3 her companion was hiding under it. 
5-4 she had piled several books on it. 
5-5 she was afraid her mother might find 
the book ....•......... 5( 
The crawl stroke was not generally known in Grea 
Britain until1902, when Richard Cavill came from Aw 
tralia to compete in the English swimming championship: 
It had been common among the natives of the South Se 
Islands for many years and was introduced into Au: 
tralia about 1900. · The earliest knowledge of the crav 
obtained by Americans was gleaned from hazy newspap< 
descriptions of Cavill's stroke. In attempting to imita1 
the stroke, Americans developed a faster leg driv 
making four scissoring kicks per stroke instead of the tv1 
made by Cavill. The new leg drive was combined 1: 
Americans with the double overarm action of the trudge1 
the resulting stroke was called the four-beat crawl to di 
tinguish it from the two-beat Australian crawl. 
6. The earliest form of the cr~wl stroke proba-
bly originated in 
6-1 Australia. . 
6-2 England. 
6-3 the United States. 
6-4 the South Sea Islands. · 
6-5 Hawaii. . • • . • . . . . • . 6( 
7. The four-beat crawl was 
7-1 first used by Richard Cavill. 
7-2 first used by natives of the South Sea 
Islands. 
7-3 superseded by the two-beat crawl 
7-4 a combination of other strokes. 
7-5 first used in the trudgen stroke. . . . 7 ( 
8. The four-beat crawl was apparently de-
veloped in 
8-1 Australia before 1902. 
8-2 England before 1902. 
8-3 Australia after 1902. 
8-4 England after 1902. 
8-5 America after 1902. • . . . . . . 8( 
Go on to the next paJ 
9. When Cavill first used the crawl stroke in 
England, 
9-1 no one in England had ever heard of 
it. 
9-2 very few people in England knew of 
it. 
9-3 only Australians used it. 
9-4 it was mistaken for the trudgen 
stroke. 
9-5 it was already commonly used in 
America. . . . . . . . . . • . . . 9 ( ) 
When Americans first heard of the crawl 
stroke, they 
1Q-1 tried to find ways of improving it. 
1o-2 tried to imitate it. 
1Q-3 compared it with the trudgen stroke. 
10-4 ridiculed it. 
1Q-5 studied its every detail before trying 
it. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10( 
The only difference between hormones and vitamins is 
that hormones originate inside the plant that uses them, 
while vitamins are manufactured outside by various 
molds and bacteria, and are fed into the plant through the 
roots. A hormone and a vitamin may have similar 
effects. Thus a plant, stunted because of a deficiency 
of a hormone, may be changed into a profuse grower by 
being fed the right vitamin. 
Plant growth depends on a hormone produced in the 
shoot tip of a plant and carried back to the roots to 
make larger root systems to feed more plant. It is called 
auxin. Functionally, the vitamin counterpart of this 
hormone is B1, chemically known as thiamine. 
According to the passage, thiamine if given 
to a plant will 
11-1 change its cellular structure. 
11-2 cause radical changes in the next 
generation. 
11-3 stunt its growth. 
11-4 cause it to grow more rapidly. 
11-5 cause it to produce a larger amount 
of auxin. . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 ( 
Auxin is produced mainly in the 
12-1 roots. 
12-2 stems. 
'12-3 flowers. 
12-4 soil. 
12-5 shoot tip.. . . . . . . • . • . . 12( ) 
The passage states that hormones and vita-
mins differ with respect to their 
13-1 effect on plant growth. 
13-2 presence in animal ti5sues. 
13-3 rarity. 
13-4 sources. 
~.3-5 chemical composition. . . . . • • 13( · ) 
Plants obtain vitamins mainly through 
their 
14-1 leaves. 
14-2 stems. 
14-3 flowers. 
14-4 fruits. 
14-5 roots. . . • • . . • . • . . . • 14( ) 
15. Auxin may aid plant growth by 
15-1 producing green leaves. 
15-2 forming a protection against molds 
and bacteria. 
15-3 causing enlargement of the root sys-
tems. 
- 7-
15-4 carrying oxygen to the roots. 
15-5 producing thiamine. . . . . . . . 15 ( ) 
16. From this passage alone, we cannot tell 
whether 
16-1 thiamine has any effect on plants. 
16-2 auxin is beneficial to animals. 
16-3 vitamins have any effect on plant 
growth. 
16-4 hormonesand vitaminsaresimilarin 
origin. 
16-5 certain vitamins correspond to cer-
tain hormones. . . . . . . • . . 16( ) 
17. The best title for this passage would be 
17-1 Plant Hormones. 
17-2 The Chemistry of Plants. 
17-3 Plant Growth. 
17-4 Plant Vitamins. 
17-5 Plant Hormones and Vitamins .•. 17( 
·Benjamin Franklin once arrived at an inn in Baltimore 
on a very cold night to find all the best places around the 
fire occupied. Sitting down near a window, he loudly 
called a servant and ordered him to open a dozen oysters 
and take them out to his horse. The guests, agog with 
curiosity, went out to see the animal with the wonderful 
appetite, but they soon returned complaining that the 
horse would pay no attention to the oysters. By that 
time Franklin was settled in the warmest chair, and 
stretching himself lazily he replied, "In that case bring 
them to me and give him some oats." 
18. Franklin ordered the oysters taken to his 
horse because 
18-1 the horse had formerly liked oysters. 
18-2 he hoped to get them for himself 
without paying for them. 
18-3 he wanted a chair by the fire. 
18-4 he enjoyed making people curious. 
18-5 he wanted to attract attention to 
himself. . . . . . . • . . • • . 18( ) 
19. The writer wants to indicate that Benjamin 
Franklin was 
19-1 lazy. 
19-2 selfish. 
19-3 vain. 
19-4 famous. 
19-5 clever. . . . . . . . . . . . . 19( ) 
20. Franklin was apparently 
2Q-1 not surprised that the horse refused 
to eat the oysters. 
2Q-2 surprised when the guests went out 
to see his horse. 
2Q-3 sorry that he would have to eat the 
oysters himself. 
20-4 sorry that the horse would not eat 
the oysters. 
20-5 playing a joke on the servant at the 
inn. . • • . • . . • • . . . . • 20( ) 
Go on to the next page. 
The colonists are men; the colonists are therefore free-
hom; for, by the law of nature, all men are free bom, 
white or black. No good reason can be given for 
ensla'ving those of any color. Is it right to enslave a man 
because his color is black, or his hair short, and curled like 
wool1 instead of Christian hair? Can any logical infer-
ence in favor of slavery be drawn from a flat nose or a 
short face? The riches of the West Indies or the luxury 
of the metropolis should not have weight to break the 
balance of truth and justice. Liberty is the gift of God 
and cannot be annihilated. 
21. The writer appears to be 
21-1 certain that he is right.' 
21-2 uncertain of his opinions. 
21-3 a, slave. 
21-4 a colonist. 
21-5 ~ger for information. . . . . . . 21( 
i 
22. According to the passage, the right to free-
dom is 
22-1 something that man must eam by 
his own efforts. 
22-2' bestowed on man by law. 
22-3 established beyond the powers of 
law. 
22-4 npt extended to women. 
22-5 responsible for man's attainment of 
vtealth.. . . . . . . . . • . . . 22( 
23. The writer suggests that slavery resulted 
from 
23-1 the breakdown of religion. 
23-2 the desire for wealth. 
23-3 conquest by force of arms. 
23-4 differences in men's places of birth. 
23-5 the founding of the West Indian 
colonies. . . . . . . . . . . . . 23( 
24. The main thought of this passage is that 
24--1 there is no justification for slavery. 
24--2 only women can be held as slaves. 
24--3 there is a sound legal basis for 
slavery. 
24--4 liberty is a gift of God. 
24--5 colonists are freeborn. . . . 24( ) 
As to clever people's hating each other, I think a little 
extra talent does sometimes make people jealous. They 
become irritated by perpetual attempts and failures, and 
it hurts their tempers and dispositions. Unpretending 
medio~::rity is good, and genius is glorious; but a weak 
tfl.avor:of genius in an essentially common person is de-
testable. It spoils the grand neutrality of a common-
place €haracter, as the rinsings of an unwashed wineglass 
spoil ai draught of fair water. No wonder the poor fellow 
(Continued in next column) 
- 8-
(Continued from preceding column) 
who belongs to this class of slightly favored mediocrities 
is puzzled and vexed by the strange sight of a dozen men 
of high capacity working and playing together in harmony. 
25. The writer suggests that persons of excep-
tionally great ability 
25-1 tend to like and appreciate one 
another. 
25-2 are unable to work together. 
25-3 dislike the company of ordinary men. 
25-4 are likely to be jealous of one another. 
25-5 are essentially common except for 
their 'genius. . . . . . . . . . . 25( ) 1 
26. He also suggests that talented people some-
times have jealous natures because they 
26-1 care more for their work than for 
human relationships. 
26-2 do not attempt to control their 
feelings. 
26-3 have had too much disappointment. 
26-4 have had little opportunity to know 
each other. 
26-5 have only neutral characters. . . . 26( 
27. The author of this passage increased its 
effectiveness by the use of 
27-1 description of individual personal-
ities. 
27-2 a striking comparison. 
27-3 appeal to tradition. 
27-4 subtle flattery of the reader. 
27-5 Biblical allusion.. . . • . . . . . 27( 
28. The writer's attitude toward completely 
commonplace persons is one of · 
28-1 contempt. 
28-2 suspicion. 
28-3 impatience. 
28-4 respect. 
28-5 envy. . . . . . . . . . • . . . 28( 
29. The writer apparently prefers 
29-1 ordinary men to geniuses. 
29-2 harmony to ability. 
29-3 slightly gifted men to geniuses. 
29-4 water to alcoholic drinks. 
29-5 ordinary men to slightly gifted men. 29( 
30. Which one of the following proverbs ex-
presses somewhat the same thought as the 
passage above? 
3Q-1 A little learning is a dangerous thing. 
3Q-2 Much learning doth make thee 
mad. 
3Q-3 Good sense travels on the well-wom 
paths; genius, never. 
3Q-4 Genius does what it must, and· 
talent does what it can. 
3Q-5 None think the great unhappy but 
the great. . . . . . 30( 
• • • • * • • • 
Go on to the next page 
) 
I-
Did you ever hear of a bird that acts as a toothpick? 
[t's called the zick-zack. It picks leeches and other 
parasites from the crocodile's mouth, and acts as a 
sentinel for the reptile, too. 
The zick-zack is a member of the plover family. The 
plovers are small shore birds about twelve inches long, 
being plumper and stubbier than the snipes and having 
shorter, thicker necks. The golden plover is the most 
beautiful and the most traveled member of the plover 
family. Golden plovers breed in northern Canada in the 
mmmer but spend their winters in Brazil and Argentina, 
111aking the trips in nonstop flights across thousands of 
111iles of land and water. 
n. We might expect to find plovers flying northward 
across the United States in 
31-1 February. 
31-2 April. -
31-3 July. 
31-4 October. 
31-5 December ............ 31( 
12. The golden plover is noted for his 
32-1 attachment to crocodiles. 
32-2 ability to fly long distances. 
32-3 short, thick neck. 
32-4 peculiar appearance. 
32-5 unusual breeding places. . . . 32( ) 
,3. The writer asks a question in the first sen-
tence of the passage mainly in order to 
33-1 find out what the reader knows. 
33-2 show what the passage is about. 
33-3 get some information about the zick-
zack. 
33-4 arouse the reader's curiosity. 
33-5 make the reader realize his igno-
rance. . . . . • . . . . . 33( ) 
4. The best heading for this passage would be 
34-1 Three Unusual Birds. 
34-2 Migratory Birds. 
34-3 Bird Life. 
34-4 The Golden Plover. 
34-5 Plovers. . . . . . . .... 34( ) 
- 9-
Amy bid furiously at the auction for a lot described as 
11Twelve kitchen chairs; also a small wicker knife-
basket." Robert, knowing the size of their kitchen, 
made urgent signals to her across the room. She stopped 
bidding, and the lot was knocked down to someone else 
for more than its value by a grateful but mystified 
auctioneer. 
11You got mixed up in the lot numbers, didn't you?" 
Robert said afterwards. 
11No, dear," she said guiltily. 11I'm awfully sorry; It 
was that knife-basket. I suddenly thought-so wretched 
not to be grand enough to be in a lot by itself. Just 
tagged onto kitchen chairs like that." 
35. Robert is probably 
35-1 Amy's husband. 
35-2 one of Amy's servants. 
35-3 a friend of Amy's. 
35-4 a stranger to Amy. 
35-5 Amy's father. . • . . . . . . . . 35( 
36. Robert signaled Amy to 
36--1 stop bidding. 
36--2 bid higher. 
36--3 let him bid. 
36--4 watch the auctioneer. 
36--5 tell her that he was leaving. . . . . 36( 
3'7. Amy was bidding because she 
37-1 needed some kitchen chairs. 
37-2 thought that it was fun to bid. 
37-3 knew that it would bother Robert. 
37-4 needed a knife-basket. 
37-5 feltsorryfortheknife-basket ..•• 37( 
38. Robert thought that Amy had 
38-1 bid for the kitchen chairs by mistake. 
38-2 -forgotten when to stop bidding. 
38-3 not bid high enough for the chairs. 
38-4 for once shown good sense in bidding 
high. 
38-5 no idea why people were bidding. . . 38( 
39. The auctioneer could not understand why 
39-1 Amy stopped bidding. 
39-2 so high a price was bid for the lot 
mentioned. 
39-3 anyone should get mixed up in the 
lot numbers. 
39-4 the knife-basket was included in the 
same lot with the chairs. 
39-5 anyone would want twelve kitchen 
chairs. . . • . . • . . • • • • . 39( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Go on to the next page. 
Here is the way to make a grenade that anyone ac-
customed to dealing with explosives can follow and that 
any brave man with a little training can use. Take an 
eight-ounce stick of ordinary blasting dynamite that is 
about 1i inches in diameter and divide it carefully into 
three equal parts. Then take two sections of pipe about 
2 inches in diameter.· Pipe made of malleable iron or 
steel is best. These are in every plumber's stock. These 
sections of pipe should be welded roughly or stuck to-
gether with any glue that grips metals. Next, wrap one 
part of the explosive in stiff paper and slip it inside the 
pipe. Some of the explosive Will probably stick out at 
the ends. Now make a hole in one end of the explosive 
with a pencil. Get ready, but do not insert, a detonator 
to fit this hole. Modem detonators are safer than those 
of the past, but they should not be handled or put near 
the explosive until this becomes necessary. 
Attach firmly to the detonator a length of black fuse, 
the sort that bums about 2 feet per minute. Three 
inches is enough; that gives you 7i seconds. You can 
shorten this fuse as desired to give a 5-second or 2!-second 
interval between lighting and bursting. Last, wrap the 
whole thing in a piece of waterproof cloth and tie it at 
the neck near the fuse. 
40. The best heading for this passage would be 
40-1 Hand Grenades. 
40-2 Military Information. 
40-3 Homemade Explosives. 
40-4 The Use of Grenades. 
40-5 How to Make a Grenade. . . . • 40( ) 
41. The diameter of the completed grenade will 
be about 
41-1 1! inches. 
41-2 2 inches. 
41-3 3! inches. 
41-4 4 inches. 
41-5 5 inches. • . . . . • . . . • • . 41( ) 
42. The grenade is wrapped in cloth primarily to 
42-1 keep it from getting wet inside. 
42-2 keep out dust. 
42-3 prevent it from exploding too soon. 
42-4 prevent fragments from flying about 
when it explodes. 
42-5 make it easier to carry. . . • •• 42( ) 
43. To secure a 10-second interval between 
lighting and bursting, the length of the 
fuse must be 
43-1 10 inches. 
43-2 2 inches. 
43-3 3 inches. 
43-4 4 inches. 
43-5 8 inches. . . . • • . . • . • . 43 ( ) 
44. Before the explosive is placed in the sec-
tions of pipe, it should be 
44-1 cut to the right length. 
44-2 fitted with a detonator. 
44-3 wrapped in paper. 
44-4 provided with a hole for the de-
tonator. 
44-5 attached to a length of black fuse. 44( ) 
45. 
46. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
47. 
48. 
49. 
Each grenade will contain 
45-1 1! ounces of dynamite. 
45-2 2 ounces of dynamite. 
45-3 3 ounces of dynamite. 
45-4 2i ounces of dynamite. 
45-5 8 ounces of dynamite .• •. 45( 
The writer puts special emphasis on the 
importance of 
46-1 using blasting dynamite. 
46-2 using pipe made of malleable iron 
or steeL 
46-3 not inserting the detonator in the 
explosive until necessary. 
46-4 wrapping the grenade in waterproof 
cloth. 
46-5 selecting a fuse 3 inches in length .. 46( 
One day when I was out hunting I used up ai 
my shot on small game. Shortly after, I camE 
upon a fine stag. '-I charged my gun with powdel 
and a handful of cherrystones. Thus I let fly a1 
· the stag and hit him on the middle of his foreheac 
between the an tiers. It stunned him; he staggered 
yet he made off. A year or two after, I beheld ii 
the same forest a noble stag with a fine full-growi 
cherry tree more than ten feet high between hi: 
antlers. Recalling my former adventure, I looke< 
upon him as my own and brought him to th1 
ground by one shot, which at once gave roe th~ 
haunch and cherry sauce: for the tree was covere~ 
with the richest fruit, the like I had never taste< 
before. 
The writer says that, when he first saw the 
stag, he 
47-1 fired on it but missed. 
47-2 wounded it seriously. 
47-3 hit it with a cherrystone. 
47-4 did not want to kill it. 
47-5 thought it was too small to bother 
with. • ....• · ...••.. 47( 
The most believable statement of ·;the 
writer is that 
48-1 he saw a stag in the for~t. -
48-2 he stunned the stag when he first 
saw it. 
48-3 he saw a stag with a cherry tree be-
tween its antlers. 
48-4 he obtained both haunch and cherry 
sauce. 
48-5 the cherry sauce was the best he 
had ever tasted ... , . . . . 48( 
"At once" in line 12 means 
49-1 immediately. 
49-2 for the last time. 
49-3 very soon. 
49-4 for the first time. 
49-5 in a single stroke. • . • • . 49( 
Go on to the next pag• 
50. It is most probable that this anecdote is 
50-1 a true account of a remarkable oc-
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
currence. 
50-2 slightly exaggerated. 
50-3 not intended to be believed. 
50-4 intended to show how stags may 
best be hunted. 
50-5 intended as proof of the writer's 
marksmanship. . ........ 50( ) 
Their leader stood, as all other Western men did, 
for the principle that every community must have 
its own life in the free partnership it had formed, 
and its own unhindered, unbidden development, 
unchecked by the national government; for he 
believed that to be the end and object of the Union, 
to make the states secure of their individual de-
velopment and set them forward in their own ways. 
But there was an infection of national feeling, too, 
upon the stirring frontier where he had been bred 
which no man could escape; a sense as of a people's 
life a-making upon a continental scale; an ardor 
for broad schemes and vast achievement, in hands 
united and backed by the nation's power. 
The leader was brought up 
51-1 on the frontier. 
51-2 in a large Western city. 
51-3 in the South. 
51-4 outside the Union. 
51-5 on the sea. . . . . . . . . . . . 51( ) 
The leader's ideas seem to be 
52-1 unrelated to one another. 
52-2 pessimistic. 
52-3 unique. 
52-4 conflicting. 
52....:.5 lawless. . . . • . . . . . . . 52( ) 
"An infection" in line 9 most nearly means 
53-1 an injury. 
53-2 a disease. 
53-3 an atmosphere. 
53-4 a decline. 
53-5 a discovery. . . . . . . . . 
The leader is most strongly in favor of 
54-1 a powerful national government. 
54-2 independent state governments. 
54-3 dissolving the Union. 
54-4 giving up frontier life. · 
54-5 cleansing our national life. 
"Stirring" in line 10 most nearly means 
55-1 confusing. 
55-2 moving. 
55-3 disturbing. 
• 53( 
. 54( 
55-4 exciting. 
55-5 dangerous. . • • . • . , . . . · 55 ( 
) 
) 
) 
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56. The leader believed that the main purpose 
of the Union was to 
56-1 develop the nation on a continental 
scale. 
56-2 prevent the states from interfering 
with one another. 
56-3 stir up national feeling. 
56-4 provide protection for the settle-
ments on the frontier. 
56-5 make it possible for each state to 
develop in its chosen way. . ... 56( 
57. "Which" in line 11 refers to 
57:-1 "the national government" (line 5). 
57-2 "the end and object of the Union" 
(line 6). 
57-3 "theirindividualdevelopment" (lines 
7-8). 
) 
57-4 "an infection of natio"nal feeling" 
(line 9). 
57-5 "the stirring frontier" (line 10). . . 57( ) 
"And what, by Jove," said the Colonel, turning to 
Mrs. Stickney, "is your opinion of all these blood sports?" 
"I think they are indefensible but irresistible," she 
answered. She had found through long experience that 
this remark usually closed the subject pretty quickly. 
It left very little to be said. Besides, she meant it. 
"Hal" exclaimed the Colonel. She noted with delight 
that he really did say "Hal" This made a valuable 
addition to her collection. She had lately acquired a 
"Humph!" and two "Whews!" but she was still waiting 
for a "Pshaw!" 
58. Mrs. Stickney did not want to 
58-1 hurt the Colonel's feelings. 
58-2 be left out of the discussion. 
58-3 say what she really thought about 
blood sports. 
58-4 talk to the Colonel at all. 
58-5 take part in the discussion of blood 
sports. . . . . . . . ... 58( ) 
59. Mrs. Stickney· had not heard anyone 
around her say, 
59-1 "Humph!" 
59-2 "Whew!" 
59-3 "Hal" 
59-4 "Pshaw!" 
59-5 "By Jove!" ........••. 59( 
60. It is evident that Mrs. Stickney thinks that 
60-1 the discussion of blood sports is 
fruitless. 
60-2 the Colonel does not expect her to 
answer his question. 
60-3 the ColoneJ was surprised by her 
answer to his question. 
60-4 the people with whom she is talking 
are very intellectual. 
60-5 blood sports are very disgusting. . 60( 
* * * * * •. * * 
) 
) 
Go on to the next page, 
"Any cards going tonight?" inquired the Southerner. 
"'Stud and draw," Slim told him. "Strangers playing." 
f'l think I'd like to get into a game for a while," said 
th~ Southerner. 
And then, before quitting the store, he made his toilet 
for this little hand at poker. It was a simple preparation. 
He took his pistol from its holster, examined it, then 
shoved it between his overalls and his shirt in front, and 
pUlled his waistcoat over it. He might have been comb-
ing his hair for all the attention anyone paid to this, 
except myself. Then the two friends went out and I 
thought of the name that Slim had applied to the 
Southerner as he clapped him on the shoulder. Clearly 
this wild country spoke a l<l.nguage other than mine. 
61. Apparently the Southerner's preparations 
for the card game were 
61-1 unusual. 
61-2 considered dangerous by the by-
standers. 
61-3 customary. 
61-4 amusing to the bystanders. 
61-5 carefully concealed. . . . . 61( 
62. The writer is evidently 
62-1 a stranger. 
62-2 I an old friend of the Southerner. 
62-3 one of the poker players. 
62-4 an old friend of Slim. 
62-5 the storekeeper. . . . • . • . . . 62( 
63., The writer was apparently surprised at the 
63-1 Southerner's desire to play cards. 
63-2 way in which the Southerner pre-
pared for the card game. 
63-3 fact that the Southerner made so few 
preparations for the card game. 
63-4 Southerner's friendship with Slim. 
63-5 Southerner's choice of words. . . • 63( 
) 
) 
) 
Bullfighting was introduced into Spain by the Moors in 
the thirteenth century. Today every move in the drama 
of the fight is made according to time-honored custom. 
Each bull is allowed to attack three horses and each 
horse may be attacked three times. After each of the 
three horses has . been attacked, the first banderillo 
challenges the bull. He holds in each hand a barbed 
stick, gay with colored paper; as the buli charges him, he 
pluzwes the barbs into its shoulders. Four pairs of barbs 
are rthus fastened in the hull's shoulders. Then the 
(Continued in next column) 
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(Continued from preceding column) 
matador takes charge. He makes seven passes before 
the bull with a red cape. Finally, the bull stops, weary 
and puzzled, snorting with rage. The matador now 
attempts to choose a moment for the death thrust when 
the hull's forefeet are close together. Only then can the 
sword be plunged to the animal's heart. 
64. In a bullfight, the bull first attacks 
64,:--1 the matador. 
64-2 the banderillo. 
64-3 a horse. 
64-4 a red cape. 
64-5 another bull. . . • • • . • • • • 64( ) 
65. Apparently the matador tries to kill the 
bull by 
65-1 fastening barbs in its shoulders. 
65-2 tiring it to death. 
65-3 bleeding it to death. 
65-4 thrusting a sword into its heart. 
65-5 plunging a sword into its brain. . . 65( ) 
66. How many barbs are fastened in the hull's 
shoulders? 
66-1 7 
66-2 2 
66-3 3 
66-4 4. 
66-5 8 • . • • . . . : . . • . • • 66( ) 
67. The main purpose of the writer is appar-
ently to 
68. 
69. 
67-1 describe the main events in a bull-
fight. 
67-2 show that bullfighting is a cruel 
sport. 
67-3 make the reader want to attend a 
bullfight. 
67-4 tell about the origins of bullfighting. 
67-5 emphasize the amount of skill re-
quired for bullfighting. . . . . • . 67( ) 
How many times does the matador wave 
his red cape before the bull? 
68-1 Six times 
68-2 Twice 
68-3 Three times 
68-4 Nine times 
68-5 Seven times 
The passage states that bullfighting 
69-1 -originated in Spain. 
69-2 was invented by the Moors. 
• • • 68( 
69-3 usually results in the death of a bull. 
69-4 first appeared in Spain after the year 
1200. 
69-5 is a· dangerous sport. . . • • • . 69( 
) 
Go on to the next page, 
I - ----------
I do not mean by beauty of form such beauty as that 
of animals or pictures, which the many would suppose 
to be my meaning; but understand me to mean straight 
lines and circles, and the plain or solid figures that are 
formed out of them by turning-lathes and rulers and 
measurers of angles; for these I affirm to be not only rela-
tively beautiful, like other things, but eternally and 
absolutely beautiful. 
70. 
71. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5} 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
72. 
The writer thinks that his idea of beauty is 
70-1 easy to understand. 
70-2 the only one that is correct. 
70-3 , not held by many people. 
70-4 only relative. 
70-5 simpler than others. . . . . . . . 70( 
The writer sees beauty mainly in 
71-1 nature. 
71-2 pai11ting. 
71-3 sculpture. 
71-4 poetry. 
71-5 geometric figures ..•.....• 71( ) 
As botanists we are interested in the moment 
when the first plant began. For there was raised 
the flag of life. Any organism that could exist 
upon a naked planet would have to be completely 
self-supporting. It would have to be such a being 
as could absorb raw, elemental materials and, using 
inorganic sources of energy, make living proto-
plasm of them. No animal fits this description, 
but autotrophic plants do. An autotroph is a 
self-sustaining vital mechanism. 
The writer implies that the earth in very 
early times was 
72-1 more favorable to life than it is at 
present.-
72-2 less favorable to life than it is at 
present. 
72-3 inhabited by animals rather than 
plants. 
72-4 inhabited by both animals and 
plants. 
72-5 lacking in both energy and raw 
materials. , . . . . . . . . . . 72( ) 
73. In speaking of "a naked planet," the writer 
means that the earth had no 
73-1 human inhabitants. 
73-2 atmosphere. 
73-3 vegetation. 
73-4 sources of energy. 
73-5 elemental materials. . . . . . . . 73( 
74. The writer believes that the first life that 
appeared upon the earth was in the form of 
74-1 one-celled animals. 
74-2 reptiles. 
7 4-3 insects. 
74-4 plants. 
74-5 mammals. . .......... 74( 
) 
) 
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75. From the context, we may most reasonably 
infer that "autotrophic" in line 9 means 
75-1 elemental. 
7 5-2 inorganic. 
75-3 independent. 
7 5-4 living. 
75-5 parasitic. . 75( ) 
A very arrogant baron who has already won three 
ransoms determines to increase his wealth further. Sta-
tioning himself at the head of the lists, he bids his pur-
suivant challenge all comers. There is a long hush. 
Sire Paul is assuredly a terrible man. Suddenly the 
spectators begin to cry, "A St. Aliquis." Sire Aimery 
himself is sending down an acceptance of the challenge. 
All the older knights mutter, "A fearful risk for the lad. 
Let him pray to his saints." Conon demands angrily of 
Olivier, "Could you not keep the boy back from this 
folly?" 
But does not Heaven favor the young and the brave? 
Perhaps it is because Sire Paul has let himself become 
careless; perhaps it is because his squire has forgotten to 
tighten his saddle girths. In any case, results confound 
the prophets. And no victory could have been more 
popular. 
76. Sire Paul is evidently 
76-1 an experienced warrior. 
7 6-2 a very young man. 
76-3 a popular knight. 
76-4 a penniless knight. 
76-5 an unskilled warrior .. 
77. The older knights expected that 
77-1 Sire Paul would be killed. 
. . . • 76( 
77-2 Sire Aimery would be killed. 
77-3 St. Aliquis would be disgraced. 
77-4 Sire Aimery's pursuivant would be 
injured. 
77-5 both Sire Paul and Sire Aimery 
would be killed. . . . . . . . . . 77 ( 
78. Sire Paul engaged in combat principally to 
78-1 improve his reputation as a warrior. 
78-2 prove that he was afraid of no one. 
78-3 make money. 
78-4 provide entertainment for the spec-
tators. 
78-5 satisfy his own vanity. . . . . . . 78( 
79. We may be most certain that Sire Aimery is 
79-1 a young man. 
79-2 unpopular with the spectators. 
79-3 Canon's pursuivant. 
79-4 a wealthy man. 
79-5 reluctant to challenge Sire Paul. . . 79( 
80. To the spectators, the result of the combat 
was 
80-1 what they had expected. 
80-2 disappointing. 
80-3 pleasing. 
80-4 of no interest. 
80-5 inconclusive. • . . . . . . . • . 80( 
) 
) 
Go on to the next page. 
' 
Somehow it wasn't quite right that French trees and 
grass should be of the same green, French earth of the 
same brown, French sky of the same blue, as in a natural, 
correct country like the United States. After the tight 
little fenced fields of England, the wide Picardy plains, 
green with approaching April, seemed to Mr. Atwood 
extraordinarily like the prairies of Illinois and Iowa. It 
was a little disappointing, not quite right and decent after 
he had gone and taken so long and expensive a journey, 
yet he was pleased by a sense of recognition. 
81. Mr. Atwood has apparently 
81-1 studied a great deal of geography. 
81-2 found France to be just as he ex-
pected it. 
81-3 long dreaded a trip to France. 
81-4 been disappointed by the scenery in 
England. 
81-5 not traveled very much before ... 81( 
r 1 82. Mr. Atwood has just left 
82-1 his own country. 
82-2 America. I l 
I 
I 
l 
I 
83. 
82-3 Picardy. 
82-4 England. 
82-5 southern Europe. . . . . . . . . . 82( 
It was a little disappointing to Mr. Atwood 
to find that the scenery in France 
83-1 looked like American scenery. 
83-2 was different from English scenery. 
83-3 was not worth looking at. 
83-4 lacked contrasting colors. 
83-5 looked unnatural and foreign .... 83( 
84. Mr. Atwood was apparently traveling in 
84-1 March. 
84-2 April. 
84-3 May. 
84-4 June. 
84-5 July.. . . . . 84( 
) 
) 
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85. The writer is probably trying to convey the 
idea that 
85-1 all countries are a little disappoint-
ing at first. 
85-2 most countries look fundamentally 
very much alike. 
85-3 travel is disappointing. 
85-4 France is beautiful in the spring. 
85-5 America is more beautiful than 
France. . . • . . . . . . . . . 85( ) 
(1) Poverty may be an unescapable misfortune, but 1 
(2) that no more makes it honorable than a cocked eye : 
(3) is m~de honorable by the same cause. Do I advo-
(4) cate, then, the ceaseless, senseless hogging of , 
(5) money? I do not. All I advocate-and praise as · 
( 6) virtuous-is the hogging of enough to provide 
(7) security and ease. Despite all the rom~ tic super-
(8) stitions to the contrary, the artist cannot do his 
(9) best work when he is oppressed by unsatisfied 
(10) wants. The best and clearest thinking of the 
(11) world is done and the finest art is produced, not by 
(12) men who are hungry, ragged, and harassed, but by 
(13) men who are well-fed, warm, and easy in mind. 
86. The writer thinks that poverty is 
86-1 dishonorable. 
86-2 honorable. 
86-3 useful. 
86-4 unfortunate. 
86-5 romantic.. • . . • • . . . • . . 86( 
87. "The same cause" in line 3 refers to 
87-1 "a cocked eye" (line 2). 
87-2 being unavoidable. 
87-3 the fact that poverty is a misfortune. 
87-4 the fact that a cocked eye is some-
times amusing. 
87-5 personal honor ...•...... 87( 
88. "Easy," as used in line 13, means 
88-1 simple. 
88-2 soft. 
88-3 generous. 
88-4 content. 
88-5 capable. . . . . • • . . • • . . 88 ( ) 
Go on to the next page. 
The writer implies that most people believe 
that 
89-1 
89-2 
89-3 
89-4 
89-5 
all artists are poor. 
artists do their best work when they 
are poor. 
artists are superstitious. 
artists and scientists should be well 
paid. 
poverty is unavoidable. . . . . . . 89( 
Speed of Comprehension Score 
Total number right.~----
Subtract. ____ _ 
(See table above.) 
Raw Score = Differenc.,_ ___ _ 
Scaled Score'-~--­
(See table on key.) 
) 
90. Which one of the following words in the 
passage seems somewhat inappropriate in 
its context? 
90-1 Honorable (line 2) 
90-2 Honorable (line 3) 
90-3 Hogging (line 4) 
90-4 Hogging (line 6) 
- 15-
. 90-5 Wants (line 10) . . . 90( 
* * * * * * * * 
Do not go on to the next test 
until you are told to do so. 
Level of Comprehension Score 
Number of completed scales ____ _ 
(1 if last item marked is 30, 31, · • • 59; 
2 if last item marked is 60, 61, • • • 89; 
3 if last item marked is 90) 
Number righ.._ ___ _ 
(on completed scales only) 
Subtract ____ _ 
(Look up in table at left amount to 
be subtracted corresponding to the 
number wrong on completed scales.) 
Raw Score = Difference ____ _ 
Scaled Score ____ _ 
(See table on key under column corre-
sponding to number of scales completed.) 
•(JJ 
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PURPOSE: 
TO THE.TEACHER 
(to be read) 149 
Th~s workbook is designed to develop skill in three areas of 
critical thinking: 1) Interpretation, 2} Evaluation of Argument, and 
3) Recognition of Assumptiono 
CONTENT 
The exercises are based on social studies materials. Senator 
John F .. Kennedy's Profiles in Courage; Albert M. Carr's Men of Power; 
Frank H .. Mccloskey's How to Write Clearly and Effectively; Harold L .. 
Herber's A Comparison of the Composition Interests of 660 Students in 
Grades 8 through .12.:, ~e used as sources for the materials-.·.c;:>~mrc~he 
83LSt i<'cr'l:a:s- :tte cf.t 't'W":itme ~]j·jctjjjoalns., SAm t:e sm·an ji:d;tia::t3a;tm~;i lme·di:llti a J;)(nien:r; . 
ns.ltS?~:tan~o1f'si ~t ~-~-c~ J;ahtr, q)a~U.car · :tiop::1ra:s'c:Wlgla:h~:r.e·-· 
~ah><Hala;l:B'l:mwri ·t6 ·be ofLgreat intcirest-> Url1chl1tglt rsdhoa.l~ :;rbuden:tis :~ 
~. . 
PROVISIONS 
Time: These exercises are to be given in 20 to 30 minute sessions 
twice-a"Week for 12 weeks. The time allotted: to each-:- sectian..:.-is given 
below in "The Teaching Designo" Under no circumstances shoUld" the time 
exceed 30 minutes.. Tuesday and Thursday are suggested days for teach-
ing.. Variance is permissible, as long as one day intervenes. 
Answers: Immediate knowledge of the degree of success is avaik .. 
able to the studento The answers to each exercise are .found on the 
folded section of the corresponding page.. Students should be told that 
they WILL NOT be €ratled on the exercises; therefore, there would be no 
benefit in copying the suggested answers. Within a given section, the 
students should correct each exercise as theY,:" . .finish it and before go-
ing on to the next .. 
Individual Differences: In this workbook, two factors provide for 
individual differences in ability to think critically: 1) The time 
· factor; 2) Graduated increase in q.ifficul ty of the exercises within 
each sectiono · 
The Exercises increase in difficulty level in each section.. With-
in the' 20 to 30 minute time limit, the students of lesser ability wllill 
not progress beyond the easier exercises-while the more able students 
will become involved with the more difficult. Each_ptudent, then, 
handles materials a~ his ability level. ·' , ' · 
If a student finishes a section, he might be used to help students 
having difficultyo He should not go on to the next section. · 
Multiple Response: The answer sheet design allows students to work 
·singly, in pairs or in groups as rapidly as t:Q.ey are able. ·· This makes 
possible active participation of all students all of the time rather·· 
than one at a time as in traditional recitation procedure. 
TEACHING DESIGN 
There are four steps in the teaching of each component of critical 
thinkin~: l) Presentation (the first section following each Intro-
duc~ion) ;_ 2) Practice (lab;~~d "Bu)? _3) Revie':' (C{; and lt-) Rec~ll (D) .. 
**The Presentation and Practice sections :!:!squire two 20-30 m-inute ses-
s:fons each; the Review and Recall, one .session each.** 
Presentation: The teacher and students ~o the exercises together, 
the teacher reading aloud and the students fo~lowing.. Make certain 
that the students understand the procedure.. Encourage questions. This 
covers two days-20 to 30 minutes each-day .. 
Practice (B): The students should be paired or grouped. They 
pr.actice what they learned in the Presentation. This should. cover 
two days. 
IMPORTANT: Notice that the sections do not progress immediately 
to Review and Recall.. There is an "incubation" period after the 
Presentation and Practice sections provided for each component. While 
the first component is working in the students' subconscious, another 
is Presented and Practic.ed. Then the first component is Reviewed and 
Recalled.. This: gives meaning to Review and Recall and it strengthens 
the use of the component$ Note the tabl~-of contants for the order of 
progression. 
Review (C): The teacher should touch lightly on the important 
points emphasized in the introduction of the component. The students 
should then work in pairs or groups as they did in the Practice. 
Recall (D): The exercises are to be done as though the section 
were a test. Each student should work alone.· When he has completed 
or th.e 30 minutes is up, he should exchange· :workb'ooks-~for C'orrection+:l 
Keys'· to~~thelreeal:l·i sectionsncltre1~·atC'tlie c)encti lOf1·.rbh!er:!book. 'T'The cb.rm.edtor 
itrastl evaluaferarl.dsmarki thefJnateifia]; W:b:ii:ttern'byttha SJt'ud;e:nt ~ Di'ScUSS'., 
COLLECT-THE WO~BOOKS AFTER EACH SESSION. 
TEACHING PROCEDURE 
The most important thing to remember is that there are no right 
or wrong answers~ Critical thinking implies individuality, not con-
formity.. Therefore, there will be differin.g opinions on most all of 
the questi~nso However, there also will be a consensus on most all 
of the questions.. This is basic to our way of life~ individuality but 
recognition of the maj.ori ty opinion. Therefore, as a teacher of the9e 
materials, do not allow yourself to take a position of defending the· 
suggested answers as absolutes.. Do try to point out why the suggested 
answer is given.. Try also to point out fallacy in reasoning which may_ 
lead to otb.er answers.. (Other answers may result based on sound . 
reasoning!) rw.hen students are paired or grouped, you should encourage 
them to be positively critical 6f others' reasonings. You can handle 
in your own way, Mr. Negative w~o will, under this freedom, disagree just for the sake of disagreeing} We are trying to develop critical 
thinking.. Make certain that they do it. · 
There are some important points ~o be noted relative to the 
teaching of these critical thinking .:c-omponents.: 
Interpretation: The most difficult part of this area is to dis-
tinguish between content and the author or character's purpose. Em-
phasize the part in the introduction where it explains the distinction. 
--
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The content tells WHAT WAS SAID,; the -purpose tells. WHY THE THING WAS : 
SAID OR DONE. This is an important distinction and must be made clear. 
Practice a few yourself. Also~ in evaluating interpretation one must 
be sure to consider the entire statement or article and the entire 
fnterpretation. Do not base a decision on isolated segments of either. 
In the pairs or groups~ students -should compare, evaluate and criticire 
the material they are to write. 
Evaluation of Argument: 
1t'he .object is to evaluate the validity and/or strength of 
each argument and to identify the criterion by which the judgment 
is made. It is necessary to consider each of the argume~ts as being 
true in every way. This necessitates objectivity. It adds strength 
to t.he exercise by placing the arguments on an equal basis'of truth. 
Their strength and weakness~ according to the criterion established~ 
then·can be readily discerned. The only exception to this is in the 
exercises based on the articles c·oncerning Mao and Franco. In these 
the truth of the arguments must be determined by the students. Is it 
true according to the article? 
In listing the criteria~ opposites have oeen placed together, e.g~ 
11 logical and illogical~~ This is a space saving .device. and need not ~ 
f-qse the students. Obviously, -logical would go. with strong argument : ·· 
and illogical with weak. 
Recognition of Assumption 
Make certain students understand the term assumption. Everything 
in the· ar~icle should be considered as true. Complete each section be£. 
fore going on tb the next. ~when identifying the assumptions in the 
sentences~ students should realize that more than one assumpt1on may 
be included in each. EMPHASIZE that the assumptions can be made bOth 
by the author of the article and by the characters in the article. 
Combining all Components ·· · 
r. 
·Keep students straight on the use of directions and keys. This 
is indicated clearly in the.Ciirections to the sub-exercises. Check 
periodfcalj:y on this. There is no Presentation~ only Review and Recall 
Students should be able to move right into these sections with no dif-
ficulty .. Maintaip the time limit! 
Practical Applications 
Work the students in pairs and groups. -Have them seek the assump-
t~ons and arguments involved. Have the~ interpret meaning and purpose. 
Perhaps each group could present its view through its secretary to the 
entire· class for discussion. As there is no "answer key" to the r_e~der 
of periodical 11.terature in everyday living~ so there is no 11 anwer key 11 
for this section. They must reach conclusions which are sound and con-. 
sis tent. Having completed the workbook,., they should be able tor and r.':· 
share the results of their eRI~IeAL THINKINQ. 
NOTE: Start the In~roductory materials on a Thursday. This will 
allow the two ~resentation sectipns to be given in the same week; 
similarly the sequence for the Presentation exercises and- the 
Review and Recall exercise:s. · ·, ·'·· 
' 
TO TEE STUDENTS 
(to be read) 
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pomeone said that 5% of the people thinkf 10% think they think, 
and 85% would rather die than think! You can judge for yourself 
whether it is true~ and~ if so, in which percentage group you fit .. 
The workbook you have in your hand was made to help people learn 
how to thinko If you are in the 5% group~ you probably have these 
skills quite well in hand.. This workbook will be a refresher.. If you 
are in the 10% group~ you may think that there is nothing new for you 
to learn and you will do the exercises "because you have tool", If you 
are in the 85% group~ yo~ probably ar~ frightened to death already and 
dread whatever is in store for you.. ~his. workbook serves well as a re-
fresher; it does have some ideas which may be new and interesting; and 
it certainly contains nothing remotely resembling danger.. As a matter 
of fact, i~ you really let yo~rself go, it can be funl 
The thinking which this workbook develops is not a weak, day> 
dreamy type of mental activity.which leads nowhere.. Rather it is a 
vigorous activity which requires concentration and real menial energy .. 
The thinking developed here has real muscle! It is called CRITICAL 
THINKING. 
Probably when-yov.-read the ·word "Critical" you thought of some 
nasty person ~eady to pounce on any little error or inconsistency you 
make and, tea.ri-ng it to shreds, shake its corpse under your nose o This 
is not what is meant here.. Critical thinking means that a person is 
positively analytical in his thought process.. There is nothing nega\-· 
tive_about ito It is not ddne with a vengeance .. It is a mature action 
in which a person1 according to some standard, evaluates anything which is presented to him for his judgmento If you faithfully perform the 
exercises in this workbook, you will be a person who thinks criticallyo 
Our society, our government, our schools need people with this abi.lity .. 
Try your best to develop it .. 
Now, you are probably wondering what is in this workbook and how 
you are to go about developing this skill.. Your teacher knows all a-
bput this., In fact there is a note TO THE TEACHER just before this 
one which tells a little about the contents and procedure of the work~ 
book .. He.probably wouldnvt mind if you read it sometimea How~ver, 
right now you should THINK a little about how ~ou~thinko Discuss with 
your classmates and teacher what you do when you think. Do you just 
let your mind wander along or do you concentrate on a certain problem? 
Are you positive or negative? Are there different kinds of thinking? 
Discuss these questions and any others you might think of today.. Think 
about it over the weekend.. The first of next week you will start these 
exercises designed to make you a CRITICAL THINKERo · 
INTERPRETATION 
The word interpretation means "to bring out the meaning of 
something~ especially by sympathetically entering into it; to ex-
plainou When one interprets an article 7 one must attempt to de-. 
termine the authorQs original meaning and explain it to oneself 
as well as to otherso ·This makes it necessary to feel a oneness 
with the author to make possible an explanation of the author's 
meaning from the author's point of viewo 
It is necessary that one be objective? particularly when 
one does not agree with the authoro However, it is important 
to realize that to explain clearly the author's meaning, it is 
necessary to exclude all personal prejudices and opinionso You 
must not read into the article things that are not really there" 
Only then can one interpret accurately any author through his 
written communicationo 
In interpreting any communication, two things have to be~ 
considered: 1) The purpose of the speaker or writer; 2) the con-
tent of what is said or writteno That is, when you interpret 
you ask: ury is the person writing or saying these certain ~ · 
thin~s?" This gives the purpose behind the statement or arti-
cleo) Then you ask: "What is the person really saying?'' (This 
reveals the content of the statement or articleo) 
To illustrate: Your parents often have to interpret some 
things you doo Perhaps you go to your parent and say, ''Mom (or 
Dad)~ you~ re the most wonderful parent in the whole world 1 I ._ just don°t know what I would do without youo" Now the interpre-
±ation beginso Probably based on past experience, he or she 
.first will. interpret the purpose behind -your statement a ''"Oh, oh 7 n he or she may think., "Here comes a pitch for an increase in tl:e 
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allowance - or for a new dress - or for the use of the car Fri-
day everiingorr Then they will interpret the content of youx .state-
mente "This child of mine really loves mea" 
You undoubtedly get the pointo One must interpret both pur-
pose and contento This is not always easy to do as~ undoubtedly 
you have already discovered during your lifetimeo 
These exercises are designed to assist you in developing,~~ ·_ 
skill in interpretationo They are so designed that you have to 
interpret"both the author's purpose.and the content of .the arti-
cleo Sometimes, you have to decide as to whether the interpre-
tation is even related to the article at allo 
You will be working with the teacher on this first set of 
exerciseso He will help you to see the differenees between in-
terpretation of purpose and contento Be sure to ask questions if 
you do not understand what you are to doo If your interpretation 
does not agree with the answer key 7 don't fret about ito Differ-
ences of opinion exist in anything" However, if you are inte~-~ 
;_p~etin~ careful_ly ~ yo~ won 1 t_ be too far off from the ke! ~ ...,. · 
. • ..a. ' -~ - v 
Cr~ticrs of Americans say that we are not a thinking peopleo 
Do these exercises and show these critics that at least your gen-
eration can thinkl 
--------
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Interpretation 
DIRECTIONS: 
These exercises include several articles which you are to in-
terpret, There are several interpretations given after each para-
graph, Decide which are correct interpretations and which are not. 
Circle the number in front of those which you feel are clearly 
correcto 
You also are to give reasons why you think some i~terpr.e~ 
tations are correct and some are incorrect. Listed immediately 
after these directions you will find five sentences with the 
letters A, B, c, D and E in f~nt of them. These are your -
reasonso On the line in front of each interpretation, place the 
letter which indicates your reason for thinking the interpre-
tation is correct or incorrect., · 
You will find the correct answers to the exercises on the 
back Df the folded se~tion on the right hand side of the pages. 
·no NOT .LOOK AT TEE ANSWERS UNTIL THE TEACHER INSTRUCTS YOU AS TO 
HOW THE ANSWER SHEET IS TO BE USED. 
A .. Correct interpretation of the content of the article. 
B., Correct interpretation of the author or character's 
purposeo 
Co Incorrect interpretation of the content of the article. 
Do Incorrect interpretation of the author or character's 
purpose. ' 
E., . Not enough information given in the article. 
3 
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Exercise I .. 
Over the last 100 years the populat·ion of the United States 
has been· growing older.. The number of older people in the country 
has been increasing faster than the number of·younger people. 
-l..:. 
1 • 
The correct interpretation(s) of this article is(are): 
This person is obviously trying to put the young people 
of the country in an inferior position. By emphasizing 
their decreasing number he makes them a minority group. 
The young people of this country need to be on their 
guard against people like this. 
2.. Well, it v s about time someone spoke out for us older ~·· 
people. Of course the older people are increasing faster 
than the young people~ You only need to look around to 
see ito This person is putting in a plug for the older 
people. 
___ 3. These facts are very·interesting and they propose many 
problems. It may be necessary for society to increase 
its retirement age of 65 so as to keep on the job many of 
these older people still capable of working well. This 
may mean that young men seeking employment may have more 
competition from older men than they have had up to now. 
4. Medicine and health education have paid off. Medicine 
provides the possibility of defeating disease. Health 
education makes the people aware of the medicine. The 
result? Longer life, therefore, more older people. 
__ 5. The population 11 growing older" means that the average age 
age of people in the United States is older than it was 
100 years agoo People are apparently living longer, giv-
ing us more old people in our population than ever before. 
The birth rate is apparently lower, giving us fewer young 
people than ever. So~ average the two together and you 
have an older population. 
* * * * * 
Exercise II .. 
For years millions of hungry sea gulls have flown inland 
and seriously damaged Swedish crops and gardens. Experts at 
first .tried to reduce the number of gulls by destroying their 
eggs but found that the gulls merely laid more eggs. 
Now, armed with saucepans and cooking stoves, the experts 
boil the eggs and carefully replace them in the nests; whereupon 
the gulls, not knowing the eggs will never hatch, sit upon them 
hopefullr until it is too late to try again. . 
-~-
The correct interpretation(s) of this article is(are): 
~eagulls are an enemy to the Swedish farmere 
The experts are guilty of cruelty to the seagulls. 
\ 
I. 
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The struggle t-o protect crops f'rom the seagulls is .a _con-
stant oneo 
The Swedish people are quite fond of' boiled seagull's eggs" 
The 'Swedish people have overcome the scourge of' the sea-
gullso 
* * * * * 
Exercise IIIo 
.~o demonstrate how little attention people pay to actual 
words, a hostess said smilingly as she passed the cakes at a 
tea: "These green ones are colored with Paris Green; the nink 
have strychnine in themo" Every guest unconcernedly took a cake 
and thanked her, 
lo 
--2, 
-1--
The correct interpretation(s) of' this article is(are): 
People are often quite inattentive, 
The author is demonstrating the good qualities of a 
hostess, 
Poisons can be made very tastyo 
Inattentive people can be tricked easily" 
The _author shows the proper conduct of' a guest" 
* * * * * 
Exercise IV, 
Any man can stand up to his opponents; give me the man who 
can stand up to his friends, 
-f.-
The correct interpretation(s) of' this statement is(are): 
It is easier to oppose an enemy than a friendo 
Friends make us more timid than enemieso 
A man who stands up to his enemies will find it easier 
to oppose his friends, 
One should be more opposed to his enemieso 
A person able to stand up to his friends earns their re-
spect, 
*:* * * * 
Exercise V, 
"Pm a smash hit 9 n boasted a conceited actor to his dinner host, Oliver Herford, "Why yesterday~ the last act almost ended, 
I had the audience glued in their seats!" 
"Wonderf'ull Wonderful!" exclaimed Herfordo nclever of' you 
to think of' it," 
-f-
~he correct interpretation(s) of' this article is(are): 
Herford was showing genuine admiration for the actoro 
All actors are boasterso 
A sarcastic answer ~ut a conceited actor in his place, 
The reader is shown an example of a host 1 s poor mannerso 
Herford did not understand what the actor meanto 
* * * * * 
II. 
III. 
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Exercise VI. 
Acting as master of ceremonies at a dinner, Mark Twain 
once warned the speakers: "I once heard a preacher who was 
powerful goodo I decided to give him every cent I had with me& 
But he kept at it too longo Ten minutes later I decided to 
5 
keep the bills and just give him the loose changeo Another ten 
minutes and I was darned if I'd give him anything at all. Then 
when he finally stopped, and the plate came around, I was so ex-
hausted that I took out two dollars out of sheer spite." 
-1--
The correct interpretation(s) of this article is(are): 
Mark Twain is confessing a theft. 
Mark Twain warns of -the dangers of lengthy speeches. 
Mark Twain frequently attended church. 
Mark Twain uses a personal experience to teach a lesson. 
Mark Twain is making fun of the clergy. 
* * * * * 
I 
I 
! 
! 
f 
f 
I 
I 
I . 
/' 
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Interpretation (B) 
Exercise I., 
Looking ahead to the year 2000 AD some people expect a 
population of 300 million in the United States~ This steady and 
rapid increase helps explain why traffic jams are so common, why 
you have to wait so long for a dental appointment, why schools · 
are overcrowded; why water supplies are running short in many 
areas, why beaches and other recreation areas are overflowing 
with people., It explains why these difficulties are becoming 
steadily worse., 
-1--
The correct interpretation(s) of this article is(are): 
__ 1., Well'J this gives me an idea of why I can't find a par:King 
place most of the time when I go into the city., I hadn't 
~ realized it before but it makes sense to me. 
__ 2., Now here is one of these people who will soon urge small 
families'} no more immigration and settlement on Mars., 
There is plenty of land left yet., Why worry about what 
might happen 50 years or so from now? 
_4 .. 
This seems logical., Our population has been increasing 
steadily, so congestion naturally would result., This 
suggests real problems by the year 2000., 
Well, I don't see how traffic problems, 
ments, ~nd crowded _schools are going to 
lation number 300 million by 2000 A.,D., 
certainly off! 
dental appoint'-
make the popu-
This fellow is I 
I 
_5 .. If we have 300 million people in 2000 A.D. in the United [ 
States, that will mean that our population will have almost 1 doubled in 50 years. This means that the world population , 
will also double., There will be about 8 billion people in 
the world in 2000 A.,D., 
Exercise II., 
During the period of defense and the war years (1940~ 
1946), our government spent 338 billion dollars for war costs 
to gain victory., In~9~5 alone, over 100 billion dollars was 
spent., During ,no~other .single year in the· history of the United 
States was so much money spent by our national ~overnmaAt. 
W.o-:rl.ciD. War II. cost far more than the entire::expendi ture for govern-1 
ment in our country from 1789 to 1941., ( 
. -~- ( 
The correct interpretation( s) ·of this article 'is (are): 
l., 
__ 2 .. 
No mention of the real loss of war - human lives., No 
mention of the heartache., No mention of the sorrow. 
We can raise money, but who can bring back those who 
were lost? 
The victory of World War II cost us dearly., The govern-
ment apparently felt that any price was worth victory over 
I. 
~CD 
]) 2 
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the enemyo Well, the victory was won.. From the point of II 
view of the cost, the victory was equal in monetary worth 
to about 150 years of our nation's existence.. D 1' 
___ 3.. It's a good thing we dropped the atomic bomb on the Japa-
nese cities of Nagasaki and Hiroshimao Although it was a 
tragic waste of human lives, it ended the war more quickly 
and did, therefore, save many American liveso 
___ 4.. This shows how anxious people are to preserve their.free_;, 
domo People in the United ~tates are willing to spend 
limitless sums .tto insure peaceo In five ye.ars they will 
spend as much money to preserve their freedom as was spent 
in 150 years to establish and develop the freedom .. 
_5o 
Thus do Americans value freedom .. 
In the days of the Roman Empire it cost· that government 25 cents for every enemy its soldiers killed~ During 
World War II, it cost the United States government 30 000 
dollars for every enemy its soldiers killedo This arficle 
reveals the rising cost of waro 
* * * * * 
Exercise IIL 
Four marines were playing bridge in a hut on Wake Islando 
Buddenly another leatherneck burst into the room and shouted: 
uThe .Taps are landing a force of about two hundred men down on 
the beach .. ,. 
The four marines looked at one another wearilyo Finally one 
said: 11 Pll goo I'm dummy this hand .. " 
-f.-
The correct interpretation\~) of this article is(are): 
One marine felt he was equal to two hundred of the enemyo 
A marine who challenges two hundred of the enemy is a 
dummyo 
The marines i ·(;tradition of toughness is emphasizedo 
Marines fight every battle at great odds .. 
This story states that sometimes marines would rather 
play bridge than fighto 
* * * * * 
Exercise IV .. 
The dictionary is the only place where success comes before 
work .. 
-f.-
The correct interpretation(s) of this·.stat€ment is(are): 
This person is an expert on the writing of dictionarieso 
Real success comes only after worko 
The author desires to show that a person must work hard 
to be successfulo 
III. 
c 1 
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This person is bragging about his knowledge of the 
alphabet .. 
It's not necessary to work in order to succeed. 
* * * * * 
Exercise v. 
8 
The only guarantee of absolute security for anybody is a 
life sentence in a penitentiary, and none of us want such ab-
solute security. There's a challenge to being on your own.. It's 
like the story of the ex-slave after the Civil War.. A man asked 
him, "Wasn•t it alot b-etter when you were being taken care of by 
your master, not having to worry about a thing?" 
"Well, boss," he .said.. "There's a certain looseness about 
the freedom that I sort of _enjoy." 
1 0 
--2. 
_3 .. 
. _lt. 
_5 .. 
-1--
The correct interpretation(s) of this article is(are)~ 
Freedom does not necessarily bring security .. 
The author quotes the ex-slave to revive inter-racial 
tensions. 
It is necessary for us to know that some men would 
· rather be insecure and free than secure and enslaved .. 
The ex-slave was bitter about having been a slave .. 
All prisoners in penitentiaries feel secure .. 
* * * * * 
v. 
v. 
A& 
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Persons with differing opinions ARGUE many times. And who has 
not had a difference of opinion with someone? When engaged in ex-
pressing that difference woungre".trying to convince the other person 
that you are correct and he is incorrect. You try to form your ar-
guments ·st:> that they are based on fact_, they are logical_, they are 
not just .personal opinion or based only on feelings. You feel that 
if your arguments are of this hature and your opponent is honest_, he 
cannot:help but be convinced lb{l.1:rccept your point of view. 
You see_, ARGUMENT means nproof_, evidence .•• a reason or reasons 
offered in proof. 11 The problem _:facing the ·person .fr.istening_;to·· the::-r~r:-. 
gument is one of evaluation. Is it based on fact_, is it logical_, is 
it based just on personal opinion_, is it designed to appeal to the 
emotions.,~e:ec·J.~'··and therefore_, is it a strong or weak argument or even 
an argument at all1 
Your task in these exercises\ is to read the arguments given 
<(Oncerriing certain topics of interest to peopae like yourselltes. 
You must then evaluate them_, stating whether they are strong or 
weak and why~ It is necessary for you to consider each argument 
as being true. When you come.to the sections on Mao and Franco_, 
your tea.cher will tell you how to consider thd-J:!e arguments. 
You will be working in groups and pairs. Do yo~r work carefully. 
Remember to use the answer key ONLY after you have made your own de-
cisions. You are not graded or marked on these. There is nothing 
gained by using the key as a source for your decisions. There is 
everything to lose. 
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Evaluation of 
ARGUMENT 
Exercise I. 
DIRECTIONS: Read the question and the arguments which .. 
follow. Circle the number of the argument you believe to 
be the best .. 
A. Is there more to education than just working for good grades? 
~~ Yes. One should wo~k to gain ~owledge. The grades 
are only to indicate how well you have mastered the 
knowledge., , 
2., Yes~ There's a chance to work at a job and earn 
money to buy the elothes or that car you want. 
2 .. 
B. Is there more to education than just working for good grades? B. 
1 .. 
2. 
No... Good grades are .all I want. 
No. Colleges or employers don't ask 
ask what kind ,of marks you received. 
grades are the' most important. 
* * * * * 
what you know. They 
Therefore, good 
Exercise II. 
DIRECTIONS: Read the question and the arguments following. 
Circle the number of .th~ argument you believe to be the " 
best. On the line befo're· the question, put the number which 
corresponds to your reason,for.selecting that particular 
argument. These reasops are listed below. YOU ARE TO SE-
LECT ONLY ONE ARGUMENT - THE BESTl 
1. Related or unrelated to the question. 
2. Based on important or unimportant Cfalct~.· . 
3. Based on logical or illogical reasoning. 
4-. BaBed sentiment or emotion. 5. Based on personal opinion. 
6. Restatement of the question. 
, ___ A. Should 18 year olds be allowed to vote? 
II. 
a. Yes. If they are old enough to give th_eir lives for @ 
their country in war, they are old enough to parti-
cipate in the choice of the~eaQers of the country. 
b. Yes. Other countries allow 18 year Qlds to vote. b) 
Why not us? 
c~ No. Polit.icians would influence the vote of the 18 c. 
year old. · · · 
,_B. 'Should a person ,convicted of selling dope to teenagers be 
sentenced to life imprisonment? 
a. No. The teenagers don't J:~ave to buy .it •. He shouldn·'t 
b? sentenced for life·anw ·more than the W$e~$. 
! .. , ... -- (' · ... ·( ':-.""'... ..... ~· ........ -:--... , . '("' '•'"'I : ., .. .• 
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b.. Yes~ Dope destroys a person and makes him little bet-
ter than an animal in his craving for a "fix .. " The 
peddler should be,treated as a.murderer as though he 
had actually killed the person .. 
c .. Noo The real people to get at are''the ringleaders .. 
They are getting out of it completely free .. 
Exercise IIL 
DIRECTIONS: Each argument must receive two evaluations. 
1) You judge whether the arguments are strong or weak and 
negative 6r positiveo This evaluation is indicated by 
capital letters.. 2) You give -:reasons for rating the argu-
ment strong or weak and negative or positive .. This evalu-
ation is indicated by arabic numbers .. 
First read the questions~ Then as you read the arguments 
place the letters and ;·numbers indicating your evaluation,. 
on the line before the arguments .. 
Ao Strong Positive Argument .. 
Bo Strong Negative Argument .. 
Co Weak Positive Argument .. 
D~ Weak Negative Argument .. 
E~ No Argument .. 
Related or unrelated to the question .. 
Based on important or unimportant fact~ 
Based on logical or illogical reasoning .. 
Based on sentiment or emotion • 
. Based on personal opinion .. 
Restatement of the question .. 
IL 
LB. 
a .. 
® 
Co 
III .. "· 
A.. Should all men in the United States serve at least two years A. 
in the armed forces? 
' .1· ... 
---·2: 
__ .3 .. 
~. 
4., 
---
Displays of bravery··make a man a better citizen .. 
Our country needs a,. reserve of t!rained men in case of' 
war .. 
It has bee~ proven that armed might is the best factor 
in preser~ng peace .. 
Some men are nBver able to leave home .. 
B.. S~ould the United States cease nuclear tests? 
----·~, 1 .. Russia wants us to do so .. 
____ 2.. Our scientists say the ttfall-out" is endangering the 
.lives of our entire population .. 
----~3.. We need to prepare against attack by Russia .. 
____ 4.. ·we need to provide work for cmr ~cientists .. 
* * * * * 
Exercise' IV. 
·. DIRECTIONS: You are to build particular types. of argu-
ments.. Select the phrase which makes a requested type 
o;f argument when joined with the word or words in paren-
theses., The tyne of argument requested will be indicated 
r 
( 
I 
. I 
B. , 
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by a letter and number.re~erring to the keys under 
Exercise III on page 11. 'I~- A-.2 were given, a strong 
,po'sitive argument based on important ~acts, would be ·· 
requested.) Place the number o~ the phrase on the line 
be~ore the 'letter and number indicating the. type o~ ~· 
argument requested. 
A. Should public schools be integrated to accept all races 
in one school building? 
' I ~-
Build the ~allowing argume?t~: ___ A-2; D-2 
Integration: 
a. is ~o:r the individual ;states to decide. 
~. is necessary to relieve inequality in 'our soci~ty. 
c. is not a major issue. 
d. has always been resisted. Why try to en~orce it 
now? 
12 
A. 
l!._A-2 · 
.!L_JJ.;-2 
·-----------
Exercise I. 
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Evaluation of 
ARGUMENT 
(B) 
DIRECTIONS: Read the question and the arguments which. 
follow. Circle the number of the argument you believe 
to be the best .. 
A. Should a high school student ngo steady?n 
t 
1 .. No. This limits .his associa;tion with people his own 
age and excludes him from alot of fuo. 
2.. No.. They didn't do it -in nmy father~ s day.'' 
* * * * * 
Exercise II .. 
DIRECTIONS: Follow the directions given under ~ercise II 
on page 1 0 .. 
__ A.. Should the United States belong to the United Nations? 
I. 
A. 
2. 
II 
a.. No. The United Nations has .no power_ and therefore a. 
can accomplish very little in p!reserving "W6rld peace. 
b. Yes. It is a world- representing body designed to @ 
let all nations ~eet together and iron out differences 
peacefully .. 
c .. Yes. The buildings are in the.United States. It c .. 
would be awkward if we didn't belong. 
__ B.. Should· capital punishment be abolished? 
a.. No. We have ·always had it and we shouldn't change 
now that delinquency is on the increase. 
b. Yes. Innocent people might be killed and their in-
nocence discovered too !ate. 
c .. No. It's impossible to change· these people by im-r 
prisoning them. It's better to get rid of them. 
* * * * * 
Exercise III. 
DIRECTIONS: Follow the directions given under Exercise III 
on page •11 .. 
A .. ·should the United States:have drppped the second Atom Bomb 
on ~apan during World War II? 
1 .. 
===2. 
__ 3:-.,._ 
4. 
---
The Japanese deserved it. 
This bro~ght an·end to the war more quickly and thus 
saved many American lives. 
It was only an experiement and therefore a needless 4 
waste of live's .. 
We should have sought a peaceful end to the wa·r. 
B. 
a .. 
c .. 
III. 
A. 
. C- tf 1 • 
A-3 2 .. 
~3. 
E-3 .4. 
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B. Was :pxohibition a wise law? 
___ 1. 
2. 
---
It onJ,.y made dri~ng a bigger,proble:m. 
.If it had been -enfi.orced properly, it would have ·been 
successful. 
___ .3. You c~nnot make people stop .drinking by law. They 
have to want to stop. · 
__ 4. It proved you cantt solve social problems by just 
passing laws. · · ' 
c. Should a person~~e· 18 years old before he is granted a 
license to drive? 
___ 1. Some younger people make better(dri:vers than older 
people. 
___ 2. Age is not the :factor which determines a good driver. 
__ _.3. This would b,elp curb delinquency among J>eople under 
18 years of age :who use cars to perform~ their out-
rages.again~t· society. 
* * * * * 
Exercise IV 
DIRECTIONS: Follow the directions given under Exercise IV 
on page 11'c;.Ml.d*.ti,.2,_.. · · ' 
A. Should there be Federal aid to education? 
Build the following arguments: B-2· 
- ' 
. A-·3 
--. 
The Federal government: 
a. can supply more money for ~<J:ucation than the states. 
b. should not interfer with individual states• busi~ess. 
c. doesn't have a:q. idea of what. kind of aid to give~ 
Build the followtilg arguments: ....___:.. B-2; 
Education: 
a. is tope governed only by individual states. 
__ .D-5 
b. needp ·more money than can be provided·. by individual 
states. · 
c. Q.oes not .. need aid. 
a. is a waste of money. 
14 
B. 
.B.::.6_1 • 
.E-1 2. 
13-J.. 3. 
C-~ 4. 
c. 
~1. 
.A-3 2. 
.JC:.L3. 
IV. 
A. 
__E_B-2 
__g_).-3 
~B-2 
cJ D-5 ,....,.._ 
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Interpretation (C) 
Exercise Io 
An Irishman, inviting a friend to his wedding anniversary, 
explained how to find him in the apartment house where he livedo 
"Come to the seventh floor,u he said~ vtand were you see the letter 
D on the door, push the button with your elbow, and when the door 
opens put your foot against iton 
11 Why do I have to use my elbow and my foot?" asked his 
friendo 
uwell, for heaven's sakel" exclaimed the Irishman& ttYou're 
not coming empty-handed, are you?" 
-f.= 
The correct interpretation(s) of this article is(are): 
This is told to show how to get a present from a friendo 
This tells of the clever way in which Irishmen get what 
they wanto 
This tells how a man~ brought a gift to a friend's wife o 
This is another humorous story about the Irisho 
This person is trying to make fun of the Irisho 
* * * * * 
Exercise IL 
No man has a good enough memory to be a succesful liaro 
-f.-
The correct interpretation(s) of this statement is(are): 
A successful liar has_to have a good memoryo 
There is no such thing· as being a successful liaro 
Liars are always discoveredo 
If you want to be a success, be a liaro 
A person should not depend on his ability to lieo 
* * *.* * 
Exercise IIIo 
Back in the s~cond century after Christ, there was a famous 
doctor by the·nama of Galeno He had studied under the best known 
doctors of the dayo He used his imagination and very great intel-
ligence to advance beyond the best of his teachers& He obtained 
the job of treating the gladiators who fought in the.arenas of the 
Roman peopleo _So w.ell dld he do his job that he eventually treat-
ed noblemen a:._ He. finally became the personal physic:ian of three 
Roman Emperorso His reputation became so great that he was quoted 
as an authority for 1500 years after h~ deatho 
-f.-
DIRECTIONS: By now you should be able to recognize both cor-
rect and incorrect interpretations of articles and state~ · 
mentso To make certain that this is true, you should try 
your hand at making various kinds of interpretations of 
your owno 
Listed below are three types of interpretation which 
might be madeo Using the article on Galen as your source, 
--
L 
JL1 
E .2 
l_® 
JL5 
II. 
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write zour own idea of what each interpretation might be 
or should be. 
1. An interpretation based on insufficient information. 
2. A correct interpretation of the content. 
3. An incorrect interpretation of ·the· author's purpose. 
Exercise IV. 
In the "Westernn, the gambler wagers his bankroll on the 
turn of a card. In uRussian Rouletten, the player wagers his 
life that the bullet is not in the chamber of the gun when he 
holds the revolver to his head and pulls the -trigger. How 
many people would risk their lives· _or their finances in such 
a manner? 
Who would choose his career by drawing from a hat filled 
with suggestions and taking the first. Who would choose his 
occupation by flipping a coin and taking heads or tails? "Not 
mel" we say .. Yet, an unplanned future often is as wasteful- of 
finances and life as the gambler with the cardror the revolver. 
:16 
Persons who make no definite future plans usually take one 
of the first job· .opportunities open to them after nigh school. 
If they like it, they stay. If they donTt, they soon look for 
another. This continues until they believe they are happy in th 
their job. Does this differ from pulling names from a hat or 
flipping a coin? 
There are over 20,000 legal ways of making a living listed 
in the DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONS. How many are you aware of? 
Being aware of various occupations is the first step in intelli-
gent plan:tl.ing for one's future. 
When _someone asks you, "After high ..school, what?" do you 
have an answer? 
-I--
A. W~te ~Dur own idea of what the following interpretations 
miggt·~·be.; 
1. Correct interpretation of the content of the article. 
2.. Incorrect interpretation of the author's purpose. 
3· .. - Correct interpretation of: the auth<r' s purpose. 
B. Circle the interpretations you accept. On the line before 
·each number place the-letter which corresponds to the reason 
for your accepting or rejecting the interpretation. The 
reasons are listed on page~-· 
__ 1. The author is disturbed over people selecting their 
careers by chance. He ~eels that there should be real 
---
___ 2o 
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planning done by a person to make certain that he en-
ters a career that he likes and one to which he is 
suitedo He is trying to put young people straighto 
There are some people who are careless when it comes 
to selecting their careerso They waste time and money 
while they look for a job that makes them happy. A 
person should plan intelligently for a career. 
___ 3o The author is seeking to show the ignorance of today's 
youtho They never plan for the career they seek and : just take the easy roado Whatever they happen to fall 
into 9 that is what t~ey takeo What a bunch of softies1 
___ 4~ This author has had years of experie~ce in the field of 
occupational informationo He receives good pay to in-
fluence young people to make wise decisions in choosing · 
careerso He is certain that he chase the right occu-
pation for himselfo He hopes that he can do the same 
for everyoneo 
B. 
__ ..l 
c.. Circle the interpretations you accept. Indicate your reasons C. 
in the same manner as you did in Bo 
_lo 
___ 2 .. 
_3 .. 
_4. 
_5o 
The author is trying to show that there aren't as many jobs available as there once-waso 
Selecting a career should be a careful.process. 
Gambling is a profitable career for anyone interested 
in excitement .. 
Russian youth cannot select a career for themselves; 
they are told what career to follow. 
.Selecting a career should be a chance choice. 
* * * * * 
Exercises V. 
One friend of the teenager once said~ 91 We teach our young 
people that they come from monkeys.. Then when they act like 
monkeys 9 we call them juvenile delinquents!" Most people agree that a juvenile delinquent is a teenager 
who has violated the laws or moral code which govern a societyo 
The question is: "Why are delinquents delinquent? What makes 
them go contrary to what society accents as being right or 
wrong'i'" 
Some experts say that delinquency is caused by living in 
slums.. Yet many living in slums do not 'become delinquents .. 
Some say that it is caused by lack of money.. Yet many poor 
people are not delinquent while there are many wealthy delin~ 
quents. Some say it is too much or too little intelligence .. 
Still we have very intelligent and very dull delinquentso 
It seems that wherever a line is drawn to show the dif-
ferences between the causes of delinquency from the causes of 
"normall' behavior 7 we find delinquents and "normals" appearing 
on both sides of the linea Perhaps the line has to be drawn 
differently for every persono Where would you draw the line? 
-1--
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A., Write your own idea of·:·what the following interpretat:tons 
might be or should be: 
1., An interpretation based on insufficient information. 
2., An incorrect interpretation of the content of the article. 
3 .. A correct interpretation of the author's purpose. 
B., Circle the interpretations you accept. On the line before 
each number place the letter which corresponds to the xea·son 
for your accepting or rejecting the interpretation. The 
reasons are listed on page 2 .. 
___ 1.. Perhaps the teenager has a friend in this fellow. At 
last we have someone who doesn!t look at us as though 
__ 2 .. 
__ 3. 
he were trying to fit us into a category.. He admits there 
is no absolute way to identify the causes of delinquency. 
Too bad all those who label upotential" delinquents don't 
read this article .. 
I wish these people would leave the teenagers aloneJ 
Here's another crank stirring up the public again. If 
people like him wou1d,keep quiet, perhaps teenagers would 
have less attention paid to them and get some peace and 
quiet for a change .. _ . -
.. 
This makes sense.. Every rule has an exception, they say. 
It's no different in this case .. Delinquents aren't al-
ways poor people.. Rich .People a_re delinquent too, oct- ~-
~asionally, etc.. He made a good suggestion when he said 
that perhaps delinquents can't be categorized but rather 
must be considered individually .. 
Well, I always did feel that dope rings were the cause of i 
delinquency.. The 'd.deal 'Selling dope to teenagers! These 
people are only scavengers... They should be e~terminated.· 
I'm glad to see them exposed.. · 
C6 Circle the interpretations you accept.. Indicate your reasons 
B 
---~··" ' 
in the same manner as you did in B.. C. 
__ 1 .. 
2 .. 
=-=-3 .. 
__ 4 .. 
__ 5 .. 
This shows the effect of the theory of evolution on 
teenagers .. 
There is no single cause of juvenile delinquency .. 
:. This article was written to put the teenager ±n a bad 
~ight .. 
·This author points out that there is unce~tainty as to 
what might be the causes of delinquency. 
Juvenile delinquency is increasing more rapidly in the 
south than in the north .. 
D.. Complete the following sentences by selecting the correct 
statements from the list following each sentence. Explain 
why you made your choice.. Place the letter representing 
your choice on the line before the number of the sentence. 
~ l 
_L_2 
li 3 
.Alt 
·----5 
_A_ . 
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1. '1llil:e "friend't :quoted in the first paragraph is: 
a. against the theory of evolution. 
b. blaming the theory of evolution on delinquency •. 
c. blamin~ deli~uency on the theory of evolution. 
d r sayiiig tlb.atlteenag~rs:lai!1e,;liV.iil.g . .,.the way ·they ·are 
taught to live •. _ · 
REASON: 
2. The question asked in the second paragraph is asked: 
to start ~eople thi~ing about the delinquency 
problem. 
a,. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
because the author would like an-answer. 
to set the stage for the rest of the article. 
to stir up trouble for the teenager. 
REASON: 
__ 3. 
c. 
d. 
In the 
to 
to 
to 
to 
a. 
b. 
third paragraph the auth9r tries: 
cover his ·confusion. 
show a lack of pattern in causes of delinquency 
show that experts aren 1 t so expert·af-eer all. 
show that there are many causes of delinquency. 
REASON: 
__ 4. In the fourth paragraph the meaning is that: 
delinquents aren;t t normal. a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
_causes of delinquency and .causes of normal be-·: 
havior cannot be, separated easily from each .other. 
everyone· has to decide for himself if he is a de;· 
linquent or not. 
there are no real caJISes of delinquency. 
REASON: 
19 
C2 
C4b 3 
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Interpretation (D) 
Exercise Io 
Arriving in San Francisco for an appearance on the Bing 
~rosby airshow~ Groucho Marx headed for North Beach first thingo 
"I remember a restaurant from about ten years ago where they 
served the most wonderful 65 cent dinner,n he explained. A 
couple of hours later he was backo 
ni found the place?n he said to Bing, 11 and y'know what: 
Theyvre still serving that same 65-cent dinner. Only now they 
charge $3o50 for itt" 
-,L-
The correct interpretation(s) of'this article is(are): 
Inflation increases prices but not quality. 
$3o50 is alot to charge for a hamburg platel 
The author is telling a humorous story about a comedian. 
Groucho and Bing have entertained as a team many times. 
The author is saying that Groucho is tight-fisted with 
moneyo 
* * * * * 
Exercise IIo 
The art of victory is to be learned in defeat. 
-,L-
The-cprrect interpretation(s) of this article is(are): 
A person profits by his mistakes., 
Let yourself be defeated once in a while so you can 
appreciate victoryo 
There is no difference between victory and defeat., 
Men who are defeated once always have at least one more 
victoryo 
The ~uthor is giving basic rules by which to fight a war., 
*' * * * * 
Exercise IIL 
One of the first medical schools in history was established 
in Salerno, thirty miles south of Naples., This was in the ninth 
century after Christo The Echool marked a step forward in· the 
history of doct~rs' work., An anesthetic ~as discovered. It was 
recognized that a doctor had to_have a definite course of train-
ingo For the first time in history, a man who had been trained 
was permitted to call himself "doctor." 
-f.-
Write your own idea of what the following interpretations 
might ~e or should beg 
1. A correct interpretation of the author's purpose., 
----
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2. A correct interpretation of the content of .the articleo 
3· An interpretation based on insufficient information. 
* * * * * 
Exercise IV. 
If you doubt your sanity, you are probably sane. If you are 
absolutely certain of your sanity, thsre_may h€ reason to doubt 
itl So goes unpraven'the6r:tc .. c.oncerning mental illness • .:.:. 
Authorities claim that if everyone who suffers from mental · 
illness were to be hospitalized, every hospital bed in the United 
States would be occupied (700,000)o One can see that with such a 
great number of people suffering from mental illness, it takes the 
proportions of a wajor disease. 
Years ago, people suffering from mental illness were thought 
to be inhabited with evil spirits. These people were beaten, 
thrown out of society and sometimes killed by superstitious citi-
zenso. As society began to attempt to solve the problem of mental 
illness, it was decided that these people should be placed in in-
stitutions. They were to be separated from society. But nothing 
was done to help cure the illness. No distinctions were made be-
tween the mildly ill and the violent. Consequently, often more 
harm than good was done. 
However, mainly through the efforts of people like Dorthea 
pix~ society became aware of the harm being done to these ill 
people. As a result, scientific study and treatment of mental 
illness has greatly advanced. People are realizing that mental 
illness is nothing to be ashamed of any more a physical illness. 
Many people, having been victims of mental illness, have recovered 
and are presently-living normal and useful lives. They are liv~ 
ing ::eocam;p.le£Sn©ft.nwill:t1:canvibe. do!le:~br pToper:i ·care ~nf·mentai ilJ..:b.ess. 
c.:_ ., l1-:r .) ~:. 1 ( J '~~~;:~ (: c~~;~) ·~ c"!: . ·, ,_-~;. ·.·:· .: . .. -i -, -, ··; c s .s • 
-f-
A. .Write your own idea of what the following interpretations 
might be or should be: 
1o Correct interpretation of the content of the article. 
2. Correct interpretation of the authorts purpose. 
Bo Circle the interpretations you accept. On the line before 
each number place the letter which-correspohds to the reason 
for your accepting or rejecting the interpretation. The 
reasons are listed on page two. 
__ 1 0 This person must have a relative in the mental hospital. 
He is talking in such a "matter-of-fact" way about mental 
illness. He's too "matter-of-facto" He must be hiding 
something. --
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___ 2.. This is something we need to hear more~ Mental illness 
has a long history" Only through courageous e~~orts o~ 
many people has treatment been developed which helps to 
cure the victims .. 
___ 3. Well, Ivm glad ~or this little discussion o~ mental ill-
ness.. It refreshes my memory and brings to my mind many~ 
many other things I have read on the subject. It makes me 
want to read more about it~ It certainly is worthwhile to 
study about such important problems .. 
__ 4-.. I had an uncle once that was a little odcl.. I wonder i~ 
this ~ellow had him in mind ~hen he talked about people 
thinking they are sane.. This uncle was certain that every-
one was crazy but him.. T wonder? Well, at least he was 
always happy·x 
C. Circle the interpretations you accept. Indicate your reasons 
in the same manner as you did in B .. 
Mental illness is to be greatly ~eared .. 
The author 7 a mental patient, is telling his experience. This is to make the reader aware o~ some important ~acts 
concerning mental illnesso 
The author is attempting to ~righten the reader. · 
It has taken a long time ~or mental illness to be recog-
nized as a- real disease .. 
D. Complete the following sentences by selecting the ~~~renti 
~tatement* from the list following each sentence. Place the 
letter representing·your.choice on· the line before the num-
]Jer of t:ne· sentence .. · 
_lo 
__ 2 .. 
Paragraph one means that~ 
ao All normal people are odd in various ways·, enough so 
as make them doubt their sanity occasionally. 
b.. Mentally unbalanced people ~eel that everyone is odd 
but themselves .. 
c.. You can never be s·ure that you're sane. 
do There are more insane people than we·think .. 
In paragraph two, the author is: 
a.. Saying that there are more mentally ill people than 
we can take care-nf properly" 
b.. Trying to frighten the reader by telling that many 
mentally ill people needing hospitalization are out 
in public .. 
c.. Emphasizing the extent o~ the disease .. 
d.. Trying to have more hospitals built .. 
In paragraph three, 
a.. The author tells humorous stories of mental patients. 
b .. 'The reader notes that treatment o~ mental illness has 
been a long time developing to its present stage.-
c.. One sees that treatment of the menta1ly ill was cruel 
and senseless before present day treatment .. 
d. Tells the reader that he can be thank~ul he isn't 
mentally ill .. 
------
l 
....--·._! 
-· _4-o 
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In paragraph four: 
ao The author is trying to make Dorthea Dix a big 
heroine .. 
b., The;.author tells of progress made in treatment of 
mental illness. 
23 
c.. One notes that present day t.reatment of mental ill-
ness has developed because it has been recognized as a 
disease that can respond to treatment. 
do We see how·the staff of a large hospital operates. 
1'7a' 
. .£: I 2o · 
B. Johll Quincy ~dams held more important offices in our govern-
ment than any other man in our history. He,. never-the-less, felt 
that he lacked the qualities which great leadership requires and 
that this lack made ,it impossible for him to be the statesman he 
longed to be. This feeling of inadequacy haunted him during his 
entire career. 
-.}-
Assumptions in this article are: 
The reader knows who John Quincy Adams was. 
The writer knows what offices in our government are im-
portant. · 
Adams had a poor opinion of his capabilities. 
Adams·was not a real statesman . 
Adams was always a dedicated Republican. 
G. John Quincy Adams belJeved that an elected official owed 
his allegiance, NOT to the people who elected him, NOT to his 
count~Y) but to God. 
-.}-
AssUmptions in this article are that: 
·"Voters," d:emaiid allegiance :_.to: themselves. 
Many politicians pledge allegiance to their voters. 
Elected officials must be faithful to God above all else. 
Most politicians attend church. 
Adams believed that God existed. 
* * * * * 
Exercise III. 
! 
I 
i 
( 
( 
r 
DIRECTIONS: In the following paragraphs, each sentence is 1 
numbered. Your~job is to decide what assumptions have been · 1 
made in each sentence. :Select the assumption (from the list f 
below) which you think is made in the sentence. List the . I 
letter of that assumption before the number which corresponds 1 
'"'~ -: .~to;,the sent-ence-=-.on-wpi·ch· you are ·working.· It is 'possible 
that mo·re one assumption is made. YOU MUST CONSIDER THAT ' 
THE ARTICLE IS TRUE IN EVERY WAY. You must ·consider each 
sentence separately and consider the assumptions made not 
only by the author of the article but also by the characters 
involved ·in the article. 
A. Author assumes reader's previous knowledge of sub-
ject. 
B. Assumption of person's guilt or innocence. 
c. Assumption that person is an authority on the 
subject. 
D. Assumption that a particular action is or is not 
possible. 
E. Assumption of certainty of future action. 
F. Only statement of fact or opinion. 
B 
A 1 
_L2 
c. 3 
Bl+ 
p 5 
c. 
_A_l 
A 2 
A3 
DL!-
__A_5 
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Exercise I., 
DIRECTIONS: Listed below are three assumptions. You are to 
decide what the situation is in which these ass~ptions are 
made. Select the situation from the alternatives.following 
~.the·· 9-ssumptions o Circle the number 6f your choice. 
Assumptions: 
The Jet-a-way is the best car its price range. 
John Jones needs a car. 
John -Jnnes can afford a car in this price range. 
Situations: 
1. John Jones is selling cars. 
2. John Jones is buying a new car. 
3· John Jones is listening to a sales talk. 
4. John Jones and his wife are going over their finances. 
* * * * * 
Exercise II. 
DIRECTIONS: You are to decide what assumptions have been r··· 
made in the writing of the following articles. Five possible 
. '·- assumptions are_glven below each article. Evaluate each of 
, . - --these and rate them according to this standard: 
Ao Assumption is made. 
B. Assumption is NOT made. 
C. Statement of fact. 
D. Not related to the article. 
On the line before each of the supposed assumptions, place 
the letter which corresponds to your rating. IMPORTANT: IT 
IS NECESSARY TO CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES TO BE TRUE 
IN EVERY WAY. 
A. ··rn his Pulitzer prize winning book, Profiles. in Courage, 
Senator John F. Kennedy~ortrays incidents in the lives of our 
nation's leaders which caused them to draw upon their great re-
serve of moral courage. In their experiences, these ~en showed 
courage a thousand times greater than the physical courage 
needed on the field of battle. 
l. 
--2. 
£'. 
__ I-. 
-_5. 
-1--
Assumptions in this article are! 
The reader knows what a Pulitzer Prize is. 
Moral courage is more demanding than physical courage. 
All political leaders have great moral courage. 
The writer know something of what physical and moral 
courage are. 
Senator Kennedy wrote a prize winning book. 
I. 
A. 
A 1 
A2 
~~ 
+5 
-
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B. John Quincy .Adams held more important offices in our govern-
ment than any other man in. our history. He,. never-the-less, felt 
that he lacked the qualities which great leadership requires and 
that this lack made ~t impossible for him to be the statesman he 
longed to be. This feeling of inadequacy haunted him during his 
entire career. 
-/--
Assumptions in this article are: 
The reader knows who John Quincy Adams was. 
The writer knows what offices in our government are im-
portant. · 
Adams had a poor opinion of his capabilities. 
Adams· was not a real statesman . 
Adams was always a dedicated Republican. 
G. John Quincy Adams belJeved that an elected official owed 
his allegiance, NOT to the pe-ople who elected him, NOT to his 
count~Y) but to God. 
-/--
Assumptions in this article are that: 
·'Voters," d:emand allegiance : .. to: themselves. 
Many politicians pledge allegiance to their voters. 
Elected officials must be faithful to God above all else. 
Most politicians attend church~ 
Adams believed that God existed. 
* * * * * 
Exercise III. 
DIRECTIONS: In the following paragraphs, each sentence is 
numbered. Your~job is to decide what assumptions have been i 
made in each sentence. :Select the assumption (from the list r 
below) which you think is made in the sentence. List the . i 
letter of that assumption before the number which corresponds 1 :,~ :.~to:. the sent-ence': ... on-wpi·ch· you are ·working.· lt is 'possible : 
that mo·re one assumption is made. YOU MUST CONSIDER THAT ' · 
THE ARTICLE IS TRUE IN EVERY WAY. You must ·consider each 
sentence separately and consider the ass~ptions made not 
only by the author of the article but also by the characters 
involved ·in the article. 
A. Author assumes reader's previous knowledge of sub-ject. 
B· Assumption of person's guilt or innocence. 
c. Assumption that person is an authority on the 
subject. 
D. Assumption that a particular action is or is not 
possible. 
E. Assumption of certainty of future action. 
F. Only statement of fact or opiniono 
B 
A 1 
_.L2 
c. 3 
Elf 
p 5 
c. 
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A.. 1-Edmund G., Ross saved a President .. 2-In 1867 Congress . 
sought to impeach President Johnson~ 3- This required a two-
thirds majority vote of the 'Senate., 4-Congressmen tried to in-
fluenc.e Ross.. 5-When the roll call vote took place? Ross voted 
against inpeachment.. 6-This made a two-thirds ma~ority impossi-
ble .. 
B .. 1-Because Senator Ross voted against his party in President 
Johnson's impeachment trial, he was politically ruined; 2-He 
had known that this would happen if he voted against impeach-
ment.. 3-Never-the-less 2 he voted as he felt he should.. 4-Later he said, r:..r looked down into mY open grave ••• " 
1 • 
--2. 
* * * * * 
Exercise IV. 
DIRECTIONS: In this exercise you have to decide for yourself 1 
what assumptions have been made in the writing of the.article. ' 
Your teacher will tell you' how to indicate your decisions~' 
;~;'.\ .. I'' ·: . .,_ ' . ('. ... ' 4 ( ' • '. ; ;· :1 , 
' ,, . 
A.. In 1850 Henry Clay told Daniel Webster of his plan to save 
the~ Union.. Particularly, he explained the part Mr.. Webster was 
to play. 
* * * * * 
A. 
B. 
A C.D l 
-t:-2 
E':D.3 
---pJ+ 
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Recognition of 
ASSDMPTION 
(B) 
Exercise I. 
DIRECTIONS: Decide .what assumptions have been made. Evalu-
ate each possible assumption according to this standard: 
A. AssUmption is made. 
B. Assumption is NOT made. 
C. Statement of fact. 
D. Not related to the article. 
A. Forty-eight hours after his election to the Senate, John 
Q. Adams caused a three hour debate over the legality of a Senate 
ruling to wear crepe one month in mourning for three members who 
had died. 
-f.-
Assumptions in this article ar-e: 
Adams had the authority to challenge the Senate ruling. 
Senators die in office. 
Adams became very '!J.D.popular with his fellow Senators. 
The Senate has the_~ight to pass a ruling on mourning for 
dead Senators. 
The only way to mourn for the dead is to wear crepe. 
.B., John Quincy Adams supported his father's enemy in order to 
secure the passage of the Embargo Act prior to the .War of'·l812. 
This ~ct made him a man without a party and eventually brought 
about his resignation :from the .Senate. 
1 • 
-.:-.. -.. 2. 
---i: 
=5· 
-f.-
Assumptions in this article are: 
The reader knows the identity of the father's enemy 
The reader knows what the Embargo Act is. 
That Adam's action caused his resignation. 
That Senators without parties have to resign from office. 
That a war was fought in 1812. 
C. Twenty-two years after his resignation from the ~enate, John 
Quincy Adams ran for Congressman without the aid of a party. He 
stated that he would serve only if he didn't have to engage in < 
any election campaigns and that the p.eople would recognize that 
he would not be bound in· his decisions by their wishes. He was 
elected! 
__ 1G 
2. 
-f.-
Assumptions in this article. are: 
It is possible to win an election without the _aid of :· 
political party suppnrt. 
Adams ran for office without making campaign promises. 
A. 
_A_ I 
c 2 
-P-3 
~ 
. "B 5 
B. 
A 1 
1A:2 
~~ 
c 5 
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It is possible to be a good Congressman even though one 
has not made campaign promises. 
The reader knows that Adams was once aSenato~. 
Adams was a very independent man. 
* * * * * 
Exercise IIo 
29 
_DIRECTIONS: Decide what assumptions have been made in each 
of the numbered sentencese Indicate those assumptions by 
placing the letter of the assumption ~efore the number of 
the sentence listed following the article. Theflssumptions 
are: 
Ao The Author assumes th~ reader's previous knowledge 
of the subject. 
Eo Assumption of person's guilt or innocence. 
C. ·Assumption that person is an authority on the 
subjecto 
D. Assumption that a pa~ticular action is possible. 
E. Assumption of certainty of future action •. 
F. Only a statement of fact or opinione 
A. 1-Edmund Ross voted against the impeachment of President 
Johnson to save the executive branch of the government from the 
legislativeo 2-He believed it was dangerous to seek impeachment 
of a President just because he disagreed with Congress. 
__ 1 e __ 2. 
c. 
A 1 
c-2 
T3 
A 4 
c. 5 
A. 
ABDI:: 1 
CDE 2 
Eo l-In later years many of the previous enemies of Ross prais.ed E,. 
him for his heroic and wise action.. 2-They said that it preser:Ved : 
the system of checks and balances in our government. 
_1 .. 2. 
* * * * * 
Exercise III. 
DIRECTIONS: In this exercise you have to decide for your.-
self what assumptions have been made in the writing of the 
article.. Your teacher will tell you how to indicate your 
decisions. 
A.. Members of Congress tried to impeach President Johnson. He 
f~ught against the impeachmente 
:8. Henry Clay asked Daniel Webster to present the "Clay Com-
promise" to the Senateo This would prevent the split of the- ....... · 
Union and the beginning of a Civil War. 
DE 2 
Exercise .I .. 
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Evaluation of 
ARGUMENT 
(C) 
DIRECTIONS:. Read the questJi.on and the arguments which 
follow •. Ci~~le the number of th~ argument you believe 
to be the gest.. · · I. 
A. If.a person hasn•trstudied for a test, should.he cheat on the A. 
test to .make certain that he receives a good grade? 
1. Yes. The good grade is all that counts. How onere-
ceiv~s it doesn't matter. . 
2., , Yes. · :If' t,P:e person,;: had studied he probably. would have . 
made a good ·grade. So what's the difference? Either 
way he gets a good mark. 
* * * * * 
Exercise II. 
DIRECTIONS: Follow the directions gi~en under Exercise.II 
on page 
_._._A. 'Should a high· school· ~stu&ent own .a· car? 
2. 
II .. 
A .. 
a. No.· It takes too much time and money to keep it up. ~ 
b. :(e·s. It makes it easier for students to get to b. 
school. c. 
c .. Yes. Our grandparents had a hors~ . .to. ride to school. 
Why can't we have a car? 
* * * * * 
Exercise III. 
DIRECTIONS: Follow the directions given under Exercise III III 
on page • 
A.. Should a person have to -stay in.;school until he is 16? 
----~1.. Some peDple ~on't have the ability to learn anything in 
school, _even if they stayed ~til they were 80. 
_____ 2. Some people don't like school. 
----~3· This prevents people leaving school who later are glad 
: they stayed. 
____ 4.. It keeps young people off the streets and out of'~.trouble. , 
* * * * * 
Exercise IV. 
DIRECTIONS: Follow the directions given·under Exercise IV 
on page 11 and 12o 
A. 
"B-.2.1 .. 
P~f2. 
A-:l...3. 
C-34., 
1S3 31 
A. Should citizens vote in every election in which they are en-
titled to vote? IV. 
-f.-
Build the following arguments~ D-5· 
-- ' 
A-2 
Citizens: 
a. always do. 
b. should to meet their responsibilities of citize~Ship. 
c. should only in tbe important election years. 
do should because it is their duty. 
e. shouldn't beqause politicians don 1 t really expect it. 
f., shouldn't because one vote doesn•t lilake a difference. 
* * * * * 
Exercise v. 
DIRECTIONS: Following the paragraph given below there are 
several sub-exercises to complete. Each has its own set 
of directions. Follow these carefully. 
1-Mao_Tse-Tung, the ruler1of Communist China, began his 
career as a revolutionist by revolting against his family. 
2-Living on a farm, Mao had chores to do. 3-These he dis-
liked. 4-He had ideas for better things - using his brains 
and not his brawn. 5-His father interpreted this disinterest 
as being laziness and told him so. 6-0ne day he severly re-
primanded Mao before some guests. 7-Mao ~cursed his father 
and ran away from home. 8- His career as a revolutionist 
had begun. ..-.1-
A. In which of these sentences is a difference of opinion ex-
pressed? List them: 
B. The basis for the argument between Mao-and his father seemed 
to:be: (Circle the correct one.) 
l. Mao 1 s laziness. . 
2. The father's lac~ of tact. 
3. Mao's unwillingn~ss ~o-work on the farm. 
4. Interference of guests. 
5. Missunderstanding between father and son concerning.'. 
the son 1 ¥.ambitions. · 
C. Which of the~·following arguments would have been best for 
Mao to -g:se against his father? 
v. 
A. 
--'-
__,£_ 
I. 
7 
B. 
1 • 
2. 
~: 
c2) 
c. 
1. I hate to work on· the farm therefore I will not. 1 • 
2. I realize that you like. farming and -Ttm glad you do; but 2. 
you can have it. I want to make something out of my life. , 3. 
3. None of my friends are farmers; so why should I be? 4. 
4. Mother said I didn't have to~be a fa~mer. (2) 
5. ·r respect your desire for me to follow your occupation. 
I request that you listen to my reasons for not-wishing 
to do so. 
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D. Which of the following arguments would have been the best for D. 
Mao's father to use? (Circle the number of the correct one) 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5. 
Your Mother and I have always had our heart set on your 
taking over the farm. 
All the Mao 1 s nave been. farmers. You will be no.c ex- .. 
ception. 
If you do not:· farm, my name will be a disgrace among 
the townspeople. 
Tell me why you"don 1 t like farming. M?.ybe we can work 
out a plan together. 
Let's xalk th~s over calmly and then, perhaps, you'll 
come to your senses. 
E. Follow the directions given under Exercise III on page 11. 
Was Mao a lazy boy? 
---
1. He said that he wanted to use his·,brains instead of his 
brawn~ 
____ 2. Because he told his friends that he wo~d·rather eat and 
sleep·~:than work. 
---~3· He wanted to work, but just not at farming. 
~~~4. The guests knew that he was energetic. They defended him 
~b@fore-his father. 
F. Follow the directions given under Exercis·e III on page 11. 
I . . 
Was Mao's father unjust in his accusations against Mao? 
----~1. He had definite proof of Mao's laziness. _ 
____ 2. As head of the family, he could,r:make any accusations 
he wished. 
----~3· It was necessary to save face before ~is guests. 
_____ 4. He must. have been,or else Mao wouldn't have run away. 
G. Follow: .the directions given under Exercis·e III on page 11. 
\.~I (~ _I • ... :- • ,., ~· ,(1 ·• : i ~; • 
Did Mao do the right thing in running away from~home? 
___ 1. 
----~2 .. 
__ .3. 
__ 4. 
'_,·:· 
J .".I. 
How else can one escape an enemy? 
After cursing his father, he had to run to protect 
himself. 
Revolting was in his blood. Therefore it -was neces-
sary for him to run.-.away. 
It was the only·. ·way he had to get away from the aver-
age class. 
* * * * * 
[ .. , . .,_ ·;I' ' :·· 
1 • 
2. 
~ ; 5. 
E. 
F. 
B--~ 1. 
s;;::..!i_ 2 . 
.k_j_ 3. 
c-5 4. 
G. 
... d-..:~._1 ; 
.A::L2· __,Jl< 
.c::.!L3. 
~Lt-. 
Exercise I. 
1S5 
Evaluation hf-
ARGUMENT 
(D) 
.,.......,...-=------- ---
DIRECTION'S! · Read the question and the arguments wh;ich 
follow. Circle the number of the argument you believe 
to be the best. 
A. If a person ha:~m't studied fo:r a test,. should he cheat on 
the test to mate certain he rece;ives a good grade? 
1. No~ One ,is only cheating himself~ He pre'tends he knows 
sDmetnlng-_:he- doesn't. This makes-it impossible for him 
to ask the teacher fo+>';information on it. 
2. N0. The knowledge of the materiEl.l;'is what matters. If 
you know the material, thergooQ. grades will come auto-
matically. You won't have to cheat. 
* * * * * 
Exercise II. 
DIRECTIONS-: Follow the directions given under'Exercise II 
on page 10. 
A. Should .American women follow thE? French fashions? 
a. No. American women are original enough to create 
their own designs. . . 
b. Yes·, French designers lead the fa,shion world because 
they are tlile b,est. American women should have nothing 
1-es s than the best. 
c. Yes. It gives them a-feeling of importance to wear 
something of foreign designl 
* * * * * 
* * * * * 
Exercise_ IV. 
DIRECTIONS:_ Follow the directions given under Exercise IV 
on page j') -and 12. 
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A. Should women be allowed to vote? 
~ ___ ":',~-
Build the following arguments: ____ A-3; ~D-4 
Women: 
a~ have proven their use of good judgment in voting and 
~ holding ipublic office. 
b. are emotional and don't exercise control over their 
emotions. 
c. like to have a nand~ what the government is doing. 
d. the government needs the support and help of all of 
its citizens to operate effectively. 
* * * * * 
Exercise v. 
DIRECTION:$: Following the _paragraph given below .tbere 
are several sub-exercises to complete. Each has its own 
set of directions. Follow these-carefUlly. 
1-Because a soldier spilled soup on him, Franco had him 
shot. 2-With such ruthlessness he ruled his army and eventu-
ally the nation/of 'Sp.B.in. 3-Franco 1 s business was-fighting. 
4-He liked war. 5~ 11Life is a battle, 11 he once said, "and 
peace o.nly·~a:n~':'accident. 11 6-He --cons.idered words like 11 demo-
cracy11 and 11 freedom11 as dangerous. 7-The world .was·:inade to 
be ruled py the strong, as he saw it. 8:-fhe "lower classes 11 
had to be kept. :in:.their place by the aristocrats whom God 
had ordained to be their superiors, just as common soldiers 
had to be kept in their places by their officers. 
-,L-
A. I:n which.of these sent~nces is a difference of opinion 
expressed? List them:··· 
. . 
B. Tb.e basis for argument between Franco and the soldier he 
h_?.d executed was: ·, · · ·· 
J:: ~ " FranCOIs_ StUpidfty 
2~. Franco's opinion of the common soldier. 
3. Fr'anco 1 s desire for war. 
4. ft.anco 1 s ·desire for neatness. 5. 'Franco's dislike-.6f,soup. 
c. Which of the following~~argumerits would have been the best 
for the soldier to use'·.against: Franco to prevent his exe-
cution? Circle the number of your c~oice •. · · 
1. 
2. 
4. 
Excuse mel 
Excuse my sloppiness, but I can"t stand- this soup and I 
want you to know it .. 
I realize that, ~n your eyes, spilling .soup. on your uni-
form is worthy of death. I ask your forgiveness and 
throwEyself on your mercy. 
You have no right ·to execute me for such a trivial offense. 
'"I shall .report thi·s to the ~thori ties. 
''-
c 
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D. ·Which of the following -arguments would have been 'used most 
effectively against Franco by a person who was a strong be-
ldever in peace. ~ircle the number of your~choice. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
The people of the world qesire to live~in peace. Those 
who have ability to rule, should maintain that peace. 
In any form of government, there have to be those who 
lead and those who follow. War is not necessary to make 
this true. If you had peace in your country, you would 
still have to have a strong ~uler. 
War is the last resort of pe.ople. who are insecure. in 
their rulership. They need war to make ·stronger their 
hold on the. people. 
God would ..never ordain rulers who maintained their author-
i..'ty by s~aught~ring thousands of innocent people. 
E. Follow the directions given under Exercise III on page 11. 
Would Franco be a good ruleT? 
___ 1. 
___ 2. 
___ 3· 
___ 4. 
By his standards he would b_ec..an ~excellent ruler. He 
considers democracy and freedom to be dangerous words. 
He therefore believes people should be held down by 
the ruler. His rule over his soldiersfshowed his 
..::..anility to hold p.eople under his ·;r11le. 
I can't believe that a .fighting man who loves war can 
ever rule a country and~.li ve~ in peace. He hates· .free-
dom. How could he be a good ruler? 
By the standards of democra.tic government, Franco would 
be a terrible ruler. We believe in the equality of all 
men. Franco believes tbat the ruler of a country is 
supereme and should dominate the people. Americans 
would consider him tn be a bad ruler. 
That was my brother~who Franco had killed just for 
spilling soup on him. How could a beast like that be 
a good ruler? 
F. Follow the directions given under Exercise III on page 11. 
Did Franco consider himself to be ruthless and cruel? 
~--~· It is obvious that he believed an army or a country had 
to be ruled with a strong hand.· This necessitated a 
person being ruthless and cruel many times. Franco 
accepted this as a j>a:r:t··of·t hilS' being a ruler. 
-~~2. Any ~eartless monster such as Franco is, must know 
that he is a beast. He must know that h~ ts capable 
only of cruel and ruthless acts. There is no gentle~ .. , J 
ness or kindness in him. 
--~3· I believe that Franco doesn't realize what kind of a 
person he is. ~ven· though it appears that he must 
realize that what he is doing is heartless and cruel, 
I believe he isn't really aw~re of it. 
1 
I 
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___ 4. People want to know whether Franco ever considers him-
self to be ruthless and cruel. They wonder if a man 
could do what he does and not consider this question. 
Exercise Io 
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Recognition of 
ASSUMPTION 
(C) 
DIRECTIONS: Decide what assumptions have been made. Evalu-
ate each possible assumption according to this standard. 
A. Assumption is made. 
B. Assumption is NOT made. 
C. Statement of fact. 
Do Not related to the article. 
A. Henry Clay was another controversial Senator. He was from 
Kentucky. John Calhoun said of him, "I don't like Henry Clay. 
He is a bad man, an imposter, a creater of wicked schemes. I 
wouldn't speak to him .. but .. bv God. I love him.u 
A. 
Recognition of 
ASSUMPTION 
(C) 
Exercise I. 
DIRECTIONS: Decide what assumptions have been made. Evalu-
ate each possible assumption according to this standard. 
A. Assumption is made. 
B. Assumption is NOT made. 
C. Statement of fact. 
Do Not related to the article. 
A. Henry Clay was another controversial Senator. He was from 
Kentucky. John Calhoun said of him, "I don't like Henry Clay. 
He is a bad man, an imposter, a creater of wicked schemes. I 
wouldn't speak to him, but, by God, I love him.•• 
-/--
Assumptions in this article are: 
Senators from Kentucky are controversial. 
John Calhoun disliked Henry Clay. 
John Calhoun was a guogcjudgelof 1 chanan±er~r. 
John Calhoun respected Henry Clay. 
John Calhoun knew Clay well enough to speak about him 
with authority. 
B. John Randolph sa~d of Henry Clay, ·"He was a being so 
brilliant yet so corrupt, which, like a rotten mackerel by moon 
light, s;hines and stiilks .. u 
1 .. 
--2. 
-~: 
--5 
--
-- (t_ 
-./--
Assumptions in this article are: 
Rotten mackeral shines in the moonlight. 
Henry Clay was very intelligent. 
~he reader knows who John Randolph is. 
Henry Clay is fishy. 
Randolph was oppos_ed to Clay being elected a ~enator. 
* * * * * E.:x:ercise II; 
DIRECTIONS: Decide what assumptions have !been made in each 
of the numbered sentences. Indicate those assumptions by 
placing .the letter of the assumption before the number of 
the sentence listed following the article. r. ·' .• ., 
A. The author assumes the reader's previous knowledge of 
the subject. 
B. Assumption of person's guilt or innocence. 
C. Assumption that person is an authority on the ~ubject. 
D. Assumption that a particular action is possib:Ce. 
E. Assumption of certainty of future action. 
F. Only a statement of fact or opinion. 
,, A. 
'"B 1 
c 2 
_d_3 
C4 
_L5 
B. 
----~ - --
• 
• 
- ' . 
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A, 1 .... Senator Robert Taft said that the War Crime Trials were 
not legal, 2-He made speeches exprES$ing his beliefs on the 
matter. 3-He was planning to run for election to the ~resi­
dency of the United States,: 4-Men in his party believed t.llat 
his statement.s on the trials greatly damaged his possibilities 
of election" 
1. 
---· 
___ .2, 3. ---~4. 
* * * * * 
Exercise III .. 
DIRECTIONS: In this exercise you have to dacide for your-
self what assumptions have been made in the writing of the 
article, Your teacher will tell you how to indicate your 
decisions. 
A. The people of Kansas instructed their Senator to vote for 
the impeachment of President Johnson. He found it impossible 
to follow their instructions. 
* * * * * 
Ex:erci·se IV. 
DIRECTIONS: Following the article given below there are 
·various types of exercises to do~· Specific direc~ions are 
given after each type. Even though the paragraphs are 
lettered and some of the sentences numbered, the article 
should be considered to be a complete unit. 
(A) To cover his identity Josef Dzhugashvili used many aliases. 
However, he became known around the world by one of these -
••stalinn meaning steel" 
(B) .stalin was a southerner born·in Georgia, a region ih 
southern Russia. He grew up there resenting the difference be-
tween classes of people. This probably was because he was of 
the lower class. He had to keep his identity unknown because 
he took part in so man~ revolts against the government. 
(C) One particular attempted revolution against the Russian 
gov~rnment ended in ·.failure. Stalin was captured. He was ex-
ilea to labor camps in Siberia and later to the far northern 
part of Russia, ~While there, he heard of war (World War I) and 
revolution (Bolshevik) in the ~~rld and his country. Finally 
he was told that Kerenski had established ·a new goV~ernment and 
all political prisoners were to be freed • 
. (D) 1-Stalin happily returned to.St.Pe~ersburg. ~here, with 
Lenin, he planned to overthrow Kerenski. 2-They did this plus 
killing or forcing into exile all who opposed them and their 
revoltion .. 
(E) 3-Lenin was the leader of t~e revolt and stali~ his right-
hand man. 4-Lenin was shot and Stalin· took control of the 
government.. 5- Trotsky was also one of Lenin's right-hand men 
and actually Lenin's choic~ for a succes~or. 6-However, Stalin 
was ruthless and secured the government by hate and murder. 7-
Trotsky was forced .to flee. He was assasinated in Mexico by one 
of ~talin's agents. 
J 
j 
I 
!. 
,. 
I 
r j 
J 
• 
• 
J.9l 
j.---
(F) Stalin then launched on a plan for world conquest. Wars, 
sabatoge, ~nd bTeaking of treaties were typical of his methods. 
He died, never fully realizing his world ambition though he did 
change his country. He died, but the ambition for world ·conquesti, 
remained .. 
1 .. 
--2. 
-3. 
-rt .. 
==5-
-1--
A .. Follow the directions given in Exercise I •. of this 
section. Rate the following assumptions 7eferririg to 
paragraphs {A) and (B) from the article above. 
. . 
Aliases can cover'aperson's identity. 
The reader knows what an alias is. 
That Btalin is the ~e for steel. 
1?eople were'·divided into classes in Russia. 
It was possible to revolt against: .. the government. 
B. Follow the direc~ions given in Exercise I. of this 
section. Rate the following assumptions referring to ---
paragraph (C) from the article above. ' · · · 
It is pos·sible to exile rebels. 
The reader knows where Siberia is. 
Stalin knew his· exile was just :punishment. 
The reader knows who Kerenski was. 
Russia was affected by World War I. I 
I C. Follow the directions given in Exercise II. The numberSj 
A. 
A 1 
T2 
--z-3 
C4-
_A_5 
B. 
c. 
refer to the sentences in paragraphs (D) and (E). It is j 
necessary for you to consider the information given in the 1 
previous paragraphs when you decide what assumptions have· 
1 been made. ! -~-~) 
__ .1 0 2. 3 • lt•~ 'l· ' _"B_:-~ 
___ 5. 
__ 6. ___ 7. ! E 4 
I : ~ 
D. Follow the directions given in Exercise III. You are to l ~7 
do the exercise based on paragraph (F). ! 
* * * * * 
·Exercise V .. 
I 
I 
f 
[ 
! 
I DIRECTIONS: Following the article given below there are 
various types of exercises to do. Specific directions are 
given after each type. Even though the paragraphs are . 
lettered and the sentences· numbered, the article should be 1 
considered to be a complete unit. 1 
(A) 1-To make himself more secure as King, Charles I~eeided to· 
start a ware 2-He needed money for this. 3-Since the royal · 
treasury was empty, he ~ecided to tax the people. 
(B) 4-Parliment didn't agree. 5-In fact, three parliments did 
not agree. 6-So Charles dismissed the last one and established 
himself as dictator. 
(C) 7-He got his money. 8-But he got alot of trouble with it. ( ., : ·!. 't , ' ' , ~ : r~ 
1 
: . 
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9-People were discontent. 10-Because of the danger, Charles 
agreed to call anether Parliment. 11-This was the beginning of 
the end .. 
(D) 12-This Parliment did not go home meekly when Charles be-
came angry with them.. 13- Rather, they fought a war with him" 
14-Seon a man called Oliver Cromwell took over the group opposing 
the King.. 15-0ver this man., Charles soon (and lifteral1y) lost 
his head .. 
(E) 16~Th~ freedom which was to appear under Cromwell failed to 
materializeo 17-He too called and ~ismissed Parliments. 18-He 
too, finally, became a dictator. 19-He too went to war with: 
Spain" 20-He too taxed the people. 21-He later tried to become 
King- but the people would hq.ve no King but God~ 
(F) 22-It will never be determined how his rule might have pro-
gressed over any length of time.. 23-He died in the midst of or-
ganizing his rule. 
(G) 24-Charles II took over as ruler after.Cromwell's death. 
25~There was a King again.. 26-England had gone the full cycle 
of leadership. 27-It began with an extravq.gant king with no 
respect for Parliment.. 28-After years of war and terror, it once 
more had the same situation. 
A.. Foll-ow the directions given in Exercise I. of this 
section.. Rate the following assumptions referring to 
the article above. 
The reader knows these events took place in England. 
Charles II was beheaded by Qromwell. 
The English army could be used by Cromwell or the King. 
The people had little to say about who ruled them.. . 
The battle between the British navy and the Spanish Armada 
brought one of history's greatest.~aval victor~es. 
~.. Below are listed the numbers of several sentences. De-
cide what assumptions were made in each sentence. Use the 
key found in the directions to Exercise II in this section .. 1 
Indicate the assumption by placing its letter on the line be-
fore the sentenceo Do this for all of the sentences. 
----'--6; ___ 3; ___ 22; ___ 24; __ 26 .. 
_1 .. 
__ 2..., 
3o 
~. 
-5 
_.___ e 
q.. List the letter of the paragraphs in which the.. foll.owing. 
assumptions are· made. If no such assumptions·~a:r;e- made,~- ~ · 
place a zero on the .line .. 
The King assumed the Parliment could help in a dangerous 
situation.. . · 
The writer assumes ~romwell's reign would have lasted 
longer had Cromwell lived., 
Parliment assumed it had the right to oppose the.Xingo 
The King assumed that he had the power to ignore Parliment' 
Cromwell assumed that he could give the people freedom. 
A. 
_A_;1 
~2 
...d!L3 
c lt ~
..J2...__5 
B. 
1) 6 
F 3 
_t_22 
1) 24 
--c-26 
c. 
c 1 
-2 
_E_ 
D 3 ~ 
E. 5 
• 
• 
1. 
_2. 
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D. List the numbers of the sentences in which the following 
assumptions are made. If no such assumption is made, place 
a zero on the line • 
Charles I assumed that he could establish a dictatorship. 
The writer assumes that England made no progress under 
Cromwell. 
Cromwell assumed that he could take control of Parliment. 
Charles II assumed that he had a right to the throne. 
Cromwell assumed that he had the right to tax the peop~e. 
E. Decide for yourself what assumptions have been made in 
paragraph (A) of the article. Y9ur teacher will tell you 
-~ow to record your decisions • 
D. 
6 1 
;>-?2 
J..:L3 
..:2'14-
.).o 5 
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Recognition of 
ASSUMPTION 
(D) 
Exercise I. 
DIRECTIONS: Decide what assumptions have been made. Evalu-
ate each possible assumption according to this standard • 
.A.. Assumption is made. 
B. Assumption is NOT made. 
C. Statement of fact. 
D. Not related to the article. 
A. Senator Andrew Johnson from Tennessee returned from Washington 
to his home state during the crisis prior to the Civil War. He in-
tended to keep his state in the ·u~on. While stopping in Virginia, 
he was dragged from his train by a mob, beaten and abused, They 
prepared to hang him from the nearest tree.. With the rope around 
his neck, they decided that his hanging should be the privilege of 
the people of Tennessee. ""Thus·, ·his life was spared. 
-/--
Assumptions in this article are: 
1. 
-. -2.: 
-· -3. 
_4. 
_5. 
It was -po"ssible for Johnson to keep his state in the Union. 
The people of his state wished to see him dead. 
The.mob had the r:i.ght to hang a politician wlioin they dls= 
?lilted. i .. 
A president has no authority to help Senators under a·ttack 
by mobs""., 
The reader is in favor of states rights. 
B. Senator Humphrey Marshall of Kentucky was dragged out of his 
home one night by a mob. They didn 1 t like it because he was -~;[n: .. ' 
favor of the Jay Treaty. They intended to take him to the river 
for a ducking in order to change his mind. He remained calm and 
with a great sense of humor, made the crowd listen to his story. 
His humor changed to wrath and his captors soon stood meekly be-
fore him as he U._erbai1y attacked all of his enemies- the mob in-
cluded. Thus, good·hum.or and oratory saved him from a mob. 
-f.-
Assumptions in this article are: 
The reader knows all about the Jay Treaty. 
Senator Humphrey's mi.nd ·C'ould be changed by violence. 
Humor· and oratorical skill can rescue a person from a 
dangerous situation. 
Senators have good senses of humor •. 
Every Senator should have at least three bodyguards to 
care for him while he is in office. 
* * * * * 
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Exercise JI .. 
DIRECTIONS: Decide what assumptions have been made in ea.ch of 
the numbered sentences.. Indicate those assumptions by placing 
the letter of the assumption before the number of the sentence 
listed following the article~ 
Ao The author assumes the reader's previous knowledge of the 
subject .. 
So Assumption of person's guilt or innocenceo 
C .. Assumption xhat a person~ is an authority on the subject. 
D.. Assumption that a particblar action is possible. 
E.. Assumpt~on of certainty of future action. 
F.. Only a statement of fact or opinion. 
A.. 1-Senator 'Oscar lN. Underwood of Alabama, a candidate for 
President of the United States 1 did n9t agree with his party's 
support of the Klu Klux Klan.. 2-His friends urged him to ·remain 
quiet on the issue.. 3- He refused to do so, saying that the Klan 
was against all of the principles for which he stood. ~-He fought 
to receive his party's supporto 5-His enemies in his party fought 
him and prevented his re-election as a ~enator. 6-They virtually 
destroyed any hopes of his becoming President. 
___ 1 
___ 2 
Exf3rcise III .. 
___ 3 
---~ 
* * * * * 
__ 5 
__ 6 
DIRECTIONS: In this exercise you have to decide for yourself 
what assumptions have been made in the writing of the article .. 
Write·'t:>ut~ your'answe±s j.n'the--space provideEL-below:.· ' 
Ao Senator Albert Beveridge of Indiana was urged to "soft-pedal" 
his charges against the Payne-Aldrich Tariff Act of 1910. Be re-
fused.. He was defeated by his former friends. He said, "It is al-
-- right; twelve years of hard work, and a .clean record; I am-.,content .. " 
Exercise IV .. 
(use other side if necessary) 
* * * * * 
DIRECTIONS: Following the article given below there are various 
types of exercises to doo Specific directions are ·given after 
each typeo Even though the paragraphs are lettered and some of 
the sentences numbered, the article should be considered to be 
a complete unito 
(A) A telegraphed message from their leader summoned hundreds of 
political and military leaders to a special meeting. 2-As they ·· 
stepped off the train, they were amazed to find themselves staring 
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down the barrels of the latest automatic weapons. 3-Within minutes 
these hundreds of men were forced to line up against a wall to face 
a firing squad, 20 at a"timeo, 4-The officer in charge shouted, U~fs 
is done at the wish of der ~er. Heil Hitlerl FIRE!~ 5-Thus did 
Hitler make his rise to power secure- by eliminating those who had 
helped him and had enough influence to be a threat to him. 
(B) 6-0ne might say that it is imppssible for such a beastly act to 
be committed. Yet beastly acts were synonymous with the hame·;·HITLER. 
('C) 8-Hitler was another man who had been dissatisfied with his 
country.. 9-He had attempted revolution like many others about whom 
you have read.. ::'LO-He too had gone to jad::l.11-He too had been -re- ...... 
leased. 12-He too had continued his revolt and. eventually had se-
cured control "Of the government. . 
(D) 13.._Hi tler often said that· if a person ·tells a big_ lie··· often. 
e:iifuu~hf peqp~e~~wd::ll ,believe:f-it·;-·· :Jlf;6He ·told some fantastic ·ones. 
15-Millions of'people believed his lies. 16-Millions died because 
of his lies. 
(E) He led his peopl~ to war against the pations of the world. 18-
The free nations banded together and soundly defeated him after 
years of bitter war. 19-It ~s said that, as victorious soldiers 
swarmed over his country, he took his own life. 20-He added the 
stain of his own blood to his hands - to the hands that had taken 
the lives .of untold millions of people. 
-f-
A.. Follow the directions given in Exercise I. of this section. 
Rate the following assumptions referring to the article above. 
Hitler gained political power in Germanlf. 
Stalin was bitterly opposed to Naziism. 
Hitler had great influence over the people of his .coimt;r-y. 
The reader knows who Hitler was. '· 
Hitler could rule the world. 
B. Below are listed the numbers of several sentences. Decide 
what assumptions were made in each sentence. Use the key found 
in the directions to Exercise II in this section. Indicate 
the assumption by placing its letter on the line before tb.e 
sentence. Do this for all of the sentences. 
___ 9; 
__ ......;13; ___ 20; 6. : 
---
___ 3; 
C.. List the letter of the paragraphs in which the following 
assumptions are made.. .If no such assumptions are made, place 
a zero on the line o' 
Hitler assumed power of life or death over his followers. 
No man could be so cruel as to kill his own friends and 
followers" · 
Free nations assumed that H.itler could be defeated. 
Hitler assumed he could c.nnquer the world. 
Hitler assumed that he could make his country great and rid 
it of all its bad ~eatures. 
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Do List the numbers of the sentences in which the following 
assumptions are madeo If no such assumption is made, place 
a zero on the •line o 
Hitler assumed success came by eliminating competition. 
Hitler assumed that he had complete control of his followers 
and could summon them as he wished. 
Hitler assumed that he could :improve: .his country by leading 
.'~revolution against the government •. 
Hitler.ts~soiL<i±ers assumed that his wishes were to be granted. 
Hitler was a beast. 
E. Decide for yourself what assumptions have been made in 
paragraph (D) of the article above. Write your assumptio.us 
in the space provided below. 
--
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REAL THINKING! 
In the secti~ns ca,lled INTERP~TATION and ARGUMENT (C1)&(C2), you 
are to review the two types of thinking. Apply them together on the 
v articles or statements given. In the sections called INTERPRETATION, 
ARGUMENT and ASSUMPTION (C)&(D), you are to review and recall the 
three types of thinking. Ap.ply all three together on the articles 
or statements given. 
The Directions and Keys for the various exercises are given be-
low. Before 'each exercise, you will be referred to the set of di- · 
rections you are to follow. 
DIRECTIONS' A:: 
The sub-exercises labeled 1-A, 1.-B, 1-C, etc. deal with'Evalu-
ation of Argument~. ~Refer ~to keys ··I and II below. Evaluate.· the 
A~gume:t:l.ts: by placing. the .. lette± .gnd number .of, .. the evaluati·on on . the,. 
line ·before the ~Btter of the argument •. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Key I 
Strong Positive Argument 
Strong'-N§gative' k~gument 
Weak Positive Argument 
Weak Negative Argument 
No Argument 
Key II· 
1. ~ Rei a ted or ··unrelated ·-tp : the. question. 
2; Based.dn important 0rcunimportant fact. 
3. Based on logical or illogical reasoning. 
4. Based on sentiment or emotion. 
'· 5." Based on personal opinion. 
6. Restatement' of tlie question. 
-f-
DIRECTIONS B: 
The sub-exercises labeled 2-A, 2~B, 2-C, etc. deal with Inter~ 
pretation. Evaluate the Interpretations.by placing the letter of 
the evaluation on the line before the letter of the interpretation. 
Refer to Key III below. 
Key III." · 
A. Correct interpretation of the content of the article. 
B. Correct interpretation of the author or character's 
purpose. 
C. Incorrect interpretation of the content of the article. 
D. Incorrect interpretation of the author or character 1 s 
purpose. 
E. Not enough information given in the article. 
-f-
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DIRECTIONS C: 
The sub-exercises labeled 3-A, 3~B, 3-C, etc. deal'with Rec¢g~ · 
nition of As'Sumption. Evaluate the Assumptions by plac<ling the 
letter and number of the evaluations on the line before the letter 
of the assumption. Refer to Keys IV and V below: 
Key IV 
A. Assumption is made. 
B •. Assumption is Not made. 
C. Statement of fact. 
D. Not related to the article. 
Key V 
A. The author assumes the reader's previous knoledge of the 
subject. 
B. Assumption of person's guilt or innocence. 
C. Assumption that a person is an authority on the subject. 
D. Assumption th~t a particular action is possible. 
E. Assumption of certainty of future action. 
F. Only a statement of fact or opinion. 
-f-
Sub-exercises 1-A,B,C and Dare arguments concerning the qu~stion 
given in the beginning of the ·exercise in capital letters. Bub-
exercises 2-A,B,C and D interpret the arguments. Sub-exercises 
3-A,B,C and D recognize the:·.assumptipns in the arguments. 
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INTERPRETATION AND ARGUMENT (C1) 
Exercise I. 
IS WAR T!iE BEST SOLUTION TO TROUBLES BETWEEN NATIONS? 
-f-
1-A (Follow DiRECTI~NS A, page 46) 
___ a. Well, one thing is certain. Table talk doesn't do any ' 
good. 
2-A (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
a. Dinner conversation doesn't help international pro-
blems. 
___ b. A good meal would help solve alot of people's pro-
blems. 
__ c. Meetings of diploma.ts around tables for discussion 
of problems, solves nothing. 
1-B (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
__ b. The solution is positive and complete. One~ side wins; 
the other loses. There are no more questions; there is 
no more argument; there is no more trouble. 
__ c. 
_d. 
2-B (Follow DIRECTIO-NS B, page 46) 
a. This person -is a general who wants more business. 
b. War is a complete solution to international pro-
blems. 
___ c. The author shows his enjoyment of war. 
1-C. (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
Life is too precious to be thrown away on war. War should 
be outlawed. It deprives a nation of its best people- its 
young men. 
2-C (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
a. The worst part of war is that the best people are 
killed. 
___ b. This person is a pacifist a~guing against war. 
__ c. The author is against war. 
1-D. (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
Nothing is solved permanently by fighting. The defeated 
still feel the same 't~Y· ... As sop!_]. a~. they are strong, 
they will start trouble again. some more permanent ··solu-
tion must be found. 
a. 
_b. 
___ c. 
2-D (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
The U.N. is the best organization to salve inter-
national problems. 
War never solves problems permanently· •. 
The author would like to abolish war. 
1-A 
E-fa. 
2-A 
/") ~a. 
:~ b 
..A_c 
1-B 
C:.s_b 
2-B 
_E_a 
_e,_b 
_k_C 
1-C 
I2:.!:L c 
2-C 
~a 
_Lb 
0 c 
1-D 
E -.J..d. 
2-D 
!£. a 
A b 
_L_c 
• 
• 
--
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Exercise II. 
IS IT TRDE THAT CRIME DOESN 1 T PAY? 
. -f-
1-A (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page ~6) 
___ a. Ask any man in pr~son. He will tell you that the little 
pleasure he received from his crime was not worth being 
couped up tn a jail cell for months on end. 
a. 
b. 
__ c. 
2-A (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page ~6) 
A person believes crime pays until he is caught. 
The man who has been punished for a crime will 
tell you that crime doesn't pay. 
The average criminal serves ~t years in prison. 
1-B (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page ~6) 
___ b. Look at how many unsolved crimes there ~rel MOre CTimes 
are unso~ved than are solved. So you take a chance on 
being the one that's caught. Still there's a good chance 
you won't be. Grim~ doesn't pay? Apparently it does. 
__ c. 
a. 
_b. 
___ c • 
'I ~ ,·,·~• 
2-B (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page ~6) 
There is a chance that a criminal may not be caught. 
His crime could pay. 
The police couldn't even catch a cold. 
The author is urging everyone to be a criminal. 
1-C (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page ~6) 
I think the police should be proud of the way theyare 
keeping violations of the ~aw down to a minimum. Their 
service is really effective. I'm going to work to see 
that the town gives them a raise. 
2-C. (Follow DI~ECTIONS B, page ~6) 
__ ;"- · : a;o1 Arg6verhot:de$ires"}t<!) reward· the· taithfui: arid ef.:.. ~·l..· .· 
pc.J. f@otiv§:-'.§iH·vice·· 6r·~ ·th~ po1ic§ ft:}f;cet-~ .. ::; t l :. ~n ·· 
_.J_b-. ·: .. ,A bobk~e i~ .·s-eekiJ?.~ speeial 'favthrt~ fpom the: police. 
___ r)c(.·, Tiie(~mayor isCafte1d~-the votes of the friends and re~--
latives of·the police. 
1-D (Follow DIRECTIONS!, page ~6) 
___ d. Look no farther! I have the answer. ·I khow it doesn't 
pay. One measily hold-up and I've been in stir for 20 
years. I got 10 bucks. That's working for 50¢ a year. 
Good pay? You figure.it out. 
a. 
=b. 
__ c • 
2-D (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page ~6) 
A bitter criminal is looking for sympathy. 
Crime doesn't pay. 
A criminal urges others to learn by his experience. 
r= 
1-A 
A.:2:a 
2-A 
C. a 
·;A b 
~c 
1-B 
D-.:;b 
2-B 
A a 
r= b 
~c 
1-C 
E-IC 
2-C 
1::: a 
E b 
-~ ~c 
il-D 
.&:3d. 
2-D 
r; a 
A b 
.]L_C 
- ---- - -
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INTERPRETATION AND ARGUMENT (C2) 
Exercise I. 
a. 
SHOULD EVERY STUDENT HAVE GOOD 11 SCHOOL SPIRIT? 11 
-f-
1-A (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
School spirit is demanded by school authorities ·and 
their demands must be satisfied. 
2-A (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
a. You get what you ask for. 
___ b. If someone is strong enough to enforce his demands, 
he'll get what he wants. 
___ c. One should conform to authority . 
. 
1-B (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
___ b. It is up to the student to support his school as he 
wishes. Not everyone is enthused about school. There-
fore, there will be some lacking in school spirit. This 
"" .is __ their privilege. 
a. 
___ c. 
2-B (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
Some people just never cooperate. 
The author wishes to show that possession of school 
spirit depends on the persons involved. 
Not everyone is the same. ·school spirit is shown or 
not shown in different ways by different people. 
1-C (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
c. What is school spirit anyway? It's pretty hard to .ae-· 
fine. It's too vague to pin down. How can we have~ 
something if we don't know what it is? 
a. 
2-C (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
School spirit can't be put into a little definition. 
The author ·is looking for a pblution. 
The author is avoiding the question. 
1-D (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
___ d. This person wants to know if every student should have 
good school spirit. This is an important question and 
one which should have a positive answer. 
2-D (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
___ a. The author is looking for a solution. 
___ b. The author is avoiding the question. 
c. The question asked is rephrased and emphasized. 
. :: .. 
1-A 
C-ia 
2-A 
c a 
A b 
_A_c 
2-B 
~a 
'B b 
_A_c 
:t-c 
E:.-3c 
1-D 
E-.6d. 
2-D 
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Exercise II. 
ARE PARENTS AWARE OF THE PROBLEMS TEENAGERS FACE? 
-f.-
1-A (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 4-6) 
-a. They were young once and are concerned with life in 
general. They remember what it is to be young. They 
concentrate on their memories and are a pig help . 
. 2-A (Fo~low DIRECTIONS B, page 4-6) 
a. Because parents remember their youth, they under-· 
stand our problems. 
b. Our parents try to .help us by concentrating on 
their memories of their youtn. 
c. Most parents can remember their youth very clearly. 
r-B (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 4-6) 
____ b. They have enough problems of their own to take care of. 
They try to understand but can't take the time to real-
ly see things the way we' see them. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
1-C. 
2-B (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 4-6) 
Parents don~"t care if we have problems. They are 
too interested in their own affairs. 
The author is trying to defend parents. 
Parents try to help all they can but aren't able 
to do so. 
(Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 4-6) 
___ c. They read books about our problems and then talk to us. 
2-C (Follow DIRECTIONS ~1 page 4-6) 
a. 
_b. 
Thousands of books have been written about teenage 
problems. 
Parents genuinely try to understand teenagerst: 
problems. 
c. Parents genuinely try to help·teenages. 
1-D ( Follow DIRECTIONS i. page 46) 
__ d. Who car.es? We a:c.e old enough to take care of ourselves. 
We don't need our parents snooping around giving us a 
hard time. We have enough problems as it is. 
2-D (Follow DIR~CTIONS B, page 4-6) 
a. Parents make more trouble than they are worth. 
, b. Teenagers should be able to be independent of a 
need for parental understanding. 
c. The author is a juvenile delinquent displaying his 
hatred of parents who disowned him .. 
1-A 
C-t a 
2-A 
E a 
A b 
...f§_C 
1-B 
'B -2. a 
-, 
2-B 
C a 
'8 b 
.A_c 
1-C 
A-~c. 
2-C. 
I:___ a 
A b 
A c 
1-D 
/~!rid 
2-D 
.A_ a 
..6_b 
.£_C 
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INTERPRETATION, ARGUMENT.and ASSUMPTION (C) 
Exercise I. 
SHOULD A STUDENT HAVE TO MAINTAIN A CERTAIN GRADE AVERAGE 
IN ORDER TO TAKE PART IN THE SCHOOL 1 S SPORTS PROGRAM? 
-f:-
1-A (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
a. A person is more likely to appreciate something hard to 
obtain if he has to work for it. By making participation 
in a sports program dependent on marks, it makes it dif-
ficult to obtain. This makes a person appreciate sports 
more. 
2-A (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
a. Making participation in sports difficult would mean 
that it would be appreciated more by those partici::-r ·: 
ting. 
_, __ b. The harder anything is to have, the more a person 
appreciates it. 
___ c. The person is trying to convince the reader that 
participation in sports should be dependent on 
athletic ability. 
3-A (Follow DIRECTIONS C, page 47, Key IV) 
a. A person appreciates things more if they aren't just handed to him. 
___ b. Participation in sports is made difficult if 
it is dependent on maintaining good marRs. 
c. Having to work hard to stay in sports makes 
a perspn appreciate sports more. 
1-B (iollow DIRECTIONS A, I;Jage 46) 
__ b. 1-If there were not a requirement of maintaining good 
grades in order to participate in sports, many people 
would never study. 2-They would come to school just for 
sports and never bother with classwork. 3-This would de-
feat the whole purpose of education. 
_a. 
_b. 
__ c. 
2-B (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
Some people study only because they have to in order 
to remain ~ligible for sports. 
Maintaining certain grade average in order to par-
ticipate in sports forces athletes to study. 
This shows the desire 6f teachers to stamp out 
athletics from the school program. Make it so dif-
ficult for the athletes that they can't remain eli-
gible and, phoof, there goes your athletic program. 
3-B (Follow DIRECTIONS C, page 47, Key V~ The 
numbers indicate the sentences in argument · 
nb. 11 You indicate the assuinptlions made in 
each.) 
1 2 3 
----
1-A 
A-3a 
3-·A 
_A_ a 
c b 
_6:_C 
1-B 
A-.3 b. 
2-B 
_£_a 
TE b 
_§_C 
3-B 
.£}pe..1 
~2 
QE. 3 
I --·--
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1-C (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
__ c. ·~·-Many students do not have the ability to maintain good 
grades. 2-Yet, they rare ·good atb}.:ete_s:.. · 3-These people 
are eliminated from things they enjoy and are good at, ;]r : 
just because they aren't '!~brains." 4--These people should 
be allowed to participate in sports even though they can 
not get all passing grades~ 5-They at least will learn 
some good sportsmanship. The world could use some. 
.. a. 
-
_b. 
__ c. 
2-C (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page. ~6) 
My brother is a ubrain" and an athlete too. This 
fellow is slamming him when he separates athletes 
from prains. 
Students good in athletics shouldn't be held re-
sponsible for maintaining as high grades as those 
who don't have athletic ability.:;. · 
Success in sports is as beneficial for the person 
With athletic ability aS lS SUccess in studies 
beneficial to students with academic ability. 
3-C. (Follow DIRECTIONS C, page 47, Key V. The num-
bers indicate the sentences in argument llc'l h 
You indicate the assUmptions made in each.) 
___ 1 
4 
---
2 
__ 5 
___ .3 
b 
---
1-D (Follow DIRECTIONS A,. page 46} 
____ d. Young people like sports and usu~lly dislike studying 
If school rules make the students do what they dislike and 
prevent their doing what they like, the'the students will 
become frustrated~ ·Thene£ore, to keep them from becom-
ing frustrated, schools should not make participation 
in sports.dependent on school marks. 
2-D (Follow DIREC3TI~NS B, page lf6.) 
a. The author wishes to see all rules conform to the 
-•wishesior~the-:'stud.ent:~--"~ .t. 
___ b. Schools should allow the students to do as they 1 
please. 
__ c. The author's students must run wild in his class. 
They probably are doing what they please. 
a. 
_b. 
c. 
3-D. (Follow D!RECTIONS C., page 47, Key IV) 
Students approve of all rules established by 
schools. 
Students are frustrated by rules. 
A person who likes sports doesn't like to 
study. 
* * * * * 
r· 
I 
2-C 
D a 
A b 
..iL_C 
1-D 
Q:}:Ld 
2-D 
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Exercise II. 
SHOULD HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS OWN CARS? 
-1--
1-A (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
a. When our grandparents went to school they often rode 
horses or drove a horse and buggy. If they could do 
it, why can't we use our means of transportation? 
2-A (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
a. Every generation should be allowed to use its own 
means of transportation to get to school. 
___ b. Because our grandparents rode to school on horse-
back, so shall we. 
___ c. This person is using this opportunity to speak of 
"the good old days." 
3-A (Follow DIRECTIONS C, page 47, Key IV) 
a. Our grandparents had to provide their own 
transportation to and from school. 
___ b. Cars were not available to our ·gr-andparents. 
c. We do not use horse and buggy today for our 
transportation. 
1-B (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
b. 1-The cities and/or towns provide transportation for 
those who need it. 2-There is no necessity for anyone 
to have to drive to school. 
__ c. 
a. 
_b. 
c. 
2-B (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
This shows how town officials plot to spoil the fun 
of high school students. 
When transportation is provided, there is no nec:es~:· ·· 
sity of pupils providing their own besides. 
Our town doesn't provide transportation for every-
one. Therefore this argument is incorrect. 
3-B (Follow DIRECTIONS c, page 47. The numbers 
indicate the sentences in argument "'b.u You 
indicate the ·assumptions made in each.) 
____ 1 _____ 2 
1-C (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
A high school student who can afford a car should be 
·allowed to .own one as well as any adult. Students~ 
areivery capable of taking good care of cars. 
2::...C (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page 46) 
a. If the money is availabl·e, there is no more reason 
that a high school student should not have a car 
than an adult. 
___ b. Teenagers take very good care of all of their things. 
Cars are no exception. 
___ c. The author would like to see every·: teenager own a car. 
1-A 
C-1 a 
2-A 
.A_ a 
s._b 
_j2_C 
3-A 
~a 
.A_b 
_h_C 
1-B 
kl_~ 
2-B 
S.. a 
_A_b" 
_E_C 
3-B 
Fl 
Co~-p2 
1-C 
-~c. 
2-C 
_A_ a 
...s_b 
___j£_C 
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1-D (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page 46) 
__ - _d · i --It is difficult for a high school student to earn enough 
money to buy and operate a car. 2::He will sperld:too mucp: 
time working for money to pperate the car and take away' 
valuable time needed for study and other forms of re-
creation. 
2-D (Follow DIRECTIONS B~ page 46) 
a. This argument points out the rising cost of living. 
Americans should insist that prices level off. 
___ b. Ownership of a car shifts the student's faeling of 
responsibility from studies to maintaining the car. 
This is_ harmful to his studies. 
___ c. This author wishes to show that teenagers don 1 t al-
ways put first things first. 
3-D (~ollow DIRECTIONS c, page 4V, Key V~ The 
'numbers indicate the sentences in argument 
11 d. 11 You indicate the assumptions made in 
each.) 
___ .1 ____ 2 
' I , 
1-D 
~-3d 
2-D 
c. a 
-::4b 
_Lc 
3-D . 
F 1 
CDE2 
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,INTERPRETATION, ARGUMENT and ASSUMPTION (D) 
Exercise I. 
IS EDUCATION WORTHWHILE? 
-f-
1-A (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page ~p) 
a. A person should have at least a high school education. A high 
school diploma opens doors of: opportunity for a person to whom 
they would be closed otherwise. This makes education worthwhile. 
2-A (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page ~6) 
a. A person without a highschool diploma is considered a 
failure. 
___ b. There are more jobs available to a person having a high: 
school diploma than. to·· a~ person not having one. 
___ c. The worth of education is measured in terms of the job 
opportunities it makes available. 
3-A (Follow DIRECTIONS C,_ page ~7, Key IV.) 
___ a. A person graduating from high school receives a 
diploma. 
___ b. Everyone should graduate from high school. 
___ c. Education is worthwhile because it makes possible 
more job opportunities. 
t-B (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page ~6) 
___ b. 1-Education is worthwhile depending on the .Persons involved. 
2-If a person has the abilities for and appreciations of ed-
ucation, it is very worthwhile. 3-He will be able to put it 
to use. ~-To a person lacking those abilities and appreciations, 
education is worthless. 
~) 
2-B (Follow DIRECTIONS B, p~ge ~6.) 
___ a. To some people education is worthwhile. To others it is 
worthless. 
___ b. Education is worthwhile if a person can put it to use. 
If he lacks abil~ty to do so, it is worthless. 
___ c. The author means'·to show that education is not the same for 
everyone. What a person is,~- makes his education worthwhile 
or worthless. 
3-B (Follow DIRECTIONS C, page 47, Key V. The numbers 
indicate the sentences in argument "b. 11 You in-
dicate the assumptions made in each.) 
____ 1 2 ____ 3 ----~ 
1-C (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page ~6) 
___ c. There are alot of people without formal education who earn 
just as much and more money as persons -ea:rn·with education. 
Why bother with school then? 
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2-C (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page ~6.) 
a. The author shows that the real value of education is measured 
in terms of dollars and cents. 
____ b. 89% of the people earning over $75/week have a high school 
diploma. 
_c. Income does not necessarily increase in~proportion to the 
amount of education a person has. 
a. 
b. 
__ c. 
3·-c (Follow DIRECTIONS c, page l.t-7, Key !V) 
Education does not guarantee a good income. 
Education does gurantee a good income. 
College graduates earn more than high school 
1-D (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page ~6) 
graduates. 
___ b. 1-Real knowledge is .gained after you get out of school. 2-If you 
have to learn after school is over, why bother to go to school in 
the first place? 
a. 
___ c. 
_d. 
2:D (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page ~6) 
Sc~ool isn't really necessary. A person has to learn all 
his life. It's useless setting aside this little bit of 
time to 11 be educated." A person is never educated. 
This author is trying to show tha·t education is worthwhile. 
Edison never finished grade school. He always kept on 
learning. Everyone shoull.d do that. 
3-D (Follow DIRECTIONS C, page ~7, Key V. The numbers 
indicate the sentenees in argument 11 d. u You in-
dicate the assumptions made in each.) 
2 
---
* * * * * 
Exercise II. 
__ a. 
SHOULD A PERSON UNDER 18 HAVE TO EARN HIS OWN MONEY? 
-1-
l-A (Follow _DIRECTio'NS A, page ~6) 
It. depends on the person and the situation. If a,person has no 
other source of income and needs money to live, he has to earn 
money or starve. 
2-A (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page ~6) 
a. A person has to have money to live. 
b. This. shows that a person who needs money had better earn it. 
___ c. A person can beg or borrow if he needs money. Nany"do it. 
3-A (Follow DIRECTIONS c, page ~7, Key IV) 
a. 18% of persons under 18 earn their own money. 
b. One rule can't be applied to every case. 
___ c. A person must have ~oney to live. 
-b: 
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.1-B (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page ~6) 
l~Life is too short as it is. 2-Why shorten it by the drudgery 
of earning money? 3-Let young people enJOY their yout4. 
2-B (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page ~6) 
a.r People can enjoy life only if they do not·1 have to earn 
money. 
__ ._b. Earning money is a drudgery to be avoided as long as 
possible. 
___ c. The author is showing everyone his hatred of work. 
3-B (Follow DIRECTIONS c, page ~7, Key V. The numbers 
indicate the sentences in argument ub.M You in-
dicate the assumptions made in each.) 
___ .1 ____ 2 
__ .3 
1-C (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page ~6) 
__ c. Earning one 1 s own livinE is a good way to appreciate the value 
of money. One also can_learn good habits of money management. 
This is good preparation for life. 
2-C (Follow DI~ECTIONS B, page ~6) 
a. The author 1 s daught·er is a good manager of money. She has 
a strict budget and never varies from it. 
__ b. The author believes that a person can learn to man~ge:--·mon~y 
only by earning it and actually managing it. . 
__ c. One is prepared for life by having experience in those 
things which are demanded of them in life. 
3-C (Follow DIRECTIONS C, page ~7, Key IV) 
a. The 'Value of money is le·ar.11.!:9d' py watching Others use 
it wisely. 
__ b. Handling money teaches a person how to handle money. 
___ c. Handling money prepares a person for adulthooa. 
1-D (Follow DIRECTIONS A, page ~6) 
__ d. 1-Why bother· --'Ehey never save itl 2-It is spent on any old • 
thing.. 3-Nothing is learned about the worth of money. 3-There-
fore,...:.there is no good education involved, only bad habits. 
___ a. 
_b. 
c. 
2-D (Follow DIRECTIONS B, page ~6) 
This adult is showing his ppinion of the responsibility of 
people under 18 years of age. 
People under 18 don~t use money wisely. They would only 
learn bad habits if money were available to them. 
There aren 1 t enough jobs 4vailable for our adults. The 
author wishes to discourage young people from taking needed 
jobs. 
3-D (Follow DIRECTIONS C, page ~7, Key V. The numbers 
indicate the sentences in argument ud. 11 You in-
dicate the assumptions made in each.) 
____ 1 2 3 
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Practical Applications 
The following articles are quoted from TIME magazine, September 
8, 1958. They are typical of daily reading one may encounter in 
periodical literature. Apply to these articles all that you have 
learned concerning INTERPRETATION, Evaluation of ARGUMENT, and Recog-
nition of ASSUM~TION. Share your ideas with your classmates as you 
work together in pairs and/or groups. 
Article I 
n 1No man can make any substantial savings from being President, 1 
said HERBERT CLARD HOOVER, noting with approval that Dwight Eisenhower 
had signed a bill creating an annual $25,000 pension for ex-Presidents. 
· ·rMy situation differs from other, and probably future, former Presi.::::.: :· 
dents, 1 explained the 31st U.S. President. 'America :provided me with 
an education, indluding a profession (mining engineer). I practiced 
that proression in years when there was no income tax or only a small 
amount. ·I was able to save a competence. I have considered that I 
have a great debt to my country for the opportunities it has given me. 
Therefore, I have .made it a practice to devote all personal compen-
sations derived from our Governrq.ent to. pub,lic service or charity. 1 
Twanged Fellow Pensioner HARRY S. TRUMAN, 33rd President: :,-No comment. 1 11 
. Article II 
«In Bandirma_, Turkey, as seven of his relatives fainted, 108-year-<. 
old Haci Mustafa stepped out of his grave toward the end of his funeral 
rites, denounced his family for 1trying to bury me before.my timeJ 1 
walked out of the cemetery. 11 
Article III 
rrThe coming jet age will also bring a new safety problem: the : 
pos-sibility of failure of plane pressurization at high altitudes. As 
a safeguard, the Qivil Aeronautics Board ruled last week Uhat all jet-
liners flying above-25_,000 feet (and almost all jets will) must carry 
ozygen masks for all their passengers in case of emergenr{. Manu; . ': :;.1 
facturers·have installed 1automatic presentation 1 systems in all jets, 
so that the pilot can make each passenger's mask pop out of an overhead 
compartment by pressing a button. All the passenger has to do is hold 
the rubber cup over his nose and mouth. As a further safety measure 
one pilot will wear an oxygen mask at all times above 25,000 ft. 
Article IV 
11 In Phoenix, Arizona, 75 dogs at the Humane Society were released 
by error into a corridor containing 14 cats, starting a fight that ~­
lasted 45 minutes. 11 
',, '•: .... 
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ANSWER KEY FOR RECALL SECTIONS 
Interpretation (D), page 20- 24 
Ex. I Ex. II Ex. IV,B. 
..A_l A 1 A 1 
_£_2 _c__2 c-2 
~ c 3 ~ ~~ 
.L-5 D 5 
Evaluation of Argument (D), page 33 
Ex. I Ex. II. Ex. III. 
d) a D-51 
2 @ 13-r' 2 
c m C:!J...;. 
Ex. V.B Ex. v.c Ex. V.D 
1 . 1 1 ~: 2 ® ~ ~ 4-
5 5 
- 37 
Ex. Iv,c. 
13 1 
A 2 
-H 
4) 5 
Ex. IV. 
c A-3-
. .b D-4-
Ex. v.E 
&J.1 
12=£..2 
Pl.~ 
Recognition of Assumpt~on (D), page 42- 46 
Ex. I. A Ex. I.B Ex. II. 
A 1 _A_1 AcD 1 
A 2 _.&_2 CD 2 
-1d c 3 ]2C.C 3 731+ 'D 4 
-:-5 'B 5 BD 5 
DIE 6 
Ex. IV.C Ex. IV.D 
_A_1 s1 
B 2 -,-2 
~ ti ., ~ 
c:-5 ±5 
Interpretation, Argument and Assump:tion 
Ex. •:I 
·-· 
1-A 2-A 3-A 
A-.:ta c a A a 
.A._b Ab 
AC ~c 
(D) 
Ex. IV •. A 
c 1 
o2 
CorA 3 
Alt 
A 5 
1-B 
A<1l..~~b 
Ex. I 
2-B 
a_ a 
LLb 
Jj_C 
Ex.IV,D. 
<1+.h1 
a rc.2 
bt~~ 
Ex. V.A 
1 
Ex. V.F 
~1 
tl2 
~~~ 
Ex. IV.B 
;p 1 
.. E·.·'2 
-H 
p 5 
3-B 
c. 1 
7D2 
c~e ~ 
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Ex. I Ex. I 
1-C _ 2-C 3-C 1-D 2-D 3-D 
.B:a_c A a A-a o:....3d ..Ji_a .!) E.- t. 
£.b 73b Db b 2 
. _A.C 
.JLC P.c 
Ex. II Ex. II 
1-A 2-A 3-A 1-E 2-B 3-B 
C.-:2.. a c a Pa o-J._b z=a r- 1 
.!3 b Ab ~b D 2 
~c .A_c trc ' rJ3 
-.-.-
Ex. II Ex. II 
1-C 2-C 3-C 1-D 2-D 3-D 
A-3c £. a .Jj_a .D-Sd "'Sa ~1 
JLb C.b 
.Ab r; b 2 
,A_C ..t._c e.c ~3 
